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The 'Redevelopment of second tier Central-European cities' thesis can be defined as qualitative 

research, consisting of ' field research' . The main objective is the formulation of a general restructur

ing strategy for local governments of second tier cities in Central-Europe that can provide support in 

their present struggle for economie development together with improvement of the physical quality. 

The context is described in sou rees of literature, with the influence of socialist period on the develop

ment of Cenlral-European cities, where researchers emphasize that the socialist regime did influ

ence the cities and determined in many cases the way Polish and Czech cities are currently. During 

the 40 years of socialism, the accent in cities was on heavy industry and economical solutions for 

the accommodation of workers and their families resulted in prefabricated housing estates. This had 

and still has its effect on the physical and economical structure of cities. 

Alter the transition to a market economy the development of cities faced accelerated economie 

and urban development, where negative aspects were neglected resulting at considerable issues 

at present time in many cities. In literature, the role of the government is described as important but 

incapable to solve problems, because of incompetence, missing policies and legislative fundament 

and most of all the lack of funds. As new policies are developed, more attention from nationallevel is 

requested in order to help local governments with their struggle for balanced urban development. 

Regarding to urban restructuring there are certain problems identified which all have different char

acteristics and a different approach. This thesis focuses on a genera I restructuring strategy for 

second tier cities in Central-Europe and in order to be as complete as possible, different issues 

have to be formulated in the strategy. The basic principle will be the type of problem that has to be 

solved, because the problem defines the parameters and conditions to which the different actors 

react and proceed. 

Many sourees of literature describe the relevanee of a (Iocal) government that has to be weil run firm 

which acts actively and has a problem solving attitude. The role of the government should therefore 

not be underestimated. Interviewing local governments and their current point of view with respect 

to urban development in relation with economie structure and interviews with the private sector 

together with professors of universities has generated a more comprehensive point of view 

From a western point of view some of these cities are really unattractive places to live, with deterio

rated streets and housing, industrial sites close to the city cent re and of course the large housing 

estates that are figurehead of the undynamic second tier city, with scatterd functions , Greenfield 

developments, lack of governance and small budgets. Not all of the cities that were observed are 

similar, having ,their own issues and charateristics and sometimes do have attractive city centres and 

pi aces people want to visit. 

The comparative analysis considering four case studies of Central-European cities, determines the 

aspects that apply for almost every second tier city in Poland and the Czech Republic . This is a 

rat her daring statement, but when local government officials would read th is thesis, there is big 

chance they acknowledge the aspects that are found during field research in Central-Europe. The 

results from the comparative analysis show the majority of all city related aspects can be reffered 

to as city specific, or with some similarity between two cities. This thesis focuses on the general as

pects, which are, quite important to the balanced development of second tier cities. More important 

it is, that local government people assent to the strategy that is presented and take advantage of 



it , not only by implying it when this is possible, but also by making them more aware of the current 

development ,issues they face. 

Coming to the final conclusions about this thesis , it is difficult to decide which aspects of urban 

development in the Central European, second tier cities conlribute the most to the current situation 

and will have the biggest effect on city development Whereas this thesis is of qualilative nature and 

not quantitative, I can only assume which aspects are more important, substantiated by findings of 

mostly, quantitative research considering urban development and economics. 

The findings that are presented is this Master thesis relate mostly to local governments and can give 

them more insight about the current problems in some situations and support for getting to deal 

with the issues that occur in their cities. As they are in many cases dependent on the private sector, 

because of sold ground positions or lack of funds, they have to realize it is the local government that 

can create specific conditions and paves the way for further development 

Furthermore, it seems to me that local governments are finding trouble to stay ahead of new devel

opment and that they of ten have been overtaken by developments. The fact that local govemments 

are often one-step behind is reflecled in the master and zoning plan which forms the basis of the 

city strategy. I can only assume that these things are clearly related to each other, but during the 

interviews with academics and the private sector, many people emphasized the role of the local 

government has to be more effective and profound. 

The tendency to develop mainly Greenfields is to be seen in every city. This depends on the more 

positive development aspects related to Greenfield developmenl and t,he negative development 

aspects with respect to Brownfields . In pursue of the maximum increase of economic development 

10ca'l governments act as if they find that improvement of the social-economic structure is more 

important than the physical structure, therefore focusing on relatively cheap and easy Greenfield 

development, instead of difficult and expensive redevelopment of Brownfields. 

I would not consider Greenfield development solely as a negative aspect, but it is closely related to 

suburbanization and urban sprawl together with traffic congestion, which is occurring in almost every 

of these cities . With respect to new residential developments, the most obvious counter act ion to 

control suburbanization and urban sprawl and reduce Greenfield development. I think, 'lies in making 

the inner city a more attractive place to live In, which is of course what this thesis is all about 

The improvement of the attractiveness or physlcal quality of the inner city could make it a competitive 

counterpart for residential and in some cases commercial Greenfield development. The develop

ment of res'idential , relail and office space can be filled into the inner city area relatively easily. One 

important aspect thaI has influence on the physical quality of inner cities that is not described in 

lilerature but is omnipresent , varying in level per city, Is the presence of 'blank spots' . Complicated 

ownership structures of ten obstruct new developments on these plots, but aside from that, they 

can easily be developed. Problem is of course the need for renovation of the surrounding buildings 

in order to get an appropriate development, where in many cases, the ubiquitous factor has an 

important role , which is money. 

Living in large housing estates is rooted in a large share of the city populalion of Central-Europe. 

They are used to live in flats and the social-economic mix has always been relatively weil balanced, 



but nowadays th is is changing because ol differentiation in wealth. Interlerence by (Iocal) govern

ments is needed to cope with this rising issue. 

When comparing the lour cities it is remarkable that besides the similarities also many differences 

occur as weil. Looking at it more closely, the lour cities could be divided into two groups. Where 

Brno and Krakow are the more prosperous, developed cities with an allractive city centre, the cities 

ol Lodz and Ostrava are behind on the lield ol urban development andl economic growth. The main 

differences I could lind where related to the presence ol universities together with a large student 

population, the history ol development and the city structure (radial versus grid and polycentric). 

In all these cities the specilic aspects are an important lactor with respect to city development and 

should therelore not be neglected in an urban development strategy. This can be considered as 

one ol the shortcomings ol the general development strategy presented in thesis. The determinants 

lor relative success ol Krakow and Brno contrary to Ostrava and Lodz together with the quest1ion 

to what extend these cities relate to each other, would be a subject lor lurther research about the 

development ol second tier cities in Central Europe. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem 

With the transition into a free market economy in the beginning of the 1990s, the cities in the lormer 

socialist countries laced a fundamental transformation. After a 40-year period ol government dom i

nat ion and planning, particularly capitol cities started to change under large input ol FDI (~oreign 

Direct Investment) . With this inllow ol capital and the restitution of property, the real estate markets 

in the capitol eities ol Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary started tQ develop, with new retail , 

olfice and residential space being developed. 

Because ol the large capital inllow locusing on the capitol cities, ihe restructuring capabilities 

needed to (re)develop lormer industrial zones were available and consequently cities experienced 

prosperous years. This could not entirely be said of the second-tier cities, which experienced less 

attent ion of international real estate developers and investors. In 2005, broker reports noted that the 

markets ol the Central European capitols already reached their point ol saturation and that possible 

opportunities would be in the smaller cities, hence that it would be smaller markets with lower poten

tial. That , combined with the fact that many developments occurred at suburban 'Greenlield' areas , 

problem areas were neglected and an existing incompetence and knowledge deficiency at (Iocal) 

governments resulted in an existing city development issue. With an increasing attent ion of investors 

looking lor opportunities in the second tier cities, local governments face the difficult task to attract 

and generate as much economic growth as possible in combination with constructive city develop

ment, which will also lead to higher physical quality of the second tier cities in Central Europe. 

Among the problems that these second tier cities face are: 

Poor quality ol inner cityareas of second tier cities; 

Unfair competition because ol new shopping center developments; 

Transition Irom communism to democracy has led to a shattered property ownership and im

poverishment of the housing stock 

Decentralization ol the government and a knowledge arrears; 

Shortage ol aflordable housing and a fast increase of rents; 

Many uncontrolled urban developments (urban sprawl); 

Increasing focus of real estate developers on second tier cities; 

Many problems with minorities like the Roma population ; 

High unemployment levels and poverty in areas with industry; 

Focusing on the urban development topic ol second tier cities in Central Europe, local governments 

now are fully responsible for what is happening in their cities, since the decentralization ol state 

influence during the 1990s. With this change of power, local governments became more aware ol 

their new role, not automatically succeeding in controlling urban development in a way that should 

increase economic development together with upgrading of the physical quality 

The way cities work is a much-discussed topic for researchers to focus on. Local governments have 

a prominent role in understanding these processes happening in cities , which should be taken into 

account in the development of new master and zoning plans. Underslanding how thlngs work and to 

what extent aspects are related to each other can provide the first step towards new solutions . The 



problem of these cities is knowing the extent to which investment in the character and quality of the 

physical built eflvironment contributes to their economie development. This can be restated, using 

the phrase: "Is it what cilies do or how they do it" (Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004). 

lhe initial focus of th is thesis was about inner city restructuring of second tier cilies wittl respect 

to the housing and retail market. This gradually developed into urban restructuring of second tier 

cities, to a large extend caused by interrelated issues and developments present in the second tier 

cities "hat were not restrained solely to the inner city area, bul influenced the complete urban area. 

It is impossible to deal with only retail and housing without encountering on other related problems. 

This is endorsed to the viewpoint of Baudin and Genestier (2002) who state that the future of large 

housing estates cannot be discussed without reference to the broader issue of urban change. The 

large estates are often perceived to be a general obstacle to urban restructuring or a threat to the 

social cohesion within the city (Baudin and Genestier, 2002). Looking at the bigger picture increases 

the level of abstract ion and could have Ie ss detail but will probably prevent shortsighted solutions 

or strategies that will not work because in daily situations there are other factors involved. Although 

the current situation of the housing market needs attention, it is relatively difficult to restructure the 

current retail market, because there are no restrictive building regulations and the current situation of 

the retail market is relatively immature. The 'restructuring' of retail therefore lies more in the strategy 

for new retail developments in the ne ar future. 

Current research considering the Central-European cities focuses specifically on the capitol cities 

and of ten describes only one or two specific problems and solutions. Therefore, it is important to ad

dress both aspects of cities in the subject matter, together with the focus on aspects that are present 

in second tier cities. Combining these points of departure, the following subject is formulated: 

'Whieh general restrueturing' strategy ean be formulated in order to improve both the physieal 

and soeial-eeonomie strueture of seeond tier eities in Central-Europe?' 

1.2 Context 

The context of th is thesis occurs in the former soviet influenced stat es of Central-Europe. After World 

War 2, countries as Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic (former Czechoslovakia) and other 

more eastern countries became socialist states wit st rong Russian influence. For a period of fifty 

years, the countries suffered under the socialist regime, resulting in an economie development gap 

with the West. With the introduction of the market economy and the entry into tne EU, the Central 

European cities started to develop economically. Nowadays, with the rise of Russia and Turkey and 

new EU member states like Romania and Bulgaria, Central-Europe is becoming the spill between 

East and Western Europe. 

Under socialist influence cities developed in a different way than the western cities did. With the 

introduction of market economy, resulting in economie growth, new retail and housing develop

ments nowadays compete with the inner city, whereas people's living standards are improving and 

the quality of buildings is very low. Like the Netherlands, questions about urban restructuring exist, 

but with the emphasis on other aspects. The use of special forms of cooperation could contribute 

to the improvement of cities, whereas some problems are complex and elaborate. Joining the EU, 

provides them support in severallevels. With the decentralization of the government structure, infor-

the city (Klaron. 1999) Or 
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mation transIer and lunding Irom the EU is very welcome. Changes in legislation are also the result 

ol EU regulation. 

Although economie development improved the situation, many cities neglect the negative aspects 

ol their city, where people are suffe ring Irom unemployment and industrial areas close to residential 

areas that are abandoned and contaminated. People are moving to new housing areas and car 

use is increasing, but many people cannot afford these new wealth products, increasing the gap 

between rich and poor. Although many Czech and Polish people have always ,Iived in large housing 

est at es and are used to this way ol live, deteriorating and social problems are appearing, wanting 

people who can ellort it, to leave as soon as possible . 

The urban development issues that are occurring in Central-European cities are sometimes identical 

to other situations in other countries Research that has considered these issues, could provide a 

lead or loundation lor solutions in second tier cities. Research by Henderson and Wang (2007) lor 

example, emphasizes th at similarly growth ol individual city sizes is explained by changes inlocal 

market conditions, technological change, and changes in national institutions and policies. In addi

tion, Henderson, Shalizi and Venables (2000) conclude that geography matters lor development, but 

that economie growth is not governed by a geographical determinism. Policy is essential in shaping 

economie changes, although the design ol policy is not weil understood. Considering these theories 

in the context ol urban design will contribute to a more realistic and comprehensive linal result. 

1.3 Objectives 

This thesis approaches the problem Irom several perspectives, which in a certain way, complement 

each other. Whereas this is a Master thesis, the subject is examined in an academie way, olten 

looking at the situation Irom a municipal point ol view, where in occasion, the more problem solving , 

pragmatic way ol thinking towards problems, defines the role ol the consultant. Combining this will 

help to come closer to the objective , which is: 

'Formulate a general restrueturing strategy whieh foeuses on the seeond tier eities of Centra/

Europe eonsidering both the physieal and soeia/-eeonomie strueture. ' 

Other research questions that are relevant lor this thesis are: 

• On which aspects do the second tier CEE cities differ or show similarities and wh at aspects can 

be lIsed to make a select ion / judgment? 

What are 'second tier' cities and how can they be delined / qualilied? 

What elements are part ol the revitalization process ol inner city structures and where lay the 
difficulties? 

Is there any current lorm ol a 'project approach' available? 

1.4 Method 

For questions about the real world , McGrath and Runkei (1972) lormed a cycle ol empirical research. 

As in this thesis, these steps take place regarding the subject: 'redevelopment ol second tier cities 

in Central-Europe.' Ouring the research process, several methods are used to make these steps to 
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come to conclusions about the rea I world, thus point

ing out what problems occur, wh at theoretical research 

says about them and how they relate. As Runkei alld 

McGrath (1972) say it : "Plan must come before execu

tion ; data collection must come before data analysis. 

It starts with a problem and gets back to the problem. 

The end result of the process, however, never arrives 

back at the exact starting point , even if all goes weil." 

Sefore jumping to conclusions , the methods that are 

used will be discussed in this section. 

DeSIGN VARIASLES 

~ 
OPEAAT10NA~ 

I 
DATA The methodological strategy that is used in this thesis 

is the 'field study'. The characteristics of the field study 

are that it results , when performed weil , in a faithful 

report considering the behaviors (city aspects) that are 

PLAH ............. ~ 
'''-...., ---..... 

OBSERVATIONS Of 
_ REAlWORLD 

ligure 1: Cyclus ol empirica! research 

observed, bLjt lacks generalizability with respect to, in 

this case the cities, and the precision in control and 

measurement of variables related to the behavior (city 

aspects) (Kundel and McGrath, 1972) . Sy performing 

four case studies, in this thesis, the goal is to increase 

the generalizabilily of the 'model' second tier city, thus resulting in a 'generall" final result, which still 

misses precision . 

In the case of the subject of this thesis several methods are used, which are: 

Literature study, with the purpose of gelling insight of previous research that has been done in 

the field of the subject and related subjects. This provides more information relating to the sub

ject and the point of view of the researchers involved. Literature that is used exists of published 

articles, internet websites and academie books ; 

Interviews with different actors related to the subject , but having specific points of view. Discuss

ing the subject and related aspects with local government officials, local project developers, 

professors, student(s) and consultants gives more insight in the processes that related to the 

subject and are playing an important role; 
Observation, where has to be stated that the analysis of a city can be performed in different 

ways. One is to observe a city by looking at buildings, roads , parks, factories , called the physical 

structure . Another, not less important part of cities, which is interrelated with the physical struc

ture, is the social-economic structure. Sesides the present situation of the physical structure, 

investors' decisions are dependant on statistics considering ,Ihe social-economic situation and 

its development. Therefore both aspects are considered in this thesis, whereas the inslitutional 

'observation' of these cities can be attributed to the interview section; 

The analysis of the gathered information, in order to deduce it to manageable 'chunks' . The 

method to this was the use of mind maps to give insight to the processes occurring in the cities. 

In addition, comparative analysis was performed to findo resemblance between the cities. With 

the use of mind maps and the relationships that are polnted out, prioritization of these similari

ties between cities is then arranged, resulting in a priority list , containing general cityaspects in 

maller of importance; 

Theoretical implication, concerning urban economie theories that can sustain the results of the 

analysis, together forming the end result of th is ,Ihesis with aspects of the literature study. 



1.5 Organization 

The true first step is important for the eventual course of this thesis, After exploring the background 

of the subject , the next steps of th is research are considered, resulting in the 'project approach' as 

stated in ,the flgure on the following page. 

Step 1 (Chapter 2 and 3) 

First, the selection is made concerning the countries that will be included to th is research and the 

number of second tier cities. This has to do with information sources, EU membership, traveling 

distance and language barrier. Whereas chapter 2 focuses on the existing literature, aspects like the 

influence of socialism on cities, current issues and difficulties in cities and the country analysis of 

the Czech Republic and Poland pass in revue. Chapter 3 discusses the particulars of de real estate 

development process , by paying atlention to the actors involved, development strategies and the 

particulars of urban development. In addition, there is an in-depth analysis regarding the aspects 

that literature point out as the most important together with project examples in central-Europe. Fur

thermore, there is atlention for relatively new usefui forms of cooperation and the positive influence 

of EU entrance. Together, these aspects, combined with chapter 2, should provide the foundation 

for the next step. 

Step 2 (Chapter 4 and 5) 

In order to get more feeling with the subject, the cities of Brno, Ostrava , Krakow and Lodz were 

visited. ObseNing these cities provides more information than can be fOUJld in books and the in

ternet. Apart from the obseNations, interviews with local professionals of the municipality, project 

development companies, consultant offices and universities provided input with respect to urban 

developments, role of municipality versus private sector and insight in current issues Alter returning 

to the Netherlands, the information is processed resulting in case studies of every city. This informa

tion is then used to draw mind maps, thus making the information more tangible. Comparing the city 

specific aspects will result in a select ion of general city aspects and city speci,fic aspects. Finally, 

the relationships pointed out in the mind map will prioritize this selection, where it then can be used 

in chapter 6, 

Step 3 (Chapter 6) 

The purpose of this thesis takes shape in the final chapler, where Ihe general restructuring strategy 

is composed , addressing the iJl format ion of the previous chapters. In addition , conclusions of theo

retical research mostly regarding urban economics, are used to substantiate this genera I strategy, 

Exploring the most important aspects ol second tier cities, will help local governments in their st rug

gle lor balanced urban growth, Finally, this thesis ends with the conclusions about the subject and 

its current characteristics. 
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2 Urba development of Central-European eities 

2 1 Introduction 
Elaborating on the subject delined in ehapter 1, the partieulars ol the Czeeh Republie and Poland 

are analyzed in the literature study eoneerning the history ol Central Europe and its eities . Together 

with research about the eurrent situations in these eountries and their eities, it will be the first step ol 

this thesis. Not only wlll it give insight in the urban development aspeets that play an important role 

in the eapitols, beeause many research is loeused on these eities, it will be possible to eompare 

Ihis to the lindings ol the interviews and the observations about the seeond tier eities that will be 

diseussed later in th is report. Furthermore, the aspeets eonsidered most important by researchers 

will be diseussed more thoroughly in the next ehapter. 

2.2 Cenlral- uropean countries analysis 

The analysis ol the Central-European eountries (Iurther in report noted as CE eountries) is loeused 

on two eountries ol the region, Poland and the Czeeh Republie. Beeause t<hls research is loeusing 

on the seeond tier eities ol the CE eountries the relatively smaller eities have to be analyzed. After a 
t'horough seareh lor uselul inlormation, the eonelusion is that an inlormation gap existed between 

inlormation eonsidering the eapitol and the seeond tier eities. In order to eolleet uselul inlormation, 

the locus had to be on Poland and the Czeeh Republie, whereas these eountries are 
members ol the European Union; 

experieneing high level ol real estate developments; 

most developed eountries ol the Central- and Eastern-European region and therelore sul

licient inlormation sou rees; 

geographie closest to Western-Europe and relatively easy to visi!. 

Definition 'second tier city'. 

There are several delinitions in present literature deseribing seeond tier eities 

A spatially distinet area ol economie aetivity where a speeialized set ol trade-oriented indus

tries takes root and Ilourishes, establishing employment and population growth trajeetories 

th at are the envy ol many other plaees ." (Markusen. Lee and DiGiovanna, 1999,). 

An alternative working delinition lor seeond tier eities may be those loeations with populations 

less than two miilion and greater than 350,000. This delinition is based on Ameriean eities 

and in order to meet European standards and to eomply with the third tier city delinition the 

population number has to be greater than 110.000 (Sweeney. 2004). 

Seeond tier eities will have the eharaeteristies that meet the needs ol sueh projeets while 

offering a mix ol advantages that make them highly eompetitive with the rlargest loeations. 

The seeOfld tier eities will have wh at the large eities have, and have more ol it (responsive 

government , labor growth) , enough ol it (transportation inlrastrueture, finaneial services), and 

less ol it (eongestion, housing eosts) in a mix that makes them espeeiaily attraetive. The 

lundamental value proposition ol seeond tier eities lor loeating eompanies is the right size at 



the right cost (Sweeney, 2004) 

Definition 'third tier city': 

The definition Siegel and Waxman (2001) developed regarding to third tier cities has the following 

elements: 

Cities of between 15,000 and 110,000 in population; 

Cities th at are primary to the regional economie base; and 

Cities th at we re incorporated prior to 1950 and have not tripled in population since 1950. 

When the results for the Poland and Czech Republic survey will be combined, the possibility for a 

more profound analysis is more likely. Before considering the specific country and city information, 

it is ,important to examine the existing literature about the 'universal model' of a post socialistic city, 

in order to optimize the 'problem-identification-process'. 13esides, the analysis will try to reveal the 

existing patlern in the post-socialist cities. The reason for this choice is the fact that it is almost 

impossible to uncover the structure of the particular cities, given the amount of time, information 

and the physical barrier that exists at the moment. Uncovering city structures are very time consum

ing, as Alex Anas formulates it: 'To describe urban structure one must make use of basic data on 

land uses' (Anas, Arnotl and SmalI, 1997) . Unfortunately, this data is not available and therefore 

the emphasis wil! be laid on city patlerns. 'Patlern' can be defined as: 'a number of arranged or 

combined information, which gives insight in a certain situation or regular returning or progressing 

operation' (van Dale, 2006). 

Characterisfics Post Soeialistic eities 

The cities in the CEE reg ion have been under a socialistic regime for a period varying from 45 to 

75 years . During th is socialistic period the development and growth of the spatial structure of these 

cities was very different form their market economy driven counterparts. The absence of real estate 

markets had the most pervasive effect on the structure of socialist cities. Densities and land alloca

\ion between different 'uses - mainly industrial and residential uses - were not reflecting demand 

lrom consumers bul were mostly based on administrative decisions aiming at minimizing input 

rather than maximizing values (Kornai, 1992). The !wo basic principles of the socialist urbanizalion 

were equality and planned urbanizalion in which the equality factor returned in the pursuit for equiva

lent living standards in the urban network. The opposite trend occurred in the form of a stratified 

society. This hierarchy in society largely depended on the exislence of a secondary economy, in 

which services, goods and information relaled to the housing market circulated in a private network. 

The secondary economy was the place where market relations, consumer choice and autonomic 

economie decisions existed. 

Bertaud (2004) points out that CEE-cities must develop an urban planning strategy which focuses 

on the European culture but takes the socialist heritage into account. It has to consider astrong, 

prestigious historica I city center, the abilily of suburbs to develop and deal with the increasing use 
of private transport. 

The historical core of CEE-cities corresponds to the spalial structure of European cities, because 

this was established centuries before they became under socialist government. The spatial structure 

ol socialist cities is therefore a mixture of a 'market economie' core with a socialistic spalial structure 

in the zones outside of it and built in the socialist period. Urban developments in the core ofthe 

former capitalist cities resulted in the construct ion of representative socialist buildings and squares 



suitable for parades . The only form of suburbanization was in large scale housing near the periphery, 

which allracted the upper class from the city center, because their housing, which was mostly built 

before World War 11 , was not renovated or renewed . The reason for that was the factthat it only cost 

money, due to very low rents and did not bring any form of economie benefits. Urban slums came 

into being when the gypsy society started to live in these depressed areas of the city. 

The socialist political regime had a specific point of view towards land use and spatial planning . The 

most important was that land had no monetary value and was allocated on a 'per need' basis . The 

need for restructuring of the build environment did therefore not exist, which resulted in the spread

ing ol the city towards the outskirts. Another view was that land could not be sold or leased ,to a 

third party, once allocated to an enterprise. This was the reason that factories only could expand but 

not relocate if th is was necessary for technological reasons. Even wh en technology and operational 

arguments resulted in the relocation of a lactory, the industnal land left behind was not recycled and 

often formed a belt around the historie city core (Bertaud and Renaud, 1997) 

The use of land lor seNices and retail was allocated in the same way, thus on a spatial norm per 

unit of output. Because industry was considered as the backbone ol economy, it had a priority on 

land use, which 'I'ead up to systematical under-allocation of the seNice and retail sector. The most 

important political , administrative and cultural functions were situated in the city center. The differ

ence about these functions with their Western counterpart was not the location of it , but the diversity 

and the mixture. 

It becomes clear that the socialist way of urban development did have large impact on the develop

ment and growth pallern ol the CEE-cities . The most important aspects of the CEE-cities due to the 

socialist regime are (Bertaud , 2004) : 

Residential estates of high density panel housing localed in the suburbs near periphery, which 

results in high costs of transportation and pollution; 

Enormous amount of obsolete industrialland close to city centers; 

City center without proper retail and service lacilities; 

Weak and poorly maintained inlrastructure without the capability to support high residential 

densities in the center ; 

Centrally located areas in cit les were disintegrated 
by the extensive rail network ; 

Property rights problems and fuzzy tenure lound 

mostly in cent rally located areas which prevents 

adequate renovation or recycling ; 

Absence of proper taxation system; 

This figure illustrates the growth pattern of an average 

Eastern European city. The figure shows the pre-social

ist city core and the developments during the socialist 

period. An important contradiction between the assump

tion ol French and Hamilton (1979) and Bertaud (2004) 

is the absence of an industrial 'belt' around the historical 

city core of many CEE-cities and the presence of large 

scale housing near the periphery, which is asserted by 

Bertaud (2004). This figure shows quite the opposite 

n __ 

Figure 3: Model olthe growth ol an Eastern Euro
pean socialist c ity. 



with lirst the historical core, then the large scale housing zone around it, lurther a green belt and 

recreation zone and linally the large scale Industrial zones. The lact that large scale housing was 

introduced in the late 1950s is emphasized by both French and Hamilton as Bertaud. During th is 

period the 'mikroraion', the Soviet name lor micro-reg ion or district, became the basic building block 

ol the Soviet city and other CEE-cities like Warsaw 

Figllre 4. Layollt of hOllsing estate of the late 1970s 
in Warsaw. 

The average size ol such building blocks could accom

modate 5.000 to 15.000 people. It had its own services 

like restaurants, nurseries, kindergartens, club rooms, 

school and sport lacilities. At a broader scale several 

blocks aggregated to lorm a larger residential zone with 

a population size ol 30.000 to 50.000. How lar a city as 

a whole could be described as socialist in its physical 

organization was largely a matter ol the extent to wilich it 

was dominated by the 'mikroraion' (D.M Smith, 1996). It 

also depended on the level ol destruction ol a CEE-city 

alter the Second World War, to what extend the basic 

building blocks were developed. The almost complete 

destruction ol Warsaw resulted in a more socialist orient

tated city structure with dominant position ol the 'mikro

raion' districts. 

O.M. Smith erected a hierarchy ol the 'typical' socialist 

city, where many CEE-cities show similarities with. This 

hierarchy lollows a broad typology ol socio-economic and environmental differentiation with some 

risk ol simplilication: 

1. Inner city, high status ol good Inousing, occupied largely by professional groups; some 

congestion and pollution, but good access to central services; 

2. Inner city, low status areas ol old and deteriorating property; environment affected by indus

trial or commercial development , but good access to lacilities ol the city centre; 

3. Outer areas ol relative high status , with relatively high proportions ol co-operative Ilats and 

lairly good service provision and ! or transport to the city center; 

4. Outer areas ol lower status, with a predominance ol state housing, and a relatively high 

proportion ol in-migrants, mainly manual employment, industry with a detrimental environ

mental impact, low access to service and exacerbated by time lags in construction and 

inlrastructure; 

5. Peri-urban areas and suburban enclaves of private housing ol very poor quality, much ol it 

occupied by migrants Irom the countryside, with low or non-existing service provision; 

6. Quarters occupied by distinctive ethnic groups, possibly but not necessarily in lower status 

occupations, probably comprising social cohesive communities, housing possibility rellect

ing cultural prelerences, service provision depending on position within the general spatial 

structure ol the structure; 

Urban change in 1he postasocialis eities 

A number ol writers have recognized that urban areas represent key sites ol post-socialist translor

mation (Smith, 1997; Ghanbari-Parsa and Moatazed, 1999). As cities and larger towns across the 



region are often located at the lorelront ol relorms, taking measurements to restructure and translorm 

their economies , political scenes and societies. In that way, cities are the pioneers ol relorm (Gritsai 

and van der Wusten, 1997), shaping policies and breaking new ground, thus experiencing many 

relorms in a much more exaggerated lorm (Kiss, 1999). The sheer concentration ol employment, 

economic activity, population and housing in major towns and cities means that the translormations 

ongoing in Central Europe are deeply and widely lelt in urban areas (Pichler-Milanovich, 1994). This 

aspect speaks up lor the lact that this research locus on the largest cities ol Poland and the Czech 

Republic, because ol the many appearing constraints and difficulties in these more dynamic urban 

areas. By its very nature, much ol the largest industry is located in urban areas ol the biggest cities. 

The privatization and restructuring ol industrial enterprises has a particularly extreme impact on 

urban areas in the region, remaking not only their labor markets, but also their housing services, 

cultural and sporting lacilities and health provision . As was the situation with industrial space, retail 

space was also concentrated in urban areas . The city has been the locus ol restructuring. in the retail' 

sector (Stenning , 2004) . 

There was considerable debate within Western ac adem ia prior to 1989 over what constituted a 

socialist city and il indeed there was anything unique about Ihe socialist city. French and Hamllton 

(1979) drew allention to tne lact that cities under socialism were shaped by both the ideologies 

and practices ol state socialism. The nature ol the Soviet-style planning system, state ownership ol 

land and economy, different economic priorities and rigid mechanisms lor land 'use control meant 

that the realities ol urban development we re very different in the Soviet Union and its satellite stat es 

than in states dominated by market economies (French and Hamilton, 1979; Pallot and Shaw, 1981 ; 

French, 1995). In the post-socialist era, it is clear that the legacies ol socialism and' the paths ol 

extrication Irom socialism are shaping the cities ol Central Europe in particular ways (Stenning, 

2004). Translormations witnessed in the social and physicallandscapes ol Western cities through, 

lor example, gentrilication, the development ol suburban mails , the regeneration ol city centers 

and the resIlaping ol urban public spaces are now also becoming prevalent in cities lurther east 

(Stenning, 2004). 

The marketization and internationalization ol national economies has, more olten than not. been 

led by the restructuring ol capital cities and other major urban centers. In part th is is because such 

relorms are debated, legislated upon and implemented by urban elites in centers ol governmenl, 

both central and local (Stenning , 2004) . The process ol restitution is an inherent conflict that resulted 

lrom the shift to a market economy, because it re-imposes the old order ol property rights on a 

townscape translormed by decades ol socialist practice (Feldman, 1999) . It is also primarily moral 

- driven by a desire to compensate lormer owners - ratner than economic, thougll it does serve also 

to redistribute lormer state-owned property (Sykora, 1994; Ghanbari-Parsa and Moatazed-Keivani, 

1999) and contribute to development ol rea I estate markets as many restituted owners swiftly 

sell their property. In countries such as Poland and the Czech Republic the process is still lurther 

complicated by demands and concerns ol Jewish owners whose property is subject to numerous 

competing claims for ownership. Furthermore there are lew clearly delined legislative structures lor 

urban governance in the region's major cilies which creates problems in ensuring cohesion in urban 

development (Suraszka, 1996). 

Considering the role industry had in former socialist cities, the introduction ol the market economy 

led to a decline of production and manulacturing employment in (ecent decades, especially in 

the years since 1989. This process was mirrored by a Iragmentation of urban labor markets as 

small and medium-sized enterprises began dominate the economy (Stenning, 2004) The shrinking 



employment also contributed to the withdrawal of industry from non-productive activities . A two

track restructuring program was followed by industrial enterprises before and alter privatization: first 

the product ion process was modernized and then the organization structure was streamlined. As 

se en in the West , the effect caused redundant spaces in urban areas , which resulted in initiatives 

to regenerate old industrial areas (Domanski, 2000) . Many of the countries of the reg ion have taken 

special measures to attract new investments whilst other have seen the development of new retail 

spaces on old induslrial land. 

As weil as industry, the retail sector evolved in the years after 1989. One of the new trends that 

clnaracterize retail provision in post-socialist cities is the development of out-of-town centers . During 

the socialist period, state supply and distribution networks centered on neighborhood shopping 

centers and city center provision of higher goods dominated the retail economy (Coles, 1997). For 

irlstance in Poland the number of retail out lets increased by 80.000 to over 300.000 between 1987 

and 1991 and the share of private ownership increased from 15,2% to 96,6% (Jelonkiewicz, 1999) 

Though present under communism, open-air markets have been subject to a dramatic expansion 

under post-socialism in major cities and often in border towns, in sports stadiums, around bus and 

rail stations and on dedicated sites (CZako and Sik, 1999; Sik and Wallace, 1999). 

In recent years the Central European retail market showed an increase in retail provision in a fixed 

premise, which was encouraged by the appearance on the market by foreign firms. Much of this 

'new' provision has appeared in out-ol-town snopping centers (Jelonkiewicz, 1999), but international 

chains are also challenging local traders in city center locations, as can be seen in recent years . 

Many ol these developments are focused on huge leisure and retail complexes involving bars, 

restaurants , multi-screen cinemas and bowling alleys. 

The development of retail space has occurred alongside the expansion and improvement of other 

commercial space. Both con su mer and business services were greatly underdeveloped within the 

socialjst economy and have experienced an unmatched boom in the last decade (Kovacs, 1994 ; 

Gritsai , 1997). These new service sector developments have encouraged a spurt ol new office 

grow1h, both through construct ion and renovation, and a significant reshaping of urban skylines. 

One important consequence of the retail and office expansion was the shortage of urban residential 
space. Cities under socialism tended to have high levels ol domestic space in central areas . The 

weak development ol business and consumer services reduced the pressure on urban space and 

resulted in less developed pmcesses ol residential suburbanization. Much lormer residential prop

erty has been translerred to non-resident ia I use, through processes of restitution and privatization 

(Sykora, 1994). This often occurred in clear contravention of land use regulations (Pichler-Milanovich , 

1994) and had impact on the social composition of urban populations, whereby the poorer popula

tions were forced out ol the cities (Gdaniec, 1997). This gentrilication creates major problems for 

meeting the housing need of lower income households. As housing markets develop and wealthier 

residents get access to mortgage finance, there are dangers that peripheral housing estates wil! 

become 'ghettoised ' and become home to more marginalized groups (Sykora, 1999) . 

The major factors that lay behind the changes in the internal spatial and physical structure of cities 

are the concentration of employment opportunities in the service sector, changes towards globaliza

tion, growing awareness ol environmental quality and the new urban planning models ol sustainable 

development. Besides, the socio-economie transformation of former socialist countries towards 



pluralistic democracy and market economies played an important role as weil (Kaliopa, Dimitrovska 

and Andrews , 2005) . The characteristic changes in the land-use pattern ol post-socialist cities are 

similar to those identilied in other European cities (Bourne in Kivell, 1993) 

• Growth ol the urban Iringe, or suburbanization; 

Re-urbanization/revitalization ol the central areas; 

Growth ol need lor inlrastructure, especially transport : 

Growth and decline ol particular urban junctions (e.g. relocation ol industry away Irom city 

centers and establishment ol shopping centers on the outskirts ol towns) . 

These translormations ol urban pattern are mostly a product ol the restructuring ol urban activities 

and social changes rather than ol demographic growth. Although many opportunities exist in the 

large cities with respect to vacant land plots lor development , many disputes about land restitution 

to lormer owners have limited the land development in inner cities . One solution lor governments is 

the example ol Berlin, with its 'Investitionsvorranggesetz' (priority ol investment law) , that enables the 

political authorities to grant the land in the city to high capita I investors and merely remunerate the 

lormer owners (Keivani, Parsa and McGreal, 2001) . 

Commercial development constitutes an important lorce that has substantially contributed to a 

massive reorganization ol land-use patterns in the CEE cities in the post-socialist era. Local govern

ments in most ol the lormer socialist countries have lacilitated real estate and commercial property 

developmenl using land in their ownership, together with development grants and the easing ol 

planning control and land-use regulation (Kaliopa, Dimitrovska and Andrews , 2005). Comparable 

similarities occur when analyzing the revitalization process in historic cores: 

Concentration ol commercial and government lunctions; 

Development ol offices, multipurpose commercial centers and tourist orientated lacilities, like 

hotels, restaurants and shops; 

Relurbishment ol existing buildings predominates but new development is also present ; 

Supply ol land and buildings lor (re)development has resulted lrom quick privatization ol 

real estate and the sale or long-term leasing ol vacant municipal land has lacilitated private 

commercial development ; 

Gentrilication promoted by the private sector and city government (Iuxury municipal dwellings 

and reconstruction ol dilapidated premises and attics into apartments) . 

More negative consequences ol the revitalization processes are : 

The decline ol residential lunction (e.g. leasing to commercial uses generates up to 50 times 

higher revenues than regulated rent Irom housing); 

Non-existence ol detailed planning regulation that would constrain these changes the city 

government has promoted commercialization by selling or leasing the last empty plots lor 

commercial development , with lack ol recognition ol need lor public purposes; 

• Damage to historical heritage: conllicts between the interesols ol commercial developers and 

the protection ol cultural heritage; 

Unsympathetic design ol new buildings often does not lit or respect existing morphological 

context; 

Development controt procedures have not been weil used; 

Traffic congestion , parking problems: the decline of public transporl caused by an increase in 

private car ownership and a shift in model split in favor of car use. 



In the lalter half of the 1990s, development interest moved towards certain inner city districts and 

outer cityareas, as a result of structural changes and difterentiation in commercial market demand 

and the scarcity of available land left in the city center. The urban changes that have occurred in 

inner cityareas can be summarized as follows (Kaliopa, Dimitrovska and Andrews, 2005) : 

Physical upgrading has been associated more with commercial functions than housing (e.g. 

secondary business nodes established in strategie locations near public transport and major 
roads); 

Revitalization of older neighborhoods with higher-quality residential environments, which had 

retained higher social status during the communist era (e.g. single family houses and villas 

and zones of apart ment housing dating from the nineteenth century); 

Scaltered housing (re)development : new apartments for sale in condominiums (virtually no 

new private rental housing) , located in dispersed fashion on vacant zones in the inner city or 

atthe edge of social housing estates. These residential complexes now form well-oft residen

\ial enclaves within the existing structure of the city; 

Residential upgrading and gentrification of small pockets of original village housing in settle

ments which have been overrun by twentieth-century urban growth of the city; 

Difteren\iation of social housing estates (e.g . revitalization of housing estates in beller loca

tions, with improved public transport accessibility and 'image'); 

Reduction of industrial uses: large redundant industrial and warehouse zones have been 

released for other uses, predominantly commercial development, shopping centers and 

housing; 

The changes in the inner cities not only had positive resu1ts, but also common problems 

occurred: 

Degraded urban areas, areas of former industrial use, barrack sites and 'black ' housing 

(housing built without planning permits) ; 

Undeveloped local centers without clear identities ; 

Increasing social polarization of housing estates ; problems of revitalization, maintenance and 

management ; 

'Edge city' development jeopardizing of important established city center viability, reducing 

allraction for business and employment (e.g. shopping and' business centers on the outskirts 
of towns) ; 

Ad hoc in-fill development jeopardizing continuity of important established city-wide systems 

(e.g . open space and green areas networks, landscape structure); 

In-fill development with no respect for the characteristic identities of established cityareas . 

The characteristics of urban change in outer cityareas are as follows: 

Residential suburbanization takes several forms, such as speculatively built housing for sale 

or sale of plots for housing construction, transformation of existing villages by random devel

opments scallered across the suburban area ; 

Very limited involvement of foreigners in suburbanization ; 

Residential suburbanization contributes to a reversal of the traditional socio-spahal pallern 

of the city, with the socio-economie status of population declining with distance from the 
centre; 

Commercial development has more significant impact on the transformation of outer city 

areas than housing construct ion (e.g. concentration in complexes built along major highways 

- 'ribbon development' - and important transport intersections and subway stations); 

An important proportion of retailing is moving to the suburban zone(e.g. out-of-town shopping 



cenlers) and suburban business parks and office complexes are being created (this is largely 

in response to greater personal mobility with the rise in car ownership); 

No speculative industrial and warehousing development yet , but high potenlial lor develop

ment ol industrial properties at the major junctions on the motorway network; 

Suburbanization is adding another ring to the existing spalial structure ol the city. 

Kalopa, Dimitrovska and Andrews emphasize that the most signilicant problems of urban change in 

inner cityareas are as lollows: 

Coalescence ol existing traditional village settlements into suburban agglomeration with re

sultant loss ol identity; 

Translormation and loss ol identity ol culturallandscape and cultural heritage; 

Pollution ol underground water resources due to insufficient technical inlrastructure and im

proper waste management ; 

Increase in individual car traffic with resultant congestion and decline in use ol public trans

port , leading to decline in seNice. 

Tosics (2004) discusses the spatial changes and the link to urban planning and policy making. The 

lollowing text is based on his lindings. As the post-socialist period in city development is dominated 

by the private sector, the ownership ol land is largely privatized , tne public decision-making rights 

are decentralized, the most dynamically growing areas ol the city are those to where the linancially 

st rong upper-class wants to move and the office and retail developers want to invest. The upward 

mobile areas are therelore: 

The wealthy inner cityareas (condominiums in cenlrally located residential areas, easily ac

cessible mixed use areas); 

The examples ol improving urban renewal ; 

The target areas ol the suburbanizing middle classes. 

As a consequence ol the pull effect ol these dynamic areas , middle- and upper class lamilies move 

out Irom certain parts ol the housing stock. In the lack ol public interventions lrom the unwilling upper 

level and the unable local, (district) governments , some areas are quickly deleriorating . Amongst the 

downward mobile areas are 

The deteriorating, ghettoizing areas on the edge ol the inner city (dominated by minority 

ethnic groups and low income) ; 

The Brownlield areas ; 

Some ol the large housing estates (those which are the worst located, most dilficult to ac

cess) ; 

Some ol the suburban settlements (being located at the edge ol the agglomeration, offering 

cheap real estate, becoming the target ol 'social suburbanization'). 



2.3 General overview Czech Rep b ie 

Figure 5.' Map of (he Czech Republic. 
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In order to get to the bigger picture, the most important aspects are presented in this section. The 

more deliberately described country analysis of the Czech Republic can be found in the appendix. 

One of the substantial effects of the socialist period, is the presence of deteriorated large housing 

eslates, which nowadays lead to socio-spatial segregalion (Sykora, 2004). The locations within 

the city that does allract the allention of investors are the city cent re, zones in the inner city and 

suburban locations. These locations have experienced the most radical urban change. Besides the 

housing estates, the Czech government has identified Brownfields as problem areas. This does not 



mean there are comprehensive urban policies lor gelling to the problem. 

Economie , d soeÎal position of eities 

Since 1991, the Czech cities have encountered a rate ol decline ol the urban population, caused by 

out-migration and natural demographics Aging ol the city population was caused by the urbaniza

tion alter World War 2 and results in natural decline. The city ol Ostrava is dillerent in th is maller, with 

a younger age structure. Another demographic issue is the change ol household structure, where 

the group ol couples with children has declined with 9 percent in ten years, especially in cities. 

Alter the economic transition, the local urban labor markets were strongly allected, wit t;! declining 

employment in the manulacturing and construct ion sector Brno and Prague managed to switch to 

the service sector, resulting in new employment. The high unemploymeflt level in Ostrava proves 

that they were less successlul in changing the economic structure. The salary levels in the second 

tier cities is just above country level, lar behind the city ol Prague, which has an average ol +40 

percent on national level. The housing structure in the Czech Republic shows that 56,5 percent ol 

the housing stock are apartments. This stock is largely represented in the large cities, where the level 

ol rent al stock is relatively high as weili. 

Urban pro I ms 

The mai" urban changes after the transit ion into a market economy were mainly inlluenced by global

ization, public policies lavoring unregulated market development, economic restructuring in term ol 

de-industrialization and the growth ol producer services and increasing social differences (Reiner 

and Strong, 1995). The cities have been affected by uneven urban development, resulting in bigger 

contrasts between areas. Unlortunately, this process is neglected by the government on national 

level and left to local solutions (Sykora, 2004). Current development shows that more prosperous 

people move to new apartments in the inner city or suburban area. This leaves the poorer people 

together in large housing estates. 

The country analysis shows that the urban problems considered by the central governme li1t are 

Brownlield sites and the housing estates. Although there is some allention lor these two problems, 

substantial urban policies are still not in place in order to approach these problems. Furthermore, city 

population is declining and there is no match between the economic activity ol inhabitants and the 

available jobs. Local governments now have to lace these issues, because the centra I government 

is not coming with solutions. In the Czech cities, there is much allention lor historical cores and the 

suburban areas. Sykora (2004) emphas i1zes, that physical pla li1 s are very important to control urban 

development, but that there is a lack ol a common and coherent framework identifying problems 

areas and therelore governments miss the lormulation ol policies and programs. 

The major change in physical urban space is the development growth in suburban areas. Closely 

related to that is urban sprawl, which is a more uncontrolled lorm closer to the city limits. The 

economic, social and environmental consequences ol sprawl threaten sustainable developmefil t 

throughout the Czech Republic (Sykora, 2004) With the commercialization in inner cities, the share 

ol residential land use declined, which resulted in out-migration. The trend lrom 1996 shows the 

introduction ol shopping on suburban locations, which results in a shift ol tralfic streams, causing 

congestion. Together with the increasing use ol car and decreasing use of public transport, prob-



lems are more likely to get worse. 

Sykora (2004) emphasizes that the uneven urban development has an impact on urban space. Poli

ticians see this as a natural outcome of the market mechanism and are more focused on economic 

growth, rather than balanced urban development. 

Urban policies 

The main national policies that have effect on urban development are housing policy, environmen

tal policy, regional policy and support for FDI (Foreign Direct Investment). The genera I framework 

for the system of local government, local government finance and physical planning, provides the 

general conditions for the operation of cities in the resolution of urban problems (Balchin, 1999). 

The resolution of urban problems, including the use of national and supranational (EU) support is 

highly dependant on the rights, responsibilities and actual activities of municipal (city) government 

(Sykora, 2004). 

Since the beginning of the 1990s, an increasing number of cities have been involved in the prepa

ration of the municipal development programs referred to as strategic plans. Strategic planning 

has direct implications for the construct ion of annual municipal budgets, linking long term visions 

with the actual annual allocation of finance and the realization of specific projects (Sykora, 2004). 

Physical plans are the major instrument for cities to control the territorial development, including the 

location of new developments, the types of buildings to be constructed, the relationship between 

different functions and the main infrastructure. 

The organization of urban policy 

There is no integrated national urban policy in the Czech Republic, which leaves responsibility with 

the local governments. Urban development is strongly influenced by the financial situation of local 

governments. In addition, there are no national sources for problem solving. Despite efforts made, 

many cities still do not use land or real estate policies. The main problem of the centrail government 

policies towards urban issues in the Czech Republic is the lack of a common and coherent frame

work that would identify problem areas and attempt to formulate integrated, nat ion wide, cross

sector policies and program targeting urban questions. 

Besides the general country analysis of the Czech Republic, this thesis wil I concentrate on its two 

largest cities (Prague excluded), as a part of the field research. According to statistics the cities of 

Brno (365.000 inhabitants) and Ostrava (311.000 inhabitants) can be determined as the second 

tier cities of the Czech Republic. In the appendix, the particulars of these cities and their current 

development issues will be described, whereas the general overview is described in chapter 4. 



2.4 General overview Poland 
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Introduction 

In this paragraph, the changes in the Polish cities will be discussed. Because it is impossible to 

present all of the changes, only the most significant and that have fundamentally character and 

meaning will be highlighted. In 1990, power in local units, also cities, was transferred to reborn local 



government structures (Parysek, 2004). Local government became the basic territorial structure 

ol civil society, and structure ol local administration. Practically every Polish city has an approved 

strategy ol social economic development and comprehensive piOgram ol the town's development. 

One concern is the permanently tight and unbalanced budgets. Thus there is an imbalance belween 

the remit ol the municipal authorities as delined by the legislature and the means they have at their 

disposal. 

Economie and sodal position of citles 

With the economic transition the concealed unemployment rate was uncovered, resulting in high 

levels even above 20 percent in the beginning ol the 1990s. The change ol economic structure 

resulted in the lollowing changes in big cities: Parysek, 2002): 

Appearance ol stretches ol streets offering prestigious shopping; 

Appearance ol modern, though low standard, outlying shopping centers; 

Delineation and development ol new investment areas, also on city peripheries; 

Modernization ol communication routes and limitation ol wheeled traffic in centers as weil 

as the construction ol car parks, including so-called 'buffer' ones along the margins ol the 

downtown districts; 

Change in the model ol residential construction manilesting itsell in the building ol smalI, 

often 'closed' housing estates with an atmosphere ol their own. The architecture ol which 

departs radically Ir om the typical unimaginative blocks ol flats ol the socialist period; 

Undertaking ol projects lor the renewal ol the historic urban architecture, including residential 

buildings, are as lormerly industrial, transport, military use, old storehouses, and to a very 

modest extent high rise estates ol the 1950s and '60s; 

Development ol single lamily housing in the suburban zone; 

Attempts at de-concentration ol building, especially in compactly built towns, which is in

tended to improve the lunctionality ol communication routes and 'de-congest' the downtown 

district. 

The objectives and demands ol a market economy raise the question ol how the Polish cities should 

be modernizedi and whether the process ol re-urbanization and re-industrialization should be intro

duced. The new regional strLJcture indicates a basic trend, which is the collapse ol the old ~ ndustrial 

regions and the deepening relative underdevelopment ol the eastern part ol the country. The relative 

prosperity generated by the translormation along the western border contrasts sharply with the 

stagnation and persistent high unemployment a!ong the eastern border with the lor mer Soviet Union 

States. This regional situation is a concern ol all urban areas and the problems exceed the capabili

ties ol the local government. 

Urban problems 

The main urban problems in Poland are unemployment, housing shortages and technical- and 

social-communal inlrastructures, as emphasized by Weclawowicz (2004). The rapid increase in car 

ownership contributed substantially to the rapid initiation ol urban sprawl around the largest cities 

and has strengthened the suburbanization process. An average ol 10.000 hectares ol agricultural 

land has been given away to urban development every year since 1990. 



Na ional urban pohcy 

Nowad'ays governments have come to the conclusion t/lat the market economy wil! not resolve all 

the problems, which has resulted in the lactthat urban policy has become an integral part ol spatial 

policy. The organizational problems ol urban policy concern the crisis in management and adminis

tration atthe urban level , particularly atthe metropolitan level, whereas the many dillerent boroughs 

within one city create coordination problems. Furthermore, local governments have limited financial 

and' legal Ireedom ol act ion lor the solving ol urban problems (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

The revitalization of urban areas is considered the most challenging current urban problem. Local 

governments cannot cope with this problem alone, because they lack the linancial aspects and the 

organizational capacity. A new National Development Plan 2007-2013 is now under construction . 

This will pay allention to urban issues, but the current stage of discussiofl is still lar away Irom 

lormulating a coherent urban policy in Poland (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

lIke the situat!on in the Czech Republic, Poland is going to the same process with many similarities 

in present issues. The collapse ol the industry sector resulted in Iligh unemployment numbers. There 

are large dilferences between regions in Poland, lor example between Krakow and Lodz. Besides 

unemployment , other important problems are housing shortages and lack ol technical and social 

inlrastructure. Although the central government is working on new development strategies, the main 

problem is missing capital , therelore depending largelyon private sector investments. Furthermore, 

because of inactive zoning plans , cities are unable to influence new investments. The city analysis ol 

Poland, as part of the field research, will also concentrate on its two largest eities (Warsaw excluded) . 

According to statistics the cities of Lodz (762.000 inhabitants) and Krakow (753.000 inhabitants) can 

be considered as second tier cities . lIke the Czech Republic analysis, in the appendix the particulars 

ol de different cities and their current urban development issues wil! be oullined 

2.5 Conclusion 

Many sources of literature describe the inlluence ol socialist period on the development ol Centra 1-

European cities , and emphasize that the socialist regime did inlluence the cities and determined 

in many cases the way Polish and Czech cities currently are. During the 40 years ol socialism, the 

accent in cities was on heavy industry and economical solutions lor the accommodation of workers 

and their families resulted in prelabricated housing estates. This had and still has its ellect on the 

physical and economical structure of cities. Af ter the transition to a market economy the develop

ment ol cities laced accelerated economic and urban development, although negative aspects were 

neglected resulting at considerable issues at present time in maflY cities. In literature, the role ol the 

government is described as important but incapable ,10 solve problems, because of incompetence, 

missing policies and legislative lundament and most ol all the lack ol lunds. As new policies are 

developed, more allention lrom national level is requested in order to help local governments with 

their struggle lor balanced urban development. 





3 Urban estl ucturing framework 

3 1 Int oduc1ion 

Exploring the particulars of Ihe post-socialist countries and the development of their eities requests 

more insight to aspects that are related to urban development and could contribute to the format ion 

of the general restructurlng strategy, which is the objective of this thesis. With respect to urban de

velopment, aspects like important actors, development process and strategies, part ic ui ars of major 

problems and examples of solutions should provide more affection with the subject and aspects that 

play an important role . With respect to restructuring of cities, it is important to describe the meaning 

of it. Whereas the word restructuring is used more often with respect to urban redevelopment , two 

definitions express the meaning of this word regarding to this thesis: 

'Quality impulse to increase the soeial and economic vitality of an urban area by strengthen

ing the structure of the urban area and with that makes a positive contribution to the city 

(Klaren, 1999).' 

Note: Most of the time restructuring IS all -embracing and therefore focuses on lelsure, retail, housing 

and offices. 

'Concept by which several directed policy measurements are irJdicated, which are focused 

on the physical-technical aspects that have social economic consequences for the living 

environmenl (Keeris, 2001) .' 

Note: The concept of restructuring is nowadays seen in the context of city renewal. This renewal calls 

for a integral approach of the problems risen on regional and city level, as on neighborhood and district 

level. With that , three highly related points of interest can be distinguished . These are the physical/tech

nical quality, the composition of the service level of the built environment and lhe economical and social 

aspects. 

3.2 Important city cl aracteristics 

Wilh the problem solving way of thinking in mind, it is important to know more about aspects that 

literature points out as most important. Observation of four cities indeed proves the aspects that will 

pass in revue are considerable issues in Central-Europe. Therefore, the particulars of these issues 

are pointed out in the following section. 

l rge housing estates 

One of the most noliceable features of the new accessiolil countries' housing systems is the high 

level of owner-occupation. They are far higher than the old EU15 ave rage of 65% of all dwellings. 

Only the Czech Republic has a relatlvely small share of owner-occupation. Yet, it has a co-operative 

sector where rights can be bought and sold, which accounts for 17 percent of ,the stock . The Czech 

Republic has recenUy suspended further housing sales, although other countries are still keen to 

extend the further progress (Bali, 2005) . 

Several difficulties have arisen , which are : 

Poverty and ownership Many new owner-occupied households, especially if they are not 



working, have very low incomes and as a result, have been able to do little with their proper

ties. Apart Irom the implications lor those households, th is has Irozen housing transactions 

in wide parts ol the stock, which in any case we re generally low and created difficulties in 

renovating rundown buildings; 

Institutional gaps: Many ol the institutional arrangements associated with developed owner

occupied housing markets are still early stages in Central and Eastern Europe, such as well

delined property rights, easy marketing and transIer ol property, insurance in various ways, 

good valuation an building quality assessments and effective mortgage linance. Ellorts to 

overcome these problems are initiated, but it will take years belore the results become lully 

embedded into the Iramework ol housing markets; 

Great atlention in Central-Europe has been locused on mortgage linance in ways that have lew 

parallels in the Western European tradition. Mortgage borrowing has been seen as the keystone 

in transit ion to a normal financial and market-based housing system. Many of the CE governments 

provide mortgage interest tax relief and subsidize long-term housing savings schemes. There have 

been some notabie increases in the use of mortgages, but despite the scale ol activity and subsidy, 
mortgage lending has not developed to become anything like as signilicant as it is in Western 

Europe (Bali, 2005). 

Many sources of literature who discuss large scale housing estates in the Central European cities 

describe the current situation as problematic, highlighting the poor quality of the post 2nd World War 

prelab housing estates in the inner cities. With regard to the real estate development process, where 
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the owner ol real estate is an important actor, it is interesting to locus on the 

background and the current situation. One could mise the question whether 

there is a problem or not and what is the point ol view ol the inhabitants 

about the housing blocks. Looking through the eyes ol a Czech or Polish 

dweIIer it becomes clear that high quality housing is not their first priority. Not 

only are they used to live under these circumstances lor years, their newly 

obtained 'wealth' is spend on other things like a mobile telephone, a new car 

or holidays. While the large post-World War two housing estates are olten 

seen as not so very nice places to live in, the opinions ol the inhabitants 

themselves show a large differentiation, which in lact implies that judgments 

and stigmas should be encountered critically (Musterd and van Kempen, 

2005). Only when the 'societal urgency' is high enough and people are de

manding beller living standards, than it is really aproblem. This demand ol 

better housing is growing, caused by increasing gas prices and energy bilis. 

Municipalities move the problem of deteriorated housing stock higher on 

the priority list, together with their focus on other large problems like former 

industrial sites with contaminated soi!. Problems concerninQ' soil sanitation 

en environmental issues are more demanding. An important aspect ol an 

initiative lor these areas is to evaluate public and private level ol demand/ur

gency lor new developments. Furthermore (Iocal) governments should be 

weil organized on the different levels that can be distinguished, as can be 

seen is this ligure. On the strategie level a vision is lormulated lor the city as 

a whole and partial plans exist to point out which are the key elements and 

locations in the urban development ol city. It is important to set up a plan

ning, lor both a short term as weil as a long-term time span, because ol the 



period of government of four years, 

The problem of local governments is the focus on short term planning, because they endeavor 

results that shows the 'successes' of their period of government. The tactical level departs from 

the question what can be realj'zed, which depends on the tactical work of stakeholders, Finally, the 

operational' level deals concretely with the fact how things will be realized, In the case of the housing 

market the key issue is the existence of mixed ownership in housing estates, It is important that (Iocal) 

government actively searches for a so!ution, which probably will not be univocal. The background of 

this problem is relevant when searching for solutions and ean be described as follows, 

The current situation on the housing market is characterized by the mixed ownership in housing 

est at es which occurred during the economical transition period, Iin th is period, residents where of

fered the chance to buy the apartment they were living in, The money flew back directly to local 

government officials, who did not made reservations for future developments, Many residents who 

obtained housing property traded their 'property rights' to other buyers (slum lords) , or kept it in 

order to sublease it to other people, This aspect resulted ;n a very nontransparent housing market 

situation, Furthermore. there were residents who did not accept the governments' offer, because 

rents were very low and not even sufficient to keep up maintenance, 

Buying the property would lead to an increasing cost of living, In the years aft er the owner 'swap' 

people who did not buy their dwelling also started to sublease to other people, Next to thaI. mu

nicipalities brought the remaining rental dwellings together in a municipal 'housing company', Due 

to this there existed several different types of 'ownership' within one housing estate, The different 

groups of interest, local government, property owners and tenants, are represented in an association 

of proprietors, Because there are tenants and property owners in one building and brought together 

in the association of proprietors the municipality foots up the bill of maintenance, although there is 

no money available , When govern-

ments determine to take hold of the 

situation, they can try to move the 

dweilers out of the housing estates 

they want to renovate or demolish, 

by displacing residents from one 

estate to another, so that complete 

housing estate will become free of 

occupants, lh is is alime consum

ing method, but it reduces the costs 

for local governments to get vacant 

buildings in order to attract and 

stimulate new inner city develop

ments, The shortage of money for 

maintenance started to become a 

large problem, because the qual

ity of the housing estates from the 

point of complet ion decreased in a 
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steady pace, intervening maintenance only kept the quality on the same level for a minimum period 

ol time, Nowadays this level has dropped to a certain new minimum, Only because residents share 

the opinion that the quality aspects like safety, public health and hygiene are sufficient , people 



are not complaining, The quality ol housing keeps dropping, while there is not enough money to 

perlorm maintenance work, A probably uselul approach lor 

Number of dwel/ings built per 1.000 inhabitants 
the deterioration problem is one where governments and 

property owners are learned to understand that the hous

ing estate they own, represents a certain value, When they 

realize this, it is possible to move lorward to the next step 

and that is value management and quality improvement, 

because when this is applied it becomes clear that a dwell

ing has increased in value, This all wililead to linance-abil

ity, because when people realize that a dwelling represents 

a certain value, a mort gage can be negotiated. In order to 

realize this scenario and start this way ol thinking , an orga

nizational and institutional Iramework has to be erected by 

the government which locuses on this matter, 
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Ot her, more legislative acts are introduced in countries like Hungary and Slovakia, In Hungary lor 
instanee, the Condominium Act has been amended, which decreases the 'blocking right' ol the mi

nority ol owners in (he case ol decisions on renewal. Furthermore, some subsidies have introduced 

to stimulate the renovation ol privatized, multi-Iamily buildings, Besides, attempts in Slovakia have 

been done in order to strengt hen condominiums by raising awareness among condominium Ilat 

owners about their homeownership obligations and to attempt to improve the elficiency of manage

ment and renewal (Tosics, 2004) 

In 'Restructuring large housing estates in Europe', Hall and Rowlands (2005) argue that the regen

eration process represents an excellent example ol 'place making ', By which the promotion ol the 

social, economie and eFwironmental well-being ol diverse places (large housing estates) and the 

development ol institutional capacity to achieve this is meant Although Hall and Rowland (2005) 

locus only partially on Central European countries, the emerging trends that are recognized cor

respond to these countries as weil. These are: 

The decline ol manulacturing industry as the key economic driver and its replacement by the 

'knowledge-based economy' (based on the application ol inlormation and computer techno 1-

ogy, innovation, research and design and the pursuit ol added value in the production ol 

goods and services) ; 

The Iragmentation ol conditions ol work, including the decline in collective labor organization 

and class based polities, the polarization ol the labor market between well-paid ski lied work

ers and 'disposable' unskilled labor, plus persistently high levels ol unemployment; 

The Iragmentation of consumption, including greater gender, ethnic and erwironmental sen

sitivity and the increasing diversity ol lilestyle choices ; 

Geographical Iragmentation, including the polarization ol disadvantaged residents ol deel in

ing urball neighborhoods, including large estates and 'growth' poles elsewhere, 

These changes have important implications lor place, First, /lew urban lorms have arisen lin re

sponse to the perceived lailures ol the past, including those associated with large estates, Dominant 

contemporary urban ideals (the compact city) prioritize compactness and social and land-use mix 

in order to lacilitate social and economie interaction and reduce car use, Furthermore, the political , 

economie and social assumptions that underpinned the planning, development and management 

of the large estates are no longer relevant Hall and Rowlands (2005) argue that the new order ol 



urban governance is characterized by: 

1. Diversity as a wide variety of stakeholders are potentially implicated ; 

2. Fragrnentation, as political power is diffused between a variety of individuals and institu-

tions; 

3. Uncertainty, as social, economie and political' change is an ever present reality. 

This is why 'place maklng' through collaborative planning becomes an obligation - to increase stra

tegie governing capacity and reduce conflict alld uncertainty - and a challenge. More information 

with respect to place making is stated in the appendix. 

Another relevant aspect of the restructuring process is existence of social cohesion and its relation

ship with the ethnically mixed population composition of large housing estates. Certainly in North 

West Europe an increasing share of the population is of non-native origin, presenting achallenge to 

social cohesion. This is comparable with the situation in Central Europe, where the Roma population 

can be seen as the 'sodal excluded' population In general, social cohesion is a positive factor, 

which may help overcome the differences between groups. Social cohesion is a goal to be pursued 

to help the regeneration of the large housing estates. It is importallt though, to consider whose 

cohesion it is that is being pursued, since too much cohesion withi ll one group can easily lead to 

exclusion of another group. 

The future of social cohesion in ethnically mixed large housing estates lies in accepting the fact that 

they are increasingly multi-ethnic and will not form one big cohesive community. Cohesion then 

takes the shape of mutual respect for differences based on commonly ag reed rules about society's 

organization. In order to include all groups, democratie principles that allow all groups in the estate 

to become active in shaping thelr own lives should be followed rather than principles based on 

religion, pre]udice or national history (Dekker & Rowlands , 2005). 

It is not exceptional for policy makers to believe in physical determinism and use the instrument of 

physical restructuring to resolve social problems. The suggestion that there is a link between the 

physicall and sodal condition of an area is increasingly supported via two policy trends that seem 

to prevail in Europe today. One refers to the emphasis on the use of 'integrated' policy programs. 

Although th is concept is vague, maf1y pollicy makers derive from it the belief that they should deal 

with physical, social and economie interventions simultaneously. This kind of integration suggests 

that there are strong relationships between these dimensions, which can easily result in the develop

ment of physical plans to resolve social problems. The second policy trend Ihat supports the linking 

of social and physical issues is area-oriented targeting. The suggeslion here is that most problenns 

are capable of being resolved within a specific area. If these problems are predominantly sodal, 

physical measures will also still be directed to these areas (Musterd & Ostefldorf, 2005). 

In general, the link between physical characteristic (number of stories, number of entrances per build

ing) and social characteristics (vandalism, graffiti, unemployment) Is strong, but probably caused 

by a third set of intermediary variables, such as the housing allocation strategies of local govern

ment authorities (putting 'problem families' into unpopular neighborhoods). Support for large-scale 

housing restructuring, aimed particularly at the post-war high-rise estates, has continued up to the 

present day. This continuation may partially be understood by the fact that physical interventions, 

through demolition or otherwise, do not always aim to bring back the former reside llts or resolve 

the social problems in the metropolitan area. Furthermore, Musterd and Ostendorf (2005) share 

the opinion that there are two solutions for socio-economie problems and one solution for physical 



problems, as the tab Ie below wil! show: 

Socio-economie 

Physical 

Table 1: InleNenlion model large housing es/a/es 

x 

Souree: Reslrucluring large housing es/ales in Europe, 200S 

With respect 10 existing literature regarding the impacts ol displacing people Irom the restructured 

housing estates, the relationship between the social and physical character ol problems and solu

tions, several ways ol thinking point out the emerging visions ol the large housing estates. 

Öresjö (1999) emphasizes on the strategy ol large-scale restructuring projects to avoid concentration 

ol poar households inthe most problematic areas (read: the areas with high ethnic concentration). 

The intention was to attract more middle- and higher-income people to settle in polarized areas. One 

ol the inevitable aspects in the process ol urban restructuring is the displacement ol low-income 

groups, because adequate accommodation cannot be offered to everybody in the same area. Ur

ban restructuring does not lead to the resolution ol social problems, but merely their relocation: in 

particular it is the people in a relatively weak position who leave the area ol urban restructuring and 

move to other disadvantaged neighborhoods. When displacement ellects take place, the impact 

ol displacement can be relatively mild il sulficient accompanying measures are taken (Musterd & 

Ostendorl, 2005). 

The current situation concerning the large housing est at es in Europe and the solutions that come 

out, like demolition, can be arranged in a theoretical and practice Iramework. The arguments put 

lorward to explain demolition have to be considered with care, because they are specific to each 

estate and each country and accard with the relevant social, economic, political and cultural history. 

The different points ol view are outlined in the appendix. 

Blownfield regeneratloll 

Delinition: 

'Brownlields reler to territories which have or had been built up or which have been allected 

by the extraction ol mineral resources, waste disposal or use lor military purposes. ' www. 
czechinvest. org 

'An abandoned, vacant, derelict or underutilized commercial or industrial property where 

past actions have resulted in actual or perceived contamination and where there is an active 

potential lor redevelopment' (NRTEE, Canada) . 

According to Alberini, Longo, Tonin, Trombetla and TUNani (2003) Brownlield clean-up and reuse 

are attractive to communities and policymakers lor three reasons. First, Brownlield cleanup reduces 

the adverse effects ol the site's soil and water poll ut ion on human health and ecological systems. 

Second, the reuse ol Brownlields helps stop the convers ion ol Greenlields and ru ral sites to ur

ban areas and other development patterns that generate environmental problems, congestion and 

sprawl. Third, redeveloping abandoned industrial sites promotes economic growth in inner cities 



and is, therefore, a potentially important component of sustainable growth (Alberini , Longo, Tonin , 

Trombetta and Turvani , 2003) , 

Although change of urban land uses is not a new phenomenon, market dynamics and urban devel

opment forces were usually sufficient to keep pace wilh the amount and the increase rate of these 

sites to avoid the disintegration among new and old structures, It usually took the form of a replace

ment of an old structure with new ones, Different factors in the last two decades had increased the 

pace of this change to a new dimension, While earl ier changes took the form of addition to the urban 

structure, the current changes can be described as a substitution of existing structures, Technical 

innovations, new organizalional concepts and political shifts , combined with the changing market 

dynamics in the fields of production, services and infrastructure lead to radical changes in the dis

tribution patterns of these functions and hence in the spatial structure of cities generating many 

abandoned and under-used Brownfields in many cities (EIgendy, Seideman and Wilske, 2006) , 

These areas are often very complicated to be redeveloped and to be integrated in the urban 

structure because often the ownership situatIon is complex, there is lack of i vestors' interest , the 

high financial risk is there and the complexity of coordination among the usually large number of 

concerned actors is present. These circumstances lead to economie disintegration of large areas 

or even whole districts and social segregation in the cities, Market dynamics and formal planning 

alone have proved to be insufficient for reintegrating these areas again in the urban structure of the 

cities , Furthermore, development of such areas usually requires more time and effort in planning and 

coordination among the usually large number of concerned ac tors (EIgendy, Seideman and Wilske, 
2006) , 

The regeneration of Brownfields is a key part of reducing Greenfield use, Land recycling is thus an 

important part of any land use management strategy, Mobilizing the potentialof Brownlields in towns 

and cities depends crucially in the initiative and commitment of both public and private stakeholders, 

who determine events on the land through their activities , utilization and intervention , The systematic 

rehabilitation of BJOwnfields requires the integration of their potential in the land use cycle, which is 

illustrated below in figure 11, However, until now the necessary planning, cooperation, information, 

management and financing incentives have nol been in place A lurther consideration is munici

palities' virtually unbounded willingness to release land for construction, as they continually chase 

financial gain by tempting new residents and businesses and thus neglect fiscal consequences of 

such expansion as weil as demographic developments , This especially dam pens the prospeets 

of mobilizing Brownfields in cities and regions with a surplus of space for housing and industrial 

projects in their green beits (Preu13 and Ferber, 2005) , 

Besides the general need for greater awareness given the long-term economie , social and envi

ronmental impact of the continued expansion of residential areas and transport infrastructure, land 

utilization must be subject to binding quantitative and qualitative supervision, Various approaches, 

su eh as introducing binding regional and construction planning regulations, reforming the real es

tate tax system or the system ol municipal financial equalization and trading in land licenses, are the 

subject of intensive debate among experts, Only a suitable mix ol planning, regulative law and fiscal 

approaches will guarantee long-term success in sustainable land management, according to Preu13 

and Ferber (2005), 
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Despite the negative image of Brownfield regeneration, there are opportunities for both the public 

as the private sector initiative , One reason for the private sector to develop a Brownfield site is the 

locations which may offer exceptional profits from successful redevelopment. Besides, from a public 

sector poinl of view, the development may contribute to both the economic and community develop

ment goals of the mUrlicipalities in which they are located (Meyer, 2000), 

Literature about this subject from the United States argues that the costs and risks associated with 

the reuse of these sites makes them uncompetitive with Greenfield development. The obstacles 10 
the redevelopment of Brownfield sites are real , but recent experience demonstrates, that despite the 

problems, Brownfields redevelopment is possible and rewarding , Brownfield regeneration brings 

benefits beyond the extends of the site itself to the wider community which are (Meyer, 2000) . 

The possibility of new employment for local fesidents ; 

Reduced risks from past contamination and a lower likelihood of additional pollution; 

Increases in the tax base associated with new activities; 

Increased allractiveness of the community at large to other new businesses ; 

The public sector shouldlook beyond the site-specific impacts to consider the broader community 

impact as wei l. 

Each Brownfield site is a mirror of the activities whioh took place when the site was used by industry 

Whereas Greenfield sites are virgin sites free from manmade obstacles, Brownfields often contain a 

cOrlglomerate of buildings, infrastructures and industrial residues of varying toxicity, These înclude 

environmental contamination, industrial equipment and foundations , sealed surfaces, fences or walls 

and underground technical networks, which may not be known of in advance , In addition , Brownfield 



sites are connected to transportation, communÎcation, power and even social facilities . Although 

the capacity or standard of this structure may be insufficient for proposed urban developments, its 

existence is of enormous physical as weil as legal importance. The lact ,that Brownlields are already 

incorporated into the urban fabric and surrounded by urban uses sets distinct limits to the additional 

traffic capacities required when underutilizing is extinguished and urban densities increase. As a 

result , the provision lor sufficient transportation capacities is one major bottleneck planners have to 

be aware ol in reuse schemes (Koli-Schretzenmayr, 1999). 

Brownlields also lack acceptance as potential development sites due to potential developers' lears 

that these sites cannot compete with Greenfields at other levels. Often these lears are based on 

misconception or lack of information concerning site preparation, cleanup costs and land acquisi

tion . 8ecause physical and financial obstacles tend to dominate the concept ion of Brownlields, 

unique qualities ol these sites which may increase their redevelopment potential are often neglected 

(Koli-Schretzenmayr, 1999). 

The investigation of case studies by Martina Koli-Schretzenmayr (1999).has revealed that urban 

planning concerns are neglected to a very high degree during Brownlield redevelopment. Planners 

primarily pay attent ion to urban design instead. As the planning process for Brownlield redevel

opment can be complex and complicated, failure ol redevelopment projects is caused mainly by 

overlooking essential procedures within the planning process and basic interdependences between 

single procedural elements. One ol the most critical elements inlluencing Brownlield development 

is soli contamination . The precise localization ol soil contamination on a Brownfield site is the vital 

precondition lor placing uses, preparing a comprehensive plan and setting up necessary legal 

requirements. The different case-studies also reveal that strategies in use lor the redevelopment 

ol Brownlield sites are predominantly derived Irom typical strategies for Greenlield development. 

Therelore, the prachce ol site partitioning and step-by-step implementation of separate subsections 

ol the site is quite widespread . 

Situation Po/and 

Post industrialland (Brownlield) development policy is taking shape in Poland and efforts are being 

made to add value to such sites and assist with the regeneration ol urban city centres. Nevertheless, 

the so called "blighted land" syndrome due to actual and often perceived risk ol contamination has 

resul,ted in investors opting lor Greenlield sites. The problem has been exasperated by the intro

duction ol stringent contaminated land remediation standards which in effect drastically increase 

the cost ol developing Brownlield sites in Poland. The need lor a practical Brownfield strategy is 

required lor luture sustainable development of urban areas ,in Poland. The EBRD bank encourages 

Brownlield redevelopment directly and indirectly through involvement in projects and real estate 

Funds developing Brownlield sites in the region. (EBRD, 2006) 

Situation Czech Republic 

In the Czech Republic ,there is no unilied national lunding stream lor Brownlields regeneration. Rath

er, lunding ol individual projects takes place via a range ol mechanisms. These include European 

Union, National and Regional sources. However project implementationis Ie ft mainly to local deci

sion making. Czechlnvest is involved in national policy formulation and in influencing the distribution 

ol lunding. Like Poland the Czech Republic has a National Brownfield Strategy in draft farm with the 

linal version being expected at any time. (Anchor and Lungová, 2006) 



Based on the results ol three cases Irom Stuttgart, Milan and Budapest , EIgendy, Seidemann and 

Wilske (2006) come with an illustration ol the common aspects regarding the conllict between mar

ket-driven planning that is based exclusively on lormal processes and the sustainable development 

of the site, the district and the cities, These aspects are mainly related to the circumstance ol the 

development inside the city in an existing structure 10110wing the market orientation, These aspects 

are: 

Planning responding only to direct market lorces, without considering the special require

ments ol Brownlields comes up with solutions that can not be econom;cally leasible; 

Planning lor sites inside the city often co me up with plans that cause external indirect costs 

(e,g, lor inlrastructures, street networks), Legally, investors are usually not obligated to pay 

these costs, Meanwhile, public administration is not willing or can not pay these costs, This 

situation in a lormal planning process leads to a blockade situation or the failure ol the whole 

project. Investors are often not aware ol the interconnections between the needed measures 

in the surroundings and the success lor the project; 

• Planning reacting to short-term market demands may lead to the lailure ol the development. 

Flexibility in market driven planning is often missing, It usually sets a special prolile reacting to 

the current demands or estimated demand without considering possible changes during the 

long planning and implementation process; 

Dealing with development ol inner city siles often requires dealing with other sites that are in

terconnected in their development. It is not the role ol investors to look lor the overview about 

this aspect, but it is the role ol the city administration to achieve this overv,iew and to keep 

it actual. This type ol development requires dealing with different actors: owners, investors, 

inhabitants and also dillerent departments in the cityadministration, The needed inlormation 

and coordination to deal with this type ol sites is widely spread and often not accessible to 

all actors; 

For the city administration which has to deal simultaneously with hundreds ol such sites it 

is important to estimate the availability ol each site or a group ol sites on the time axis, This 

inlormation is important to find out where and when an active development is needed, 

3 3 Ingredients tor successfu l project development 

Alexander Garvin locuses on project ingredients, which have to present in a new rea I estate develop

ment project and discusses them in relation to multiple situations, The six ingredients that must be 

dealt with lor any project to succeed are: market, location, design, linancing, entrepreneurship and 

time, II any ol these six ingredients is absent or il they are not combined in a mutually reinlorcing 

lashion, the project will lail. Understanding ol how these elements operate and interact will increase 

the likelihood ol lavorable results (Garvin, 2002), This can provide a guiding principle wherl starting. 

new projects in their municipality, Although similarities occur bet ween problems in US cities and 

Central-European cities, local conditions play an important role as weil , 
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market demand and 
supply. The demand side 
requires user population 
with enough spending 
power and Ihe willingness 
to spend it. 

more convenienl or al- shrinkage, II may make cily dislricls safer or more 
Iraclive allernalives, no convenient. Where consumer demand is slrong, 
new relail facilily is likely redevelopmenl can provide cilies wilh Ihe means 
10 caplure any significa nl of relaining ils cuslomers , II is more difficull 10 as-
share ol Ihe market. sess the effeetiveness ol residential redevelopment 

as a device lor retaining population, 

Table 2: Description per sector of markels 
Source, Tile American City by Alexander Gatvin (2002) 



Locaion 
General 
Two elements are Inlportanl a site'S 
inherent characteristics and its proxim
ity to other locations. Proximity is time 
and space. The spatial dimenslon of 
proximity involves Independenee with 
neighboring areas. Recognltion of 
changing demand for different loca
tions is often quite slow 

Retail 
Government should conslder 
assistance only to projects 
that bring new customers, 
rarely pilfer customers from 
other retail facilities and gen
erate additional activity in the 
surrounding neighborhood. 

Housing 
InneT-CTIy redevelopment 
comes more feasible when it 
does not involve complete clear
ance and retained economically 
healthy businesses or wh en it 
re moves land uses that have 
serious negative impact on sur
rounding properties. 

Table 3: Description per sector of location 

Souree: The American City by Alexander Garvin (2002) 

Design 
General 
The p;-h-ys~i-ca-'I-m-a-n-ryi ' est-

tation of any prescrip
tion and therefore is 
int eg ral to its success 
or failure from time of 
inception. Enduring 
aspects of design 
are: the arrangement 
of project compo
nents, their character 
and landscaping, 
'the relative size of 
those components. 
Each element affects 
a projects utility, cost 
and attractiveness. 

Retail 
wfïeiî an area is I ng 
its market to other, belter 
functioning facilities, the 
best way to fight back is 
to augment existing retail 
structures with similar 
up-to-date alternatives. 
Important to pay sufficient 
attent ion to the movement 
of cu stomers as they make 
their way to their destina
tions, when developing 
new retail space. Charac
ter is as important to the 
design of shopping facili
ties as the organization of 
its constituent parts. 

project 
projects, neither the project nor the surrounding city 
can benefit from that development. New buildings 
whether weil designed or not, are not the key to 
economie or soclal revival. A decent integration of 
the old and new buildings is important. Large open 
areas are no more inherently incompatible with an 
exciting urban development than new buildings. 
When they take form of the vast emptiness of many 
redevelopment projects, they deaden rat her than 
revltalize the city around them. Urban areas need 
open spaces that attract people and the activities 
that they bring with them Important elements are 
a reinforcing interaclion among the proIeet's retail 
customers, residents and office wor kers and a syn
ergistic relationship between the project and the rest 
of the city 

Table 4. Oescription per sector of design 

Souree. The American City by Alexander Garvin (2002) 

Financing involves govern
mental action the financing 
comes from taxes. Financing 
is essential to private sector 
activity. Privately financed 
projects need capital to cover 
start-up costs , short term 
development loan to pay ex
penses until it is operational 
and a permanent mortgage 
to replace the other two when 
the project is complete and 
tenanted. Establishment of 
mortgage insurance programs 
may lead to an increase in 
housing construct ion 

Table 5: Oescription per sector of financing 

Souree. The American City by Alexander Garvin (2002) 

Retail 
Developers find it difficult fo finance 
retail-revitalization schemes, because 
banks and insurance companies are 
wary of investing in areas with vacant 
stores and deteriorating retail facilities. 
Government should reduce this risk 
by participating in project planning 
and assisting in property acquisition. 
Government can provide money with
out appearing to subsidize the devel
oper by assembling and holding the 
site until it is ready for development, 
eliminating rea I estate taxes during 
the holding period and covering the 
cost of carrying the property unlll per
manent financing can be arranged 

Housing 
Development sites are sold at 
a price that reflects the 'highest 
and best use' of the property. In 
redevelopment projects, sites 
are sold at a lower price that re
flects the reuse specified in the 
redevelopment plan. Inevitably, 
the actual costs of acquiring, car
rying and preparing the property 
for this reuse will exceed even 
that lower price. By subsidizing 
the difference between the gross 
project costs and aresale price 
that is justified by this planned 
reuse , government makes that 
reuse financially feasible 
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pres requlres 
public 

entrepreneurship. the 
extra drive that entrepreneurs 
supply, the other players would 
be overwhelmed by uncertainties 
ol the market place. Entrepre
neurs search lor best prolitable 
developments with a minimum ol 
risk. A successlul combination ol 
activities ol bankers, bureaucrats, 
property owners, developers, 
architect, engineers, contractors 
and other actors are needed 
lor revitalization. The difference 
between private and public en
trepreneurial activlly is the lorm 
ol payment. 

I 

ing possible. When businesses 
are uncertain about an area or 
a project, government partici
pation can help overcome this 
hesitation, coordinate the vari
ous p layers and take the nec
essary risks. It can do this by 
analyzing the market, planning 
the project , acquiring the prop
erty, and sometimes relocating 
tenants and preparing sites lor 
development. That leaves the 
ultimate developer with the no
less-difficult job ol linding retail 
tenants, putting the linancing 
together, building the project 
and operating the lacility. 

the site 
development, so 

does entrepreneurs hip. An 
intervention ol the govern
ment was the introduction 
ol public competition when 
offering important parcels 
lor development. Each de
veloper/architect team had 
to demonstrate its ability to 
design, finance and built its 
proposal. Ot her sites were 
sold directly to users who 
had the necessary linancial 
strength to develop them . 

Table 6: Description per sector of entrepreneurship 

Source: Tlle American City by Alexander GaNin (2002) 

General 
Three-time sequences affect suëcess: 1. 
The period during which a person passes 
through an area. 2. Wh at will occur 24 / 7. 
3. May take decades, during which po
litical and linancial climates will change 
many times. Important that diversity 
ol uses are there, that give each other 
constant mutual support both economi
cally and socially. A district should attract 
people lor different purposes at different 
times ol the day. Successlul planning 
also requires a strategy that will remain 
appropriate over long periods ol time. The 
only way to en su re that market demand 
wil! spil! over into the surrounding area is 
to plan NOT to satisly that market within 
the project. For a project to generate a 
sustained market reaction in surrounding 
areas . it must exploit linkages to those 
areas 

Table 7. Description per sector of time 

1 

Retail 
It may take years to put together aretal revlta Ization scheme. 
The government can use its power ol condemnation to shorten 
the time needed to assem bie a site. By purchasing the site and 
holding it until a project is ready to go, it can eliminate the cost 
ol carrying the property (i.e. interim interest, real estate taxes 
and operating expenses). The single most important time pe
riod lor the linancial success ol any shopping lacility is the time 
customers spend there . If the time that customers spend in a 
retail lacility in central to its linancial success, the time they do 
not spend there is crucial to the health ol the surrounding city. 
Retail revitalization schemes that minimize down ti me are very 
cost-el,lective. They also produce a level ol vitality that cannot 
be duplicated by dividing land uses and activities among sepa
rate districts. The unintended consequences ol inadequately 
conceived retail-revitalization projects arise because public offi
cials locus their attention on specilic projects , rather than on the 
community as a whoie. When government money closes the 
gap between available private linancing and project cost , the 
public should get a commensurate return on its investment. 

Source. The American City by Alexander GaNin (2002) 



3 4 ParUcipating pal1îes 
Public sector 

The public sector has an important role in the management ol spatial restructuring in post-socialist 

cities. The post-socialist countries lace the similar dilliculties in complex urban challenges, the West

ern European countries laced in middle ol the 1970s. Western Europear~ countJries response was the 

development ol integrated public policies. In the case ol the post-socialist countries the partly similar 

changes happened with two decades' delay. The effects ol the market-oriented changes were partly 

dillerent in Centrail Europe, because ol the different development path. The origin was to be lound 

in the lact that the market-oriented changes ol the early 1990s led to more sudden and dramatic 

increase ol social inequalities and the Iragmented and privatized circumstances ol the post-socialist 

period made it very difficult to develop new, integrated policies. 

The current proceedings ol the government are not satislactory, with respect to the regulative lunc

tion in the quick market development. The reason lor that is that the local public sector in the post

socialist cities is poor en very much limited in power. The lact that the budget allocated by the central 

government ,to local governments is not adequate enough lor municipalities to lullill all their tasks 

and responsibilities lies on the bottom ol th is problem. Next to that the local government is only to 

a limited extent ab Ie to get the real price Irom the private actors lor services and lor real estate sold 

to them: 

In the lirst stage ol transit ion the private actors simply did not pay the price, because in the 

vacuum period there was no clear regulation and enlorcement; 

In the second stage private actors start 10 pay some price, but this was collected and used 

on another level ol government and private actors were lor a increasing part unable to pay 

the prices; 

The third stage ol transition the payments should come to the city level and an income tested 

overall social subsidy program should enable private actors to pay; 

Under the give situation the local public sector is unable to exert real inlluence on the market proc

esses. Not even an equal partner position is possible with the private sector in PPR as the public 

sector has to hand over extra rights to the private partners to compensate them lor the missing 

public contribution (Tosics, 2004). An example was the development in Zugló (Hungary), where 

instead ol the local government the developer linanced the decontamination ol the land. In return a 

higher building density was allowed , which had negative consequences lor neighboring residents. 

Local governments can try to lace up these existing shortcomings by locusing on strategic planning, 

but it is very difficult to gain control over regional development. Compared to the public sector ol 

Western countries, the Central European cities are very much lagging behind in the level ol con trol 

over market processes. They are also criticized by other stakeholders, like developers who argue 

against more pubic control, because the public sector should withhold development with unneces

sary regulations. On the other hand , environmentalists claim that they are too weak and corrupt to 

regu late private development. 

The current situation shows that there are still substantial barriers impeding the expanslon ol public 

con trol over market processes. In the near luture th is will continue to lead to problems between the 

municipality and districts (green areas, building rights), surrounding settlements (spill over effects ol 

development), private developers (shopping centers) and residents, without easy solut lons (Tosics, 
2004). There are two reasons, why the territorial conllicts are still not extremely dramatic in the post

socialist cities. First, the size ol the lowest class ol society is relatively low within the urban population 

(with a still insignilicant share ol immigrants in most countries and 'he excluded roma population 

which is not overrepresented in the cities). Furthermore the opporlunities ol the higher classes ol 



society to carry out housing market mobility towards segregated high prestige areas are up til!' now 

quite limited, but is changing fast , as the supply of high quality new housing is increasing. Tosics 

(2004) predicts that further delays in the development of integrated public policy that answers to the 

emerging challenges of market development will lead quickly to similar dramatic conflicts , like the 

ones in many Western European cities one-two decades ago. 

In generalthere are four particular ways (apart from the planning system) in which centra I government 

helps set the framework for the development process. In the first place, the level of development 

activity is directly influenced by govemment economic policy. Relaxation of monetary restriction, 

for instance, can stimulate economic growth and development initiatives. Secondly, the balance 

between public- and private sector development reflects the severity of any restrictions imposed on 

capital expenditure in the public sector. Thirdly, through taxation incentives, central government can 

enhance the comparative altraction of property as a form of investment or of particular locations or 

types of property. Finally, urban and regional development policies pursued by central government 

can help stimulate development in the private sector or involve development in the public sector 

(Adams, 1994). 

Besides these key ingredients for 'success', there are other aspects that are relevant in the process . 

Certain aspects should be kept in mind by the government when dealing with inner city restructuring 

(Garvin , 2002) : 

1. Know the problem, taking into account that choices depend on market insight ; 

2. Organization , in which planning and value management are crucial ; 

3. Search for useful solutions in the financing issue. 

Furthermore, it is necessary that (Iocal) governments get more insight in the way processes elapse 

in society. It is important to know the many aspects that have impact on the whole process and situ

ation. This complicated situation can be dealt with by planning in phases, in which one have to keep 

the size of the scale in mind. Another typical inner city restructuring problem is the problem of 'free 

riders', in which the current real estate owners bene fit from investments do ne by other actors . Local 

governments should therefore strive for a 'level playing field', to make sure that everybody's interest 

is served equally by honestly splilting the costs and revenues. Proportions between the different 

actors should be kept in mind . This 'level playing field' is also applicable on risk sharing during the 

real estate development process. Risks can be divided, shared , phased into time (in which risks 

also can be divided as weil as shared) and concessions can be made. The government's role is a 

regulating one, given the fact that she is the only one who is able to do this. 

Especially in the smaller cities there is immature local government, whereas the governments of 

the larger cities are more influenced by international forces. The process of inner city rest ructuring 

can be made more altractive when the zoning plan is changed in favor of the inner city, by making 

it harder to develop the suburban Greenfield locations. In reality, this is more complicated, because 

governments do not always comply with these decisions. Furthermore they have to adopt an active 

attitude, regard ing the inner city development process , because the passive position will not solve 

the problems. This point of view is recognized more and more by (Ioc al) governments and even the 

European Union. 

Complications in the real estate development process occur during every step, often caused by 

the non-transparent handling of both public and private actors. The public sector should therefore 



provide a clear decision-making process (i .e. building permission) and policies. More insight in 

the present private ac tors and their competency is also required. The ac tors involved in the whole 

process all have their own strategy. which has its influence on the real estate development process. 

Depending the kind of actor, a strategy could be: risk avoiding - daring; specialist - generalist; 

develop solitary - together (network); include the whole production chain - co-maker; Brownfield 

- Greenfield; functional - modernistic; focusing - integral; project development - area develop

ment. 

Resldents 

From a micro-level point of view, local participation is concerned with the belief of policy makers 

that local participation pro duces more effective policy outcomes. The involvement of residents can 

improve policy, since residents can bring significant knowledge as to wh at will and what will not 

work locally: what facilities would be used and what would rapidly be daubed with graffiti and be 

abandoned (Taylor, 2000). Residents can be crucial in both the diagnosis of the systematic causes 

of problems an in deciding who should be engaged in resolving them (Wilkinson and Applebee, 

1999). 

Another important objective encouraging policy makers to involve residents in drawing up policy is 

to develop more democratic policies in which citizens are heard and are empowered (Font, 2003). 

Furthermore, local par,ticipation can be developed in order to create or increase hu man and social 

capita!. Local involvement is collective act ion - involvement in influencing, planning , managing and 

working in local activities and services; it develops the skilIs and confidence needed if social exclu

sion is to be dealt with effectively (Taylor, 2000). 

Local particjpation also has its downside from the policy makers' point of view Two reasons can be 

discerned for opposing the involvement of residents. The first is related to the possibly undemocratic 

representation within the participation process. Many forms of urban governance (including local 

participation) are not open to all the stakeholders (the whole neighborhood) . Governance can be 

closed to those who are not involved (Eland er and Blanc, 2001). The question of whether the par

ticipating residents represent the who Ie neighborhood has become a classic debate (Font, 2003). 

The second reason for policy makers to oppose local participation is related to their expectation that 

the demands of participants will be unrealistic. Participants may have no appreciation of technical 

difficulties and mjght not take the arguments of other sectors into consideration. 

Apart Irom the fact that residents deserve the opportunity to participate. they also have to be willing 

and able to do so. Besides a lack of interest, local participation can also be atfected by residents' 

lack of knowledge of how 10 partioipate. In addition to personal factors such as educationallevel, 

the provision ol information is also important. According to Olsen (1995) , the willto influence policies 

is the most important motivating element leading cilizens to take part in participatory mechanisms. 

A study of local participation by Docherty (2001) refuted the idea thaI willingness to participate is 

mainly explained by 'compositional factors' ol the population, such as level of education and socio

economie class. An important factor in explaining the level of participation is the residents' level of 

confidence that their neighborhood is improving. The mutual trust between the citizens and the local 

government authority is also a stimulating factor in local participation (Ángels and Gallego, 2002). 

The focus of a restructuring project in the neighborhood can affect local participation. The aims of 

the interventions can vary from improving the social structure, for example. 

Organizational forms of local participation 

Organizational forms of local participation can be categorized by type of representativity, level of 



citizens' power and top-down or bottom-up orientation. These organizational forms may co-exist in 

each particular participation process. 

Associative and individual participation: Wuthnow (1998) argues that patterns of local par

ticipation have changed; to some extent, organizations and clubs have been replaced by 

looser, more individual forms of participation. In 'associative participation', representatives 

of residential associations or other groups or organizations are involved in the participation 

process. In 'individual participation', individuals who are not linked with any particular associa

tion represent personal interests. Although some participation processes are characterized 

by a combination of individual and associative participation, may are still dominated by group 

representatives. 

Share of power: Power determines who participates and in what ways. One of the obstacles 

to participation is the reluctance of local politicians to share power with local lay people. The 

political will to share power is therefore important for the type of local participation found in the 

policy-making process (Del Pino and Colino, 2003). Successive studies of local involvement 

ag ree that, in most participatory programs, communities have remained on the margins of 

power, even when they are relatively weil organized (Hastings, 1996; Taylor, 2000). A higher 

level of participation does not automatically result in more effective or mme democratic policy. 

Without specific resources, residents' power may not give the expected or desired results. 

According to Wilcox (1998), different levels of parl icipation are appropriate in different circum

stances to meet the expectations of different interests. 

Top-down and bottom-up: In may cases, local participation is initiated by local, regional or na

tional government authorities. Their aim is to enhance the position of the authorities and gain 

the confidence and support of the public (Stoker, 1997). Government authorities can also initi

ate local participation to strengt hen the 'voice' of tne residents in decisions concerning their 

'place' and meet the objectives as stated above. In a bottom-up form of local participation, 

residents put themselves forward to make their voices heard. They ask the policy makers for 

more power in decision-making processes. In practice, these two forms of local participation 

are expected to have different organizational forms and produce different results. 

Knowledge management 

Knowledge management should be understood as a process leading towards a culture of open

ness to information that constantly needs to be reconsidered with respect to its aims and means. 

Information can only be transformed into the generation of new knowledge if it is integrated into the 

actor-network structures of the development and management of a housing, estate as a reflexive 

structural element ol running the estate. A process of constantly gathering information, developing 

it into knowledge-based act ion and checking the outcome of actions in order to fine-tune the next 

steps, is required. In order to make use of the relevant information, knowledge management should 

be context related and should therefore stretch across the boundaries of the estates; knowledge 

management needs to be inclusive in order to avoid overlooking important items. Knoor-Siedow 

and Tosics (2005) conclude t~at utilizing knowledge in an estate context has, as a prerequisite, 

democratization at the local level and the enabling of players to participate in the sustainability of 

large housing estates. Both emphasize that the practical application is especiall,y important in the 

cities of Central and Eastern Europe, where the phenomenon is not only less weil known, but also 

the conditions for its application are not so weil developed. Important actors within the knowledge 

management process are lacking power (the civi ll organizations) or not yet interested (politicians and 

housing managers). Helping to improve knowledge management skilIs in these societies is of prime 

importance, not only for enabling sorely needed knowledge transfer, but also for the improvement 



of the institutional structures and policy making. Finally, if knowledge management can become an 

important asset to the sustainable rehabilitation of large housing estates, it will ease the way into 

collaborative lorms ol development action and open up the scope lor more democratic lorms of 

act ion by putting the parties involved on a more equallevel with regard to information and enhancing 

capacity. 

Private sector 

Several , relevant different parties can be distinguished as the private sector. With respect to the 

rea I estate business , a relatively small group is responsible lor new developments. When observing 

the retail market , nearly all new shopping centers and out-ol-town retail lacilities are developed 

by international project development companies that use local con.tractors lor construct ion work 

This is, to some extend, the case lor ollices as weil, although Czech and Polish project developers 

are more active in this lield as weil , Industrial and logistic real estate is relatively popular among 

investors and in many cases new logistic and industrial parks are developed by international project 

developers, The locus ol local project development companies is on. new residential development, 

which is constructed by local contractors . 

The current situation shows there is liltle cooperation between private and public sector on new 

development projects. This situation is improving slowly, but with conditions where the private sector 

can build almost everything they want, like new retail or housing, without appropriate involvement 

and consent ol local governments, the private sector does not have to commit to many lundamental 

restrictions . Nowadays, new residential development clearly locuses on Greenlield development 

wijn the realization ol new apartment buHdings and single-Iamîly housing, The one-sided develop

ment situation , with the private sector as initiator, is in some cases reason lor local governments to 

put out tenders lor new complicated development opportunities, thus interesting the private sector 

to come with new development ideas on locations that are prelerred by the municipality, 

Relalionship betweell different actars 

Many involved in real estate employ an approach that is simultaneously limited and/or uni-dimen

sional , thereby compromising their perspective and comprehension ol the tuIl magnitude, richness 

and diversily ol the real estate discipline. Consequently, that strategies, decisions and actions based 

on such compromised cornprehension lead to less than- effective involvement and to suboptimal 

results is not surprising , Because the real estate discipline lacks coherence and concurrence about 

wh at is the essence ol real estate and what are the operative paradigms lor comprehending and 

making order ol the discipline, there is need lor a strategic Iramework that is simultaneously syn

thesizing, integrating and comprehensive (Roulac , 1996). The table below shows the relevance 

between the actors in the real estate deve'lopment process. 



Market Seg
ments 

Space-Users 

Public Interest 

Space-Users Owner/Manager 

eClslons y other 
space-users exert st rong control space are crucial 
inlluence on the avail- to the utilization of that 
ability, cost and appeal space by space-users 
of specific space 

Commitments y space
users creates value, pro
vides security, services 
debt on mort gages and 
generates cash flow to 
the equity position 

The a Ility to atlract 
space-users to new de
velopments determines 
the viability and ultimate 
success of development 
projects 

Decisions by other own
er/managers influence 
a property's competitive 
position and operating 
economics 

eve opers bot are 
influenced by decisions 
of those who own prop
erties with whom their 
development projects 
compete and also may 
sell their properties to 
owner/managers 

The actIVities of those Issues of d lsclosure and 
I who occupy space are 
I largely influenced by and 

I 
exert significant Influence 
on the public interest 

responsibility loom large 
for ttlose who manage 
property investments for 
ot hers 

Developer 

deman 
in aggregate and lor a 
specific project largely 
determines development 
success 

Developers create 
properties th at compete 
with and sometimes are 
bought by owner/man
agers 

Decislons 
developers exert great 
influence on a particular 
project in competing lor 
critical resources and in 
determining the viability 
of the subject as weil as 
the value of the develop
ers' overall portfolio 

tJevelopers ' Inltlatlve and 
conduct exert profound 
influence on public inter
est priori ties 

Table 8: Interdependeney with other segments in the real estate proeess 

SOl/ree: S.E.Rol//ae. 1996 

3 5 Aspects planning and development process 

Public interest 

enforcement 
public policy objectives 
influences the quiet en
joyment of environments 
and their safety. Also, 
public space-users' pri
mary clients are govern
ment services 

Regulation reflecting the 
public interest is a major 
influence on owner/man
ager involvements in the 
real estate markets 

heavily interdependent 
with the pUbIic interest 
regulation, affecting 
the developer's subject 
project and other com
peting projects overall 

Government units Inter
act with and influence 
multiple other govern
ment segments; tax 
base determines qual
Ity/quantity of services to 
community and property 
interests 

For several decades, one of the major tasks lor spatial planning and city development was planning 

for urban growth to meet the increasing demand for urban land. This tendency is reflected not only 

in planning practice but also in planning legalization and planning education. On many cases ol 

inward developments of cities, the subject lies among different planning levels (national , regional , 

local) and different sectors. In order to deal with these situations coordination among different levels 
and different sectors is needed. 

Formal planning instruments and tools are mostly formed top deal structured problems or subjects. 



Although it provides the legal Iramework lor the realization ol plans, planning tasks and especially 

tasks that deal with Brownlield development are often very complex and the problems are not easily 

predicted at the beginning ol the process (ScholI, 2005). The more determinable the problems and 

their solutions are, the more probable that they can be solved with the usual organization structure 

and procedures. In the contrary, the morerndeterminable the problems are, the higher is the need 

lor a tailored organizational structure and procedure. 

The needed coordination or cooperation to deal with Brownlield developments requires different 

combinations and constellations ol actors, levels and sectors. Formal planning is not sufficient to 

deal with the reqLJirements ol developing Brownlields and inlormal planning can be an additional 

'tooi' The current situation in cities calls for a more inlormal assistance to overcome the problems 

and confliets that are connected with inward development. 

Three major aspects that are related to the planning and development process are (EIgendy, Seide

rnann and Wilske, 2006): 

Strategy, not disconnected actions: Brownlield development planning requires cooperalion 

among the many dillerent actors ol the public and private sector. This means providing con

lidence between the players, exploring opportunities lor cooperation and negotiating deals 

and solutions that can be accepted by all 

participants. It is ty,pical lor projects ol in

ward development that not everything can 

be stipulated exactly and not all aspects ol 

a solution can be elaborated in the same 

detail level. That is why a clear strategy 

lor act ion is needed and has to be devel

oped by the part,icipants, which acts as a 

guideline that steers difference decisions 

and actions. Following a strategy means 

to choose between the dillerent options 

lor actlon. One important aspect is th at 

these oplions can change due to differ-

1 
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Figure 12. The re/ation bet ween the overview and the strategy 

Souree: University of Kar/sruhe, 

ent circumstances that affect the genera I conditions lor a development project. It should be 

periodically checked il the lollowed general development direction is leading to the supreme 

goal, or il a reorientation is needed. This can be done in a periodical assessment ol the 

situations as weil as recommendations lor lurther activities including estimated costs , a time 

Irame and proposed responsibilities. This assessment ol situation has to be based on a 

clear overview on the situation . Creating and maintaining the overview is a central aspect lor 

strategic actions and decisions. The lack ol an overview leads very last to blind actionism, 

as no local points can be identilied. This overview includes timeframes, spatial representa

tions, quantitative estimations about specilic aspects , as weil as the resulting costs that are 

connected with each solution (ScholI, 2005) . Beside its importance lor the preparation ol a 

strategy the overview can additionally be used to improve the ,inlormation and coordination 

between the members ol the process as weil as external ac tors and 10 be prepared to use 

opportunities purposelul. 

Process orientation not planning making All actors have to accept a new perspective on the 

given situation ,that is not only based on their own requirements but also reasonable notice the 



requirements ol the other actors. For this, a process is needed that induces innovation, which 

can be reached with the lollowing elements (lbert, 2003): 

o Open process: The process should be open and there should be as lew preconditions 

as possible as weil as the possibility to challenge given preconditions in the process; 

o Extraordinary environment: The given interaction patterns between the actors should be 

replaced temporarily. There should be as lew hierarchies as possible and an environ

ment should be established that equalizes power asymmetries as lar as possible. This 

can be reached with complement temporary organizations. In tasks that have high level 

ol uncertainty organizational structure and procedures should be arranged as simple 

as possible, so that Ilexibility can be preserved lacing unexpected problems (ScholI, 

2005); 

o Learning processes: The actors have to extend their points ol view and to learn about 

the many linkages between different aspects ol the given situation. These learning pro

cesses can be supported il external experts take part in the process not only developing 

concepts but also supporting the lormulation ol strategies lor the lurther actions; 

o Concurrence and redundancy: Only il the participants are conlronted with different and 

contradicting solution concepts, innovation can take place. It is not important to have 

perlect concepts but always to have the chance to combine different aspects ol differ

ent concepts to new solutions. 

Test planning: This is an instrument that can be used in two ways. One way is that it can bè 

used to prepare an assessment ol situation. This is the most important in the starting phase 

ol a process when the overview is Iragmentary as weil as uncertain and tlle members ol the 

process have to start the cooperation and to overcome mistrust. The lirst step in the beginning 

is to establish a consistent view on the situation, on the interest ol the different actors and on 

the resulting conflicts. The goal ol test planning in th is case is to explore which more detailed 

inlormation is needed, the main conflicts and possible solutions as weil as lirst assessment 

ol the situation. This means that the broad connection between overview and assessment ol 

the situation should not be a description ol the situation but problem oriented creativity. 

The second way test planning can be used in the methodical unit ol strategy, assessment 

ol situation and overview is to work out dillerent actions when the strategy is set. For this 

an ordinate process is needed in which a test planning can be integrated. This may not be 
necessary lor all elements ol a strategy, but in many cases the work on the realization ol a 

proposed action delivers insights that need to be integrated in the assessment ol situation 

and strategy. That means, that test planning is not only an instrument to open a process but 

also to clarify details in a longer process and to support periodical assessments ol situation. 

The method ol test planning is based on some basic rules. These rules are concurrence ol 

not less than three and not more than live interdisciplinary planning teams, iterative plan

ning, simp Ie organizational structure but clear rol es lor the participants, simp Ie timeline and a 

delined duration (EIgendy, Seidemann & Wilske, 2006). 

3.6 The developmen process 

Current process 

The rea I estate development process is a complex method which consists ol several separate con-



stituent processes. During th is who Ie process the involved actors have to take account the different 

ingredients for a successful fin al result. The three main actors, who wil! be discussed in this thesis 

are: the government (Iocal): the real estate developer; and the investor / user of real estate. The 

reason why only these actors wil! be discussed is because they are the main characters in the 

developmenl process with the most interest and power and to keep in mind of the overview and ap

plication ol the 'approach' in genera I. The different actors are involved in the process which consists 

ol the lol!owing constituent process : 

Inltlatlve Land ~ 
Plan • I RealizatIon 

'--___ -' •• - aCCf.llsitlon ••• Ld_ev_e_l_op_me_n-,t _ .... '--____ ---' _ _ _ Bale and rent 

Figure 13: Project development process 

Souree: Fokkema, 2000. 

Initiative 
Every real estate development project needs someone or something who takes the initiative This 

could come lrom a real estate developer, building contractor, investor or lrom the (Iocal) govern

ment or a company searching lor a new accommodation. The concept and vision stage generates 

the largest prolit, certainly when the initiator owns the land. Recent developments in the Central 
European real estate markets show that new investment opportunities lor international investors are 

scarce. This results in an active approach ol investors to obtain new real es late by participating in 

the early stages ol development. The role ol the local government in Central Europe has been one 

ol absence and a non-active approach. Alter the introduction of the market economy, governments 

took the view that a urban development should be dealt with by market lorces in order to get best 

result. There was al most no .interlerence/guidance by local governments. Recently governments 

have adjusted their opinion about this point ol v,iew, because private parties chose tor low-risk devel

opments with maximum return and disregarded the more complicated, inner city 'black spots'. 

Land acquisition 
Certainty about the available and suitable location, costs and the amount ol time that is related to 

acquiring land are essential lor lurther plan development. Nowadays real estate developers pur

chase land in an early stage or even belore any initiative, in order to get involved in new development 

projects and to secure future production. With regard to land acquisition it is more complicated to 

obtain inner city land plots, because ol the relatively smal! size ol plots and the mixed ownership. 

This is certainly the case with large housing estates which can be lound in many cities within the 

inner city perimeter. Besides the problem with a mixed ownership, the lormer industrial areas within 

city limits often contain contaminated soil. In the case ol new real estate developments on the areas, 

one should bear in mind ol the additional cosls thaI comes with soil sanilation. Bolh aspects wil! be 

discussed more thoroughly hereafter. 

Plan deve/opment 
This phase in the development process consists ol lour main aspects. Plan development is a Ire

quentative process, in which the ma in aspects are elaborated and line tuned on each other. The 



main aspects are: 

Market study: market orientation which effects the real estate concept and its specifications ; 

Architectural plan : design process and preparations for construction; 

Legal plan : consists of possibly zoning adjustment procedures, necessary concessions and 

the preparation of future contracts with different actors; 

Financial plan : estimating future costs and revenues, financial risks and project return . Next to 

that different financing possibilities are examined. This all results in an investment proposition 

and finance plan . 

Realization 

After the plan development process, the realization process starts . The contractor(s) can be involved 

in different ways and in different stages of the process. It is pos si bie that a clien! chooses for a close 

and early introduction of contractor and thereby using the specilic knowledge for a better design 

and construction process. 

Sell / Rent 
In almost every situation, the real estate developer starts with the sale and pre-renting process be

fore construct ion begins. Construction is determined to start when a certain percentage (as ag reed 

upon) is sold . 

fnner city dynamrcs 

With respect to inner city dynamics, the (igure below shows the different functions and relation ships 

of the inner city and the surrounding areas. With a dynamic and attractive inner city, the possibility 

on the factors and context on the left side is more likely to occur. This demands good interaction 

between the aspects that described in the right boxes and high quality of the aspects that are 

pointed out at the bottom. 
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Figure 14: Innercity dynamics 

Souree: S.ERoulac, 2003 
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Compl x decision~making 

One of the important issues in the restructuring process is the complexity of decision-making, which 

is characterized by several elements (Spaans, 2000): 

• There are many actors with conflicting interests; 

• The decision-making is interrelated with other decision problems; 

There is many uncertainty about the nature of the problems; 

The gathering and distribution of information causes problems; 

Short- and long-term considerations cut across each other; 

• Decisions are irreversible. 

E. ten Heuvelhof (1993) emphasizes that it is impossible to organize and direct all small and large 

decisions which are made during decision-making processes about complex projects, in order to 

coincide 011 the one or a couple of moments. Policy processes in which both public and private 

actors participate, are taking place in networks; the government is not the central actor, but one of 

the participants in the policy process , 
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Figllre 15: Model of Urban dynamics 
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3.7 Development strategies, structural funds and cooperation 

Public Private Partnership and Joint Ventures 

A Public Private Partnership (PPP) is a partnership between the public and private sector for the 

purpose of delivering a project or service, which was traditionally provided by the public sector. The 

PPP process recognizes that both the public sector and the private sector have certain advantages, 

relative to the ot her, in the performance of specific tasks. Private sector innovation, technological, 

financial and management expertise are but some of the attributes, which the private sector can 

contribute. Through a partnership arrangement, the public and private sector can combine to pro

vide quality public services and infrastructure in the most economically efficient manner 

Under a normal PPP contract the local authority specifies the required outcome and the private 

partner is responsible variously for designing, building, operating or financing the asset to the local 

authority requirements. Additional risks are transferred to the private partner who will price these 

accordingly ,in the contract. At the same time, the local authority wijl seek to obtain the best possible 

value for public money from the overall project. 

Public Private Partnerships usually involve a State Authority contracting with a private partner to 

provide works or services. The State Authority may, however, decide to enter into a joint venture 

arrangement as an alternative approach for undertaking works or services. 

A joint venture company is a distinct form of Public Private Partnership. When a joint venture com

pany is established, it has a separate legal identity and it is through this company th at the common 

enter prise of the public and private partners is carried out. The local authority and the private sector 

partner will own the shares of the joint venture company and there will be a board of directors, usu

ally made up of representatives of the shareholders. 

Joint venture companies are usually formed, because the parties have complementary objectives 

and by joining their strengt Ins in a joint venture company, there is a greater chance of success than 

if the parties worked independently. 

In some situations , however, the local authority may prefer to have greater input regarding the ongo

ing direct ion and outcome of the project, and a shareholding in a new joint venture company might 

provide this input. The local authority mayatso require a share of the commercial returns and would 

be prepared to accept the risks associated with these returns. Finally, the local authority may feel 

that it has some expertise to add to the project, and therefore would be capable of contributing to 

the successful day-to-day running of a joint venture company. 

One of the key differences between a joint venture company and other PPP options is that it creates 

a new business by using the complementary resources of both the private and public sectors. Ot her 

PPP options are methods of procuring a particular asset or service. When th is as set or service 

has been completed , the contractual arrangement is over. However, a joint venture company will 

continue to provide a service indefinitely until the partners decide that it is no long er necessary or 

desirabie (Source: hllp://www.environ.ie) 

Central and Eastern Europe have a real opporturlity to improve their infrastructure at low cost by 

embracing Public Private Partnerships (PPP) initiatives. Atthe session on PPPs in Centra I and East-



ern Europe experts emphasized the advantages for the state sector in obtaining value for money by 

adopting a new form of financing roads, hospital and school building programmes and provided 

concrete examples of how it is already happening, 

Peter Coveliers of the European Investment Bank explained that under traditional forms of project 

structuring, the state simply pays acontractor to build a road or other form of infrastructure, Such 

projects often run over both the complet ion date and budget, Since the state then takes over running 

the facili,ty, the private sector has often provided poor quality infrastructure, leaving the taxpayer to 

pay more for a product which has been delivered late, By contrast under PPP a private consortium 

is responsible for financing the cost of building infrastructure and is paid a fee for providing services 

to the state under a long term contract, lasting on average over 30 years, committing it to provide a 

service on time and to maintain and operate a building or road in a cost effective way, 

(Souree: http//wwwceinet.org) 

PPP structures are typically more complex than traditional public procurement of fixed assets , 

a'lthough traditional' procurement's apparent simplicity becomes more questionable when proper 

account is taken of the risks involved, PPP complexity is due to the number of parties involved and, 

parlicularly, the mechanisms used to share the risks , The funding costs of PPP's are also higher, 

reflecting : the impact of the risk being carried by the private sector, the cost of the additional loan 

structuring , and the private sector's higher financing costs , For the public sector, this is compen

sated by the private sector accepting a proportion of the risks and , in certain cases , the acceleration 

of investment programs otherwise subject to public sector borrowing constraints, 

(Souree: http//www,eib,europa,eu/Attachments/ev/ev_ppp_en,pdf) 

European Union Structural Fund 

The European Union has several programs and funds for the development of, in th is thesis, Central 

Europe, The most important and influential programs are stated in this paragraph, presenting op

portunities for cities and regions to apply for. 

Cohesion Fund 
The Cohesion Fund is aimed at Member States whose Gross National 1l ncome (GNI) per inhabitant is 

less than 90% of the Community average, It serves to reduce their economie and social shortfall , as 

weil as to stabilize their economy It is now subject to the same rules of programming, management 

and monitoring as the ESF and the ERDF 

For the 2007-2013 period the Cohesion Fund concerns Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic , Es

tonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia , Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Sloven ia, 

The Cohesion Fund finances activities under the following categories: 

trans-European transport networks, notably priority projects of European interest as identified 

by the Union ; 

environment; here, Cohesion Fund can also support projects related to energy or transport , as 

long as they clearly present a benefit to the environment energy efficiency, use of renewable 

energy, developing rail transport, supporting intermodality, strengthening public ,transport, 
etc, 

The financial assistance of the Cohesion Fund can be suspended by a Council decision (taken by 



qualified majority) il a Member State shows excessive public delicit and il it has not resolved the 

situation or has not taken the appropriate act ion to do so. 

Member States submit applications lor financing to the European Commission, which generally 

decides on lunding within three months. The proposals must include key elements explaining wh at 

and why it is being proposed, the leasibility and linancing ol the project and the impact it will have 

in socio-economie and environmental terms. All projects must comply with Community legislation in 

lorce, in particular the rules on competition, the environment and public procurement. The Commis

sion analyses, il all conditions lor the financing are met, including: 

The economie and social benelits generated by the project in the medium term, as demon

strated by a cost-benelit analysis; 

The projeet's contribution to achieving Community objectives lor the environment and/or the 

Trans-European Transport Network; 

Compliance with the priorities set by the Member State; 

The projeet's compatibility with other Community policies and consistency with operations 

undertaken by the Structural Funds. 

The total rate ol the EU assistance cannot exceed 85 % ol public or equivalent expenditure and 

depends on the type ol operation to be carried out. For projects, which generate revenue, the sup

port is calculated taking into account the lorecasted revenue. The polluter-pays principle (the body 

that causes pollution should pay lor it) has an impact on the amount ol support granted. For projects 

to be carried out over a period ol less than two years or where Community assistance is less than 

EUR 50 million, an initial commitment ol 80% ol assistance may be made when the Commission 

adopts the decision to grant Community assistance. The combined assistance ol the Fund and 

other Community aid lor a project shall not exceed 90 % ol the total expenditure relating to that 

project. Exceptionally, the Commission may finance 100 % ol the total cost ol preliminary studies 

and technical support meaSLJres - in view ol the limited budget available lor such levels ol support 

th is is restricted to EU wide technical assistance. 

(Souree: http//ec.europa.eu) 

Urbact 

The objective ol "Support to Cities" is to provide an expert to work with individual cities to lacilitate 

strategie rellections Irom cities who want to develop an integrated urban project. Support will be 

locused on the methods used to achieve integration ol partners and co-ordination ol linked activities 

and problems. The presence ol an experienced expert, drawing on concrete examples ol success

lul projects and methodologies will allow the city to explore the benelits ol developing integrated 

projects. Using his/her knowiedge, the expert will be able to advise the city how to shape and adapt 

project and strategy designs to accommodate the different challenges ol working across different 

themes and with multiple partners. 

A st rong and pro-active input will be required Irom participating ei ties themselveB: to ensure maxi

mum impact, it will be essential that each cityassembles an appropriate team to work wilh the 

expert. This means that policy/strategy officers and technicians must be made available, but also 

senior officers and elected representatives responsibie lor decision-making. In addition, it will be the 

city's responsibility to make sure the right people are available Irom other key actors/organizations 

with responsibility lor providing services to inhabitants (police, community, health, local businesses, 

education, housing, employment etc.) at the city level, and also lrom the region. 



The support itsell will consist ol the lollowing elements 

Access to an extensive list ol experienced European experts specialising in the integrated 

approach; 

Support lrom an experienced expert lor a maximum ol 8 days (ol which 5 days spent on-site 

with city representatives & partner organisations), 

Access to a searchable document library ol city case studies & strategies; 

Each city will receive a report produced by the expert lollowing complet ion ol the assign

ment. The report will contain the expert's recommendations & summarise key conclusions ol 

discussions, It will identify jointly ag reed priorities, timescales, milestones, and key tasks; 

(Source http://ec,europa,eu) 

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 

The EROF aims 10 strengt hen economic and social cohesion in the European Union by correcting 

imbalances between its regions, In short, the EROF linances: 

direct aid to investments in companies (in particular SMEs) to create sustainable jobs; 

inlrastructures linked notably to research and innovation, telecommunications, environment, 

energy and transport; 

linancial instruments (capital risk lunds, local development lunds, etc,) to support regional 

and local development and to loster cooperation between towns and regions; 

technical assistance measures, 

(Source: http://ec,europa,eu) 

Business Improvement District 

A Business Improvement District (BID) is a publicly sanctioned, yet privately directed organization 

that sLJpplements public services to improve shared, geographically delined, outdoor public spaces, 

Moreover, such organizations subscribe to a sell-help doctrine, whereby a compulsory sell-taxing 

mechanism generates multi-year revenue, The name 'BID' is mostly used in the United Stat es (http:// 

web,mit.edu), 

In Canada the name used lor a 'BID' is often called the 'BIA', which stands lor Business Improve

ment Area, The delinition thai is used by the TABlA (Toronto Association ol Business Improvement 

Areas is: a Business Improvement Area (BIA) is an association ol business people within a specilied 

district who join together, with official approval ol the City, in a sell-help program aimed at stimulating 

local business, They use their own money in an ongoing ellort to draw more prospective cu stomers 

to their area by improving the attractiveness ol the area and promoting it as a good place to shop, 

visit and do business, Once a BIA is approved by City Council, every business within its boundaries 

automatically becomes a mernber There are no exceptions, under the principle that all who benelit 

should be required to bear their lair share ol the co st ol the program, thus excluding the chance 

ol Iree-riders, While a BIA arises Irom the retail and prolessional activitLies ol a main street, it has 

a prolound effect on Ihe surrounding area, It serves as an economic and social anchor, helping to 

stabilize and revitalize the local community (http://www.toronto-bia.com). 

Several European countries, like the United Kingdom and Slovakia, have introduced the BID to their 

cities, lhus implementing the legislative loundation that is required, The current situation in Central

Europe shows no legislahve lundament, although there are private initiatives lor the establishment 

ol a Town Centre Management (TCM), which is a non-binding version ol the BID, 



3 8 Conditions for Foreign Direct Investment 

From the beginning of the transition period FDI shows substantial geographical bias between indi

vidual cities and levels of the urban hierarchy. The level of FDI is much lower in medium sized cities 

and small towns, ex cept near borders with EU member states. The level in which cities attract FDI 

depends on certain cityaspects that have to be in place. Hamilton and Carter (2005) identified the 

following key aspects needed for a sufficient inflow of FDI: 

Good transport accessibility by land, air or sea to markets, production and supply chains of 

multinational enterprises and European management of those MNEs; 

Proximity to the European Union to minimize transport and transaction costs; 

State enterprises undergoing privatization which offer specific assets, such as market share, 

product profiles, output capacity, established trade networks, ski lied labour or even techno

logical potential; these factors induce MNEs to make strategic investments with respect to the 

Centra I and Eastern European, European Union or global economy; 

Availability of cheap and often quite ski lied and weil educated labour; 

Good local material and technical Infrastructure including derelict or unoccupied industrial 

premises or abandoned military bases to attract major single, or groups of inward investors; 

A central position in a dynamic regional economy which creates a sufficient market threshold 

to support substantial growth of consumer services; 

Local entrepreneurship in various forms, such as an active indigenous business community 

keen to upgrade the urban environmenl or to provide outsourced goods and services for 

MNEs, or a progressive city authority with innovative policies to attract inward FDI; 

A core urban heritage of pre-socialist origin, i.e. buildings or zones of Romanesque, Gothic, 

Renaissance, Baroque, classicist or expressionist architecture, which endows a city with a 

distinctive character and a potential for tourism, gentrification and a quality of life not too 

divergent from cities in EU states; 

The impact of globalization on city restructuring in Central and Eastern Europe through FDI has 

been varied, especially between the region's two distinct geographic parts: north and west, and 

south-east. Economic forces and market opportunities have played the strongest role in the former, 

geopolitics in the latter. People in Central Europe have embraced change with great commitment 

and hand led transition very competently. Only a minor part of foreign investment has gone into the 

housing sector. However, such projects can have a considerable influence on sociallife in particular 

areas (Hamilton and Carter, 2005) 

3.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a large quantity of information has passed in review, since urban restructuring de

pends on many actors, processes and in- and external forces. One of the principles in real estate 

development is that a successful development is dependant on location, location, location. New 

trends, in for instance retail development in Central Europe, shows this is not entirely true, as it is 

also depending on the size, the speed o~ realization and the degree it is distinguished from other 

shopping centers. Regarding to urban restructuring there are certain problems identified which all 

have different characteristics and a different approach. This thesis focuses on a general restructur

ing strategy for second tier cities in Central-Europe and in order to be as complete as possible, 



dillerent scenario's have to be lormulated. The basic principle will be the type ol problem that has 

to be solved, because the problem delines the parameters and conditions to which the different 

actors react and proceed. Many sources ol literature describe the relevance ol a (Iocal) government 

that has to be weil run lirm which acts actively and has a problem solving attitude The role ol the 

government should therelore not be underestimated. In the next chapler, attent ion will be paid to 

interviewing local governments and their current point ol view with respect to urban development in 

relation with economic structure. In addition, interviews with the private sector together with proles

sors ol universities should generate a more comprehensive point ol view. 

The particulars ol urban restructuring in Central Europe that have been discussed in the first chapters 

can be represented in one simplilied Iramework which will be the loundation lor the expert interviews 

and the results that emerge Irom it. The most important aspect ol this Iramework is that both the 

social-economic structure and 

the physical structure are con

sidered. Furthermore, it locuses 

on the most important physical 

issues, but looks at them Irom 

different perspectives. In addition 

this Iramework should give insight 

in the relations and specifics per 

section and should present , lor in

stance, which aspects are related 

to the Brownlields or inner cities. 

Understanding relations and get

ting more insight in how things 
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Figure 16: Framework urban restructuring 

wor,k ir! these cities should give a solid basis lor the linal strategy, preser!ted in chapter 6. The lull 

version ol the interview lorm that was used in the Czech Republic and Poland is included in the 

appendix. 

The Iramework stated above evolved in an extensive version, still considering the social-economic 

structure conlronting the physical structure an its aspects, but with more nuance. This was influ

enced by the observation and interview phase. In case ol the physical structure, the aspect that can 

be seen as binding upon the physical structure is the inlrastructure, and will therelore be considered 

essential to urban development and integrated into the mind maps in the next chapter. In addition, 

this thesis discusses the current situation Irom the local government's perspective. In this more 

distinctive Iramework, the municipality has both an institutional and physical lorm, which will apply 

in ,the mind ma ps as weil. 





4 Expert 5 Irvey and observa ion 

4 1 Int oduction 

With Ihe loundation set in the lirst three chapters, the next step in the process is interviewing proles

sors ol universities, local governments, project development companies and consultants together 

with the observation ol the cities ol Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz. The interviews made a valuable 

contribution to the lormation ol a picture with respect to these cities. Especially prolessors ol univer

sities were very discerning about the current situations ol 'their' city. The development they consid

ered the most crucial / had the most negative inlluence was urban sprawl and/or suburbanization. 

Local government officials were very helplul, providing inlormation regarding current developments 

and 'their' way to economie growth. Attracting new companies in both the light industrial and sc i

ence-technology sector resulted to be their main goal. The private sector, represented by project 

developers comment critically on the uncertainty caused by missing master and zoning plans and 

the long procedures lor application ol building permits. Furthermore, there is an improving relation

ship between the public and private sector, although some remarked there is not much interaction 

between the two. 

This paragraph presents a general overview ol the tendency in the second l ier cities resulting lrom 

lield research and interviews. In total, th is thesis contains lor case studies, which are located in the 

appendix. The situation described there is more elaborate and addressed to the particulars ol the 

individual cities ol Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz. 

4.2 General overvIew case studies 

Muniripality 

During the Czech Republic and Poland field study, it became clear that there are many differences 

between the cities and many specilic aspecls are involved in the dillerent physical structures. That 

is why it is important to discuss the dillerent types ol areas and their particulars, according to the 

observation and the interviews with specialists, based on the Iramework that was introduced belore 

traveling to Central Europe, which should result in, a surveyable outcome. The section with the city 

reports, as stated in the appendix, describes Ihe current siluation in the cities and lor the outcome 

ol this research, it will be important to combine the dillerent aspects in order to gel a more compre

hensive approach towards urban restructuring. 

Besides the different types ol locations and their particular characteristics, there are certain difficul

ties and complications that apply in almost every situ at ion The main cause lor that is with the central 

and local government. Alter the transit ion period many responsibilities were directed Irom central 

to locallevel whereby to the local government 's opinion, the market economy and its private actors 

would take care ol the spatial development ol the city and its surroundings. Reality showed and 
sometimes still does, that local governments we re more concerned about their own interests and 

their period ol government, than a pro-active approach in city development. 

An important and essential policy plan, which was not available because ol that, was and still is 



the city master plan and its additional zoning plan or land use plan. The absence of an up-to-date 

master plan restrains new developments in the inner city area and also contributes to urban sprawl 

and other Greenfiel.d developments, because developers are not motivated to develop sites in inner 

cities or Brownfields and naturally choose for more easy developments with lower risks . Furthermore, 

the overall complaint with private actors is that a situation with no master plan often deters foreign 

investors because there is more risk for postponed development and other complications when a 

certain area is not included in the master plan. 

An aspect local governments scarcely use are incentives which can trigger developments in the way 

that corresponds to the vision of the city. This can be applied to policies as weil as certain areas 

within the city. One example is the use of Special Economie Zones, for instanee in Lodz, where 

lavorable conditions are set for loreign companies, like a tax reduction, in order to persuade them 

to establish their business in th is area. A development that can be seen in some of the lour munici

palities is the introduction of new city strategy, which locuses on new development areas, mainly at 

the city limits where it easy for companies to settle. What these strategies miss is the more integral 

approach, which can be found in a decent master plan, about the development ol the whole city and 

not only looking at investment opportunities lor international companies. 

As mentioned above, there is an overall deficiency on practical and organizational skilIs at local 

governments on the field of urban development. Next to that, a merely heard complaint was about 

the missing know-how and involvement ol city planners in order to design a sustainable urban plan 

which takes the current trends and overall vision of a city into account. The organizational structure 

ol Public Private Partnerships and Joint Ventures between local governments and private actors is 

still not used in the cities ol Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz . Although Ihis way ol organizing new 

developments can prove its value lor these cities, they often have heard about it but do not know 

how to set up th is kind of developments. 

Academies of the universities in Poland and the Czech Republic emphasize that the biggest prob

lem the cities lace is the decreasing population in the inner city as a result of sub-urbanization and 

/ or urban sprawl. This brings several problems with itsell, like the traffic flows directed Irom and to 

the city on roads which are not calculated lor these kinds of traffic Ilows. Many ol these roads are 

located outside city limits where local governments are not responsible lor improvements or main

tenance of these roads, while the central governments do not recognize the problem by supplying 

additional budget for improvement activities. Also the internal inlrastructure ol the cities is loaded up 

because of increasing and changing traffic Ilows. The use of cars in both the Czech Republic and 

Poland is still increasing and has been doing so for many years now. 

Another accessory circumstance is the change of the social-economic structure ol the inner city and 

the large scale housing estates. The current situation shows that the more prosperous part of the 

populatIon is moving to new apartments and single housing, which are located in the suburbs and 

near the city limits and leaves the relatively poor people behind . The relatively good situation in these 

areas will probably change wh en this trend continues to develop. The current situation ol the large 

housing estates will be discussed lurther in this report . Another negative impact ol sub-urbanization 

is the decline ol the local city budget, because the amount ol budget cities receive lrom the central 

government merely depends on the population number. Apart Irom this trend, city budgets lor urban 

redevelopment are highly insufficient, whereas many municipalities can not contribute to new private 

initiative developments in supplying budget lor public space and some times even inlrastructure. 



Because people go to the city centers with high street retail lor buying consumer produets and shop

ping as a recreational purpose, both the supply of shops, the quality ol the public space, activities , 

presence ol leisure and spending power contribute to a vital and lively city center. 

Brownfields 

The problem ol Brownlields needs to be nuanced because in the lour Centra I European cities Brown

,fields can be distinguished in tne heavy industrial type with highly contaminated ground, the so 

called Blacklields. Next to thaI, there are also sites where used to be light industrial manufacturing, 

which partially have different types ol real estate, like large workshops . These types ol manulactur

ing plants have a typical character, which often dates lrom the beginning ol the 20'10 century and can 

be considered as Brownfields. It goes without saying, that it is much more complicated to redevelop 

a Blacklield than a Brownfield. This point ol view needs a subtie distinction in geographical aspect, 

because the strategie location ol a lormer-industrial site plays an important role in its development. 

For instanee the city ol Ostrava is known aboutthe large amount ol heavy industrial sites, sometimes 

still in use, which are spread all around the city with major locatiotls to the south and the north-wesl. 

At the moment the central government is planning a highway to the north-west oIOstrava, which 

brings potential developments to the areas near the highway, where logistic parks and manulactur

ing plants can be located. In the Czech Republic a government company, called Czech Invest, maps 

allthe present Brownlield sites and the contamination level, resulting in a clear overview cities can 

take into account in their masterplan. 

Whereas the city ol Ostrava has a lot large scale Brownlield sites, many sites in Lodz are relatively 

small and also partially hidden behind the laçade ol buildings at the road. At lirst sight , redevelop

ment ol these sites looks much easier, because ol the low-scale smaller risk elleet butthe examples 

ol successlul Brownfield regeneration are often on a large scale. Otle important reason for that is 

'he economy ol scale and the ability develop a more integrated project. Besides , in many cases the 

large sites are owned by former state companies or industrial lamilies, which by-passes the problem 

ol a mixed-ownership situation. 

As mentioned in the lirst paragraph the level ol contamination can inlluence a Blacklield's develop

ment. In order to solve this problem the land has to be decontaminated, which is often the respon

sibility ol the landowner. In both the Czech Republic and Poland there are scarce examples ol 

Iland decontamination procedures funded or subsidized by centra I government lunds or European 

Structural Funds I many cases local governments are not able to start the required procedure lor 

lund application on their own. T'hey also have a lack ol own budget which does not contribute to a 

problem solving situation . 

The regeneration ol Brownlield sites also depends on the stage ol that particular city on the 'city 

development scale'. This 'city development scale' emphasizes the different stages in which a city is 

situated and roughly begins with the city during socialism and ends with the lully developed western 

city. This 'city development scale' will be illustrated below and points out the process ol city devel

opment on a time related scale. The regeneration ol Brownlields is closely related to this process , 

whereas the priority with respectto new developments tends to shift lrom Greenlield developmentto 

Brownlield development when the economie situation ol a city is maturing. The opinion abouttypes 

ol development is also related to the amount ol lunds, both central and international, that can be 

obtained, which is subject to maturity and actual know-how ol the local government. In certain cases 



local' governments are not even aware ol the possibilities in the field of subsidies and lunding and 

olten the do not know how to apply lor them. 

Another aspect about Brownlields, which should be taken into perspective is the percentage ol 

Brownlields th at are located within city limits and the share that are not. At least lor the Czech 

Republic , which is endorsed by Czech Invest, the percentage ol Brownfields in rural areas and 

small cities (average population ol 20.000 people) is by lar greater than the share ol Brownlields 

within the second tier cities. This explains why the amount ol lunds lor regeneration or decontamina

tion ol Brownlields that is available for second tier eities is marginal. In Poland the phenomena ol 

Brownlields is hardly recognized. In the case ol Lodz, many post-industrial grounds are secluded 

Irom revitalization and pertain to single area on individual rules , which endorses the lact that there 

is no common policy. 

Inner city 

The cities ol Krakow, Lodz, Brno and Ostrava are very different Irom each other, but they also show 

some important similarities. In order to give a detailed overview considering the complications within 

inner cityareas all the particular problems the lour cities experience are described in the this sec

tion. The reason why there are differences between these cities is related to the stage ol overall city 

development in the lield ol soeial and economic aspects and the urban structure and geographical 

position. The different stages in city development wil! be discussed lurther on in this report in chapter 

6, because it can give assistance to a speeific approach lor second tier cities. 

The characteristic irregularity particularly seen in the cities ol Lodz and Ostrava was the presents ol 

'blank spots' in the historical co re and also in the rest of the inner city. 'Blank spots' can be described 

as relative'ly smal! areas within the build environment which are unused, often deteriorated open 

spaces where used to buildings. They are used lor car-parking (lor instance in Krakow) , waste and 

garbage storage or have no lunction at all. Relatively poor people live in these areas in Lodz and 

the situation in Ostrava is not very clear in th is lield. These areas contribute to a negative image 

ol the inner city and lorm a serious problem. lhe mixed ownership ol these plots, caused by the 

restitution and the inheritance ol land plots by a younger generation, makes them more complicated 

to develop. Besides, the surrounding areas should be renovated as wet', as the contrast between 

new and old buildings would be too much. At lirst sight these areas tend to have much potential 

which.likely can be explored due 10 an integral development, with consideration ol other site specilic 

lactors, like plot size and public spaces and lacilities. The possibility to expropriate the 'blank spots' 

by local governments could give Ihem an opporlunity to put pressure on the owners or to take the 

initiative lor new development. 

Many inner cities are now lacing the increasing use of cars which leads to trallic congestion. Most 

ol the time ring roads are experiencing more traffic and need en large ment. Especially the cities ol 

Krakow and Brno experience this problem, which can partially be explained by the fact that these 

cities have a radial city structure, which surrounds the historical core. The structure ol Lodz can be 

described as a grid-structure, with spacious roads and one way traffic directions in the city centre. 

Ostrava's polycentric structure provided the city with large arterial roads to connect the different 

parts ol the city with each other. It is also hard to deline the inner city of Ostrava because ol the 

polycentricism. 



As mentioned belore the population ol many inner cities is declining, because ol urban sprawl 

or suburbanization. When the inner city is not attractive enough lor people they can move to new 

housing with green spaces, but it will certainly not attract new inhabitants. This downward spiral 

makes the situation futureless and requires an impulse which both the private as the public sector 

can answer lor. This situation was to a large extend present in Lodz and Ostrava, and to a small 

extend in Brno. 

Considering the inner city without the historical core, one aspect that is Irequently present are old' 

industrial buildings, often still in use like power plants and product ion halls. In many cases these 

lactories are surrounded by residential buildings and contribute the negative image ol the housing 

estate areas. Aside Irom the problem to relocate these companies, the solutions are rather limited 

when surrounded by large housing estates. 

In general, the cities that are included to this research show many new developments in the residen

tial sector, but only a marginal share is located in the inner city. The opportunity to develop is much 

oheaper and easier on Greenlields and until there is no restrictive legislation preventing this type 

ol developments, it hardly looks that th is process will change in the near luture. Remarkable is the 

lact that new developments in the inner city are sold very quickly, which proves that there is a lot ol 

demand lor high quality housing. In marly cases project developers and investors are reserved to 

new kinds ol developments and wait lor opportunists to take the initiative. This kind ol initiatives can 

trigger many other developments and local governments shou ld therelore support this with subsidy 

or incentives. 

In a situation where the local government has sufficierlt land positions it would be relatively easier 

to redevelop the inner city. Unlortunately, this is not the case in the cities that are discussed in this 

research. Inner city land is owned by private citizens or companies, which makes the public opinion 

about inner city development very important and strong. In the case ol Brno the local government 

does own relatively large plots ol land, but these areas are ground leased to citizens lor small

scale gardening purposes, often lor long period ol time. This kind ol areas have high development 

potential because they are closely situated near the city center, are not contaminated and there are 

no large buildings. In this case, the municipality ol Brno has recently started with an approach where 

leasing periods are not extended any more When visiting these cities in Central Europe one notices 

that each city has, besides the general problems which occur in almost every city, its own problems. 

An example ol this are the plot sizes in Lodz, whlch is discussed at the city outline in Ihe appendix. 

For Ostrava, this is Ihe polycentric structure and the presents ol heavy industry in the 'inner city' part 

ol the city. 

Two real estate sectors that are highly represented in inner cities are the residential and retail sectors. 

Closely related 10 each ot her, the situation ol the retail sector is dillerent in the lour cities. With the 

most developed scene in Krakow, where besides new shop ping centers, high st reet retail is also 

very developed. In l odz, the presents ol !wo new shopping centers in the inner city are the main 

attractions, while in Ostrava there is no high quality shopping center and no high st reet shops with 

western brands. There is one new shopping center development in process and the city ol Brno is 

expanding its supply ol retail space. Many new developments and the kind ol retail developments 

differ Irom location and size. Both the city center and the out ol town locations are being developed 

depending on many circumstances. In the case ol Brno, new developments create difficult situ a

lions, because it stimulates a traffic Ilow lrom the large residential area in the north ol the city to the 



south where new developments are being realized. This flow of traffic largely burdens the ring road 

around the historical core. 

Large scale housing es1a e 

The Central European cities are all well-equipped with large scale housing estates, which are of

ten build during the socialist era. These are characteristic areas, but in general, there exist many 

similarities. First, the presence of the Roma population, who has a solitary way of living and is often 

ignored by the rest of the population. In many cases, the Roma population occupies the low quality 

buildings. 

Difference in housing quality is very common in these cities, depending on the period of construc

tion . The general atmosphere in the large housing areas can be des cri bed as motionless, with a 

lot of green public space and small parking facilities. Furthermore, because of the high population 

numbers and density of these areas it is allractive for international chains to establish a hypermarket. 

Chains like Tesco, Makro, Carrefour en Metro are found in these parts of the cities. Next to this 

relatively new retail stock, there are also shops originating from the socialist period . These are old, 

small-scale single floor buildings, where supermarkets and restaurants are located. 

Also in the case of the large scale housing estates the general approach of local governments is 

relatively passive towards the improvement of the un-dynamic areas. First of all the context of the 

large housing estates is different than the situation in Western-European countries which are, in 

general, inhabited by ethnic minorities and poor people. In Poland and the Czech Republic, also 

relatively prosperous people live in flats. Uving in flats is one of the basics people have used to live 

with and have accepted. With increasing wealth, the future of these housing estates is probably not 

certain, whereas the demand for improving living conditions is increasing, when looking at all new 

apart ment deve'lopments. This is for instanee also stimulated by the increasing cost of living, which 

origins in the fast increasing gas and oil prices combined with poor isolation. 

Remarkable is the fact that almost no flats are being demolished, because of the high costs and 

the demand for residential space. In many situations, private owner initiative has resulted in the 

renovation of buildings, which are then equipped with new plastic window casing and new exterior 

like balconies. From outside it is hard to notice what improvements have been made inside the 

buildings In some cases these improvements are made individually, but also examples of complete 

flat renovations occur. Another reason why flats are not demolished is the demand for housing and 

the relatively small vacancy levels in these buildings. 

In both countries, the local government is the owner of some of the flats, which are often used for 

social housing and have a regulated rent system that does not even cover the cost price. The overall 

tendency one gets in these cities is that the local government and certainly no project developers are 

giving any priority in order to improve the situations in the large-scale housing estates. 

Inti astructure 

The 'binding' factor of the physical aspects described above is infrastructure. This comes in many 

forms and conditions and differs per city and region . Exploring the infrastructure of Brno, Ostrava, 

Krakow and Lodz, it becomes clear th at the economie developed cities face more prblems with 



respect to congestion. This can be explained by the lact inhabitants ol these cities own more cars, 

but it could aslo be related to city structure. The cities with real conestion problems are Krakow and 

Brno (and in a smaller extent Lodz) , which have a radial structure. Ostrava and Lodz, lacing less 

congstion problems, whereas these cities have a polycentric and grid structure. 

With congestion present in three out ol lour cities, this problem is growing and requires solutions. 

Whereas the central government developes new highways, partially lunded with EU lunds, the other 

important roads, connecting the higli1ways and villages to the second tier cities, need enlargement. 

Besides, the inner inlrastructure ol second tier cities needs extension as weil, certainly with car use 

still increasing. 

Another aspect, that is problematic and occuring in all the eitjes, is the presence ol extensice rail in

Irastructure. This issue is related to the Brownlield sites and are interconnected. Finding a solution or 

gelling investors/lunds lor Brownlield regeneration would complete make the rail inlra redundant. So 

solving one problem, could brlng opportunities lor the other, which is relevant, because nowadays 

Ihese railway tracks and switchyards occupy a lot ol urban land. Furthermore, removing railroads 

would in many cases mean removing barriers within inner cities. 

4 3 Conclusion 
The aspects that are described in the paragraphs above give a general view ol the current situation 

in the second tier cities. This general view and the aspects ol cities and their problems, corresponds 

in many ways with the existing literature, although often based on the capitol cities. From a western 

point ol view some ol these cilies are really unallractive places to live, with deteriorated streets and 

housing, industrial sites close to the city centre and ol course the large housJng estates that are 

ligurehead olthe undynamic second tier city, ~ith scallerd lunctions, Greenlield developments, 

lack ol governance and small budgets. Not all ol the cities that we re observed are similar, having 

their own issues and charateristics and sometimes do have allractive city centres and places people 

want to visit. 

In order to pursue more detail about the aspecls that occur in al most every city and the aspects that 

are city related, in the next section there will be overviews, so ca lied mind maps, ol every city that 

represent the current situation. These mind ma ps can give more insight in the relationships between 

the different aspects ol the lour cities and can be used lor the loundation ol the most important 

aspects in the generallist that derives Irom the comparison ol Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz. 





5 Implemen ation research information 

5 1 IntroductioJ1 
Comparing cities in order to lind similarities and differeflces between them depends 8mong other 

things on the level ol inlormation that is available per city. Besides the amount ol inlormation, it is 

also important 10 get more insight about complications and developments by talking to people who 

have a dillerent view on city development. In general, the perspective ol the several parties dilIers. 

For instance, prolessors lrom the universities in these cities are generally more pesslmistic about the 

current situation and development ol the city Ihan people Irom the municipality. Whereas city officials 

often presenl a more rosy view and sometimes neglect negative aspects that are present. The third 

party, project developers stand between them, whereas their role is more conlined to some relatively 

small projects. Often they complain about a missing or outdated master alld zoning plan and long 

qualilying periods lor building permits, because these aspects interlere with their new potential 

development projects. 

Besides inlormation gathering by literatme and interviews another method that is used is observa

tion. During the visit to these cities, many differeflt parts ol the cities are visited, in order to get 

a comprehensive overview. All the aspects that are included in the mind maps ol the cities are 

therelore related to that city only. During the processing ol the aspects the possibility and 'Ieeling' 

sometimes existed that some aspects were also present in other cities, but these could not be 

proven by numbers and literature or be conlirmed by local sources and were therelore not included 

to other cities' mind maps. 

5.2 Mind mapping 

Theory of mind maps 

Returning lrom Central'-Europe with many experiences in the cities ol Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and 

Lodz it was important to arrange my thoughts together with all the lacts I galhered in order to 

generate more insight in the processes and developments ol these cities. Tony Buzan presents one 

method that can be used lor this kind ol 'brainstorms' in his book 'The mind map book' (2006). As 

a master in psychology, English, mathematics and the general sciences, he describes the working 

ol the brain and presents his method to get to radiant thinking. Radiant thinkinQ' relers to associative 

thought processes that proceed lrom or connect to a central point. The other meaning ol 'radiant' 

Is also relevant: 'shining brightly' and 'the local point ol ametric shower' - similar to the 'burst ol 

thought' (Tony Buzan, 2006). 

Buzan emphasizes that the way to ga in access to this way ol thinking is through the 'mind map', 

which he claims, is the external expression ol radiant thinking. A mind map always radiates Irom a 

central image and every word and image becomes in itsell a sub centre ol association, the whole 

proceeding in a potentially inlinite chain ol branching patterns away lrom or towards the common 

centre (Buzan, 2006). According \0 Buzan (2006) 'the mind map is an expression ol radiant thillking 

and is therelore a natural lunction ol the human mind. It is a powerlul graphic technique, which 

provides a universal key to unlocking the potentialol the brain. The mind map can be applied to 

every aspect ol lile where improved learning and clearer thinking will enhance human perlormance.' 



The mind map has four essential characteristics : 

1. The subject of attention is crystallized in a central image; 

2. The main themes of the subject radiate from the central image as braches; 

3. Branches compromise a key image or key word printed on an associated line. Topics of les ser 

importance are also represented as branches attached to higher level branches ; 

4. The branches form a connected nodal structure. 

One important difference with the this theory of mind maps and my elaboration comes with the 

second phrase of tne third point, where topics of lesser importance are not attached to higher 

level branches in my results, because th is would in some way quantify the generally qualitative 

aspects of these cities. This is also the reason why it is hard to use variation in thickness of arrows 

between aspects, because in that case there will be a quantitative 'Ioad' attached, which cannot be 

underpinned. 

The mind maps of the cities that are shown on the next pages illustrate the main structure with the 

name of the city in the centre and the main categories the cityaspects can be ascribed to. After this 

selection, the cause-effect relations between different aspects with black arrows were point out. The 

next step focused on the influences aspects have on each other in a positive or negative way. Red 

(negative) and green (positive) arrows have pointed out these relations . Adding these relationships 

results in a clearer overall picture per city about aspects that have influence, positive or negative, on 

each other. In literature about mind maps, there is no information about drawing conclusions from 

them, but these elaborated mind maps can contribute to the comparison between the different eities 

that will be discussed in next paragraph. 

Note that when reproducing this thesis, the mind map section shou/d be printed out in c%r. 



Figure 17: Mindmap of Brno 
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Figure 18: Mindmap of Ostrava 
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Figure 19.' Mindmap of Krakow 
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Figure 20: Mindmap of Lodz 
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5 1 Comparative analysis 
One ol the important aspects ol this master thesis is to lind a generaf way or handle lor loc al 

governments to improve the quality ol the urban environment without losing economie strength . The 

process that preceded this comparalive analysis examined literature about the current situ at ion and 

developments in these second tier cities and lield research which included interviews and observa

tion. With the process ol comparing the lour cities with each other in order to extract the similarities 

and differences ol them , the lirst step to the loundation ol a general strategy lor second tier cities 

in the Czech Republic and Poland was made. In this tab Ie below, all the aspects that are present 

in the mind map ol every city are highlighted. Next, these cities were compared lor similarities and 

because ol that given a color that represents the level ol similarity. In this case, the color green 

stands lor resemblance in every city. Secondly, the color yellow stands lor aspects that occur in 

three out ol lour cities . Furthermore, orange was given to aspects with resemblance in two cities 

and red represents a unique aspects. On the next \wo pages every city aspect is colored irl order ol 

resemblance . 
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5 2 Foundation for gene al development strategy (field research) 

The next proeess step is the arrangement ol all aspeets, resulting in a distinet loundation that wil l 

be diseussed in the general restrueturing strategy. It shows that the general aspeets represent the 

minority ol all aspeets ol these eities. Although this ean be explained in a negative way, e.g. not 

representative and to limited, I think, together with the issues derived lrom literature, most ol the 

aspeets in green and yellow represent the main issues and developments with the biggest impact 

on urban development. Furthermore, the aspeets in orange are related to the aspeets in the left and 

right column and will therelore not be negleeted in the general restrueturing strategy, beeause some

times-sueeesslul solutions or developments in other eities ean be good examples lor other eities. 

Table 10: Priority list urban similarities and dilferences 



5 3 Feedbac to Iiterature 

Not all negative and positive cityaspects presented inliterature will be admitted to the strategy 

presented in chapter 6, lor the reason that they were not acknowledged by interviewees and not 

identified during observation. Although the results ol the lield research ol the four Central-European 

cities represents the current situation at this moment , interviewing more people and exploring these 

cities more elaborately, will probably result in more city aspects. Local government officials should 

therefore consider this thesis as Ihe foundation towards a new restructuring strategy and city analysis 

and will probably be able to supplement the list with city aspects. It is almost certain that the list can 

be more extensive, although convincingly most important aspects are included, but due to limited 

budget, time and interviewees that we re very busy, this is the result. Aspects that were described in 

literature but not identified in these cities , will not be included to the genera I restructuring st rat egy, 

because it is difficult 10 place them in the context ol cities and wil I affect the validity of the mind 

maps. 

5. Conclusion 

The process and steps made in this chapter are essential for the final result , cOf)sidering it deter

mines the aspects that apply for al most every second tier city in Poland and the Czech Republic. 

This is a rat her daring statement, but when local government officials would read this thesis, there 

is big chance they acknowledge the aspects that are lound during field research in Central-Eu

rope . The results from the comparative analysis show the majority of all city related aspects can 

be reffered to as city specilic , or with some similarity between two cities . This thesis focuses on the 

general aspects, which are, quite important to the balanced development of second tier cities. More 

important it is, that local government people assent to the strategy that is presented in chapter 6 

and take advantage ol it, not only by implying it when this is possible, but also by making them more 

aware of the currerlt development issues they face. 





6 General restructuring strategy 

1 Introduction 
The lormulation ol the development strategy could help local governments in their struggle lor eco

nomic growth and urban development. Consisting ol lield research and literature, the aspects that 

will be passed in review are substantiated by the development specilics that are described in chap

ter 3. The combination ol literature, lield research , results Irom inteNiews and mind mapping wilt be 

lounded with theoretical research outcomes with relerence to the different aspects. Furthermore 

this chapter presents the dillerent stages ol city development in retail and housing, starting Irom the 

beginning ol the socialist period tilt the present moment. The stage ol development ol the second 

tier cities dilIers between cities , where spending power and city size play an important mie in new 

retail developments. 

62 Development phases of Central-Europe n eities 
The cities in Central Europe are improving very quickly, but there is much difference in the level ol 

progress ol tlhe cities, when putting them on a time related scale. Especially lor the lormer socialist 

countries it easy to determine wh at their point ol departure is. hom this point the dillerent rea I estate 

sectors ol a city start to develop, which is depending on many lactors, but looking at the whole 

situalion ol Central Europe development phases can be determined. 

The lirst phase in the development timeline is the period alter World War II until the lal I ol the Berlin 

Wall and the end ol socialism in Centra I Europe. In this report the particular inlluences ol socialism 

have been described, but it is evident that to some extend cities developed in a certain way. 

The second phase is tt le transit ion period in which the Foreign Direct Investments started to flow, 

because loreign companies we re attracted by the new opportunities the Czech Republic , Poland 

and Hungary The inllow ol capital was largely directed to the capitol cities, which resulted in a vast 

development. The lirst developments in the retail sector were the hypermarkets and big boxes that 

were successlul because the concept ol western style shops was new lor the population . The hous

ing sector was specilicalty locusing on the restitution ol the lormer state oWllership. 

The third phase is characterized by increasing wages and spending power in the capitol cities and 

the maturing retail sector. In this stage, western brands entered the market and we re located at the 

high street shops and new shopping centers on both inner city and out ol town location . Because 

more investors and project developers we re interested in the opportunities these emerging markets 

provided, new shopping centers and big boxes deluged the market. Also during this stage, housing 

developments in the capitol cities started and apartments were build . In the second tier cities the 

development ol large scale hypermarkets started , also located near thelarge concentrations ol 

people. The residential markei did not show many new developments, probably because ol the un

developed mort gage system and relatively low income levels in comparison with the capitol cities. 

The lourth phase is characterized by the saturation ol the retail market, because the supply ol retail 

Iloor space has in some cases exceeded demand which is closely related to the purchasing power 

ol the city population. Still new developments are realized, but the risk ol lailure is lar greater than 



in the early stages of development of the retail market. Increasing income has also resulted in more 

residential developments which are often located in green areas at city boundaries and suburbs. 

In the second tier cities the development of higher quality retail schemes, like shopping centers 

with western brands are being i,s realized. The location depends on the type of scheme which is 

developed, as many shoppili1g centers are situated in inner cities often close to the historical core. 

Instead retail warehousing and big boxes are located outside the inner city because of the large 

floor space per unit and the large parking space that is required. Next to that it is important that the 

quality of the historical core is attractive enough for western brands to establish a unit shop. When 

th is is not the case, they wait for a shopping center to be developed. The residential market also 

shows increasing developments where the main trends are suburbanjzation and urban sprawl. Land 

plots in small villages and also locations within city limits are being developed, frequently with new 

apartments, but also with single family housing. 

The next phase in city development shows the coming saturation in the retail market of the second 

tier cities. Like the capitol cities the market of these smaller cities is ab Ie to cope with a certain 

number of retail Iloor space. When th is number is reached, project developers seek opportunities 

In other cities. Like the situation in the capitol cities, it wlll be a matter of time and economie growth 

how much new retail developments will be realized in these cities. In comparison to Netherlands, 

the average retail floor space in these areas is still relatively low, and even here there are new 

developments planned. In this ph ase the residential developments expand as the demand for high 

quality housing grows, which also results in higher housing prices. Next to that, local governments of 

second tier cities begin to realize the negative impact these developments can have on the current 

situation and overall development of the city. For example the situation in Brno where new retail 

developments in the sou th attracts many people living north causes traffic flows in the inner city 

leading to congestion problems. 

6.3 Theoretical framework 

Examining the current situation and developments in the Czech and Polish cities resulted in supple

mentation, in many cases, of the existing literature about the second tier cities in Central Europe 

. In th is thesis there are live main categories in which all the aspects of the different cities can be 

classified, that is to say inner city, municipality, infrastructure, housing ai1d Brownlields. The founda

tion of my conclusion is based on literature about urban development and growth, city economics 

and solutions how to deal with some if the current issues. One has to bear in mind th at most of the 

literature is based on US examples and statistics and may not always be interchangeable to situa

tions in Centra I European countries. 

heoretical aspects: 

1. In the US the density of residential activity within urban areas has changed dramatically, 

as a consequence of suburbanization. The 'voluntary' nature of th is process, called urban 

decentralization, generated a number of concerns about the welfare of metropolitan area 

populations. One of these concerns is a rising disparity between neighborhoods, especially 

the decline of incomes in central cities relative to those of their suburban counterparts. As 

metropolitan areas expand, the majority of both employment opportunities and relatively 



high-income households may shift trom centre to periphery, thereby creating a widen

ing income gap between these two areas. Over time these differences may then become 

more pronounced as the poor become increasingly isolated from productive interactions 

with wealthier neighbors. A number of studies suggest that over a time period , poverty 

became more concentrated within the urban areas (Mayer, 1996). Furthermore Kasarda 

(1993) and Abramson (1995) find that individuals living in poverty became increasingly 

concentrated within poor neighborhoods. According to Wheeler (2006) , urban decentrali

zat ion tends to be accompanied by significant increases in income inequality, 

2. The development of cities in the 20't1 century, both social-economic as physical , is a topic 

researchers 'have tried to explain based on statistical data. Recent study presented in Real 

Estate Economics magazine focused on the influence (Iocal) governments can have on eco

nomic development of a city, by looking at agglomeration economies' and how they attribute 

to changes in earnings. There is strong evidence that relative growth effects are related to both 

localization2 and urbanization3 economies (Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling, 2004). According to 

Malpezzi , Seah and Shilling (2004), approximately three-fourths in metropolitan growth rates 

can be explained by local conditions unrelated to industry mix The remaining metropolilan 

growth rates are attributed in industry mix, interaction between industry mix and local effects. 

Also when a city has a higher growth due to the local relative growth effect, it also tends to 

have a low growth term due to industry mix and vice versa In addition to demonstrating that 

industry-mix matters somewhat, but that local factors matter more, Malpezzi, Seah and Shil

ling (2004) confirm the results of other studies that demonstrate that local growth effects are 

related to both urbanization and localization economies.Another finding is the suggestion that 

metropolitan areas with low initial earnings per capita will exhibit higher returns on the margin, 

drawing investment and raising growth rates until economies converge Taken together, the 

results drawn by Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004), show that the growth of local economies 

is no random walk, but is partly forecastable. Thus there are states of the world in which 

investment in particular markets are more or less favorable, at least probabilistically. Specific 

policy implications include that despite the near ubiquitousness of efforts by local officials to 

peg one's fortunes to one 'hot ' industry alter another, the results suggests it lis tempting, but 

wrong , to credit the overall patterns of metropolitan economic development largely to industry 

mix. While Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004) find some effect of industry mix and some in

teraction with local factors, it is largely the latter that determines metropolitan growth. Further

more there is literature about the relationship between local taxes and growth; the emerging 

consensus seems to be that higher taxes may reduce growth rates if services (especially core 

A reduction in production cost the results when related firms locate near one another. Firms can be related as competitors in the same 

industry, by using the same inputs, or through providing output to the same demographic group. The lashion industry, lor example, 

experiences agglomeration economies because they can share specialized inputs (photographers, modeis) that would be too expen

sive to employ tuIl time. Retail stores have agglomeration economies when located in shopping mails because they have access to a 

large group ol potential customers with lower advertising cost. Agglomeration economies is given as one ol the primary reasons lor the 

emergence ol urban areas (http://www.AmosWEB.com. AmosWEB LLC, 2000-2007) 

2 Agglomeration economies (benefits , co st reductions) resulting lrom the concentration of the same or similar activities: eg. benefits 

resulting lrom the local access to a specialized work lorce or the specialized reputation of a locality (to which some but maybe not all 

of these specialized actjvities contribute) (http ://faculty.washington.edu/krumme/glossll.html) 

3 A reduction in product ion cost the results when diverse activities are located in a concentrated urban area. Urbanization economies 

applied to all types ol activities th at benefit from assorted urban 'amenities' such as public utilities, government services, inlormation 

services that are indined to experience decreasing average cost with large scale production. It, for example, a city has sufficient 

demand lor a more efficiency, larger scale electrical generalion plant, then everyone can benelit from lower electricity rates (http://www. 

AmosWEB.com, AmosWEB LLC, 2000-2007) 



education and inlrastructure services) are properly accounted lor. Because these services 

and taxes are correlated, models that include one but not the ot her obtains insignilicant result 

(Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling, 2004) . Next to that cities with a high relative growth term tend 

to attract capita I investment both in the base and non-base industry. A high growth rate in 

the non-base industries however, lowers the growth component due to industry mix, holding 

all else constant. Growth rates are positively related to the percentage ol college graduates 

related to income per capita at the beginning ol the period. One important conclusions lorm 

the research ol Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004) is that still many issues are unresolved, 

including whether metropolitan growth is caused by what cities do, how cities do it , or both. 

On the other hand Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004) tind that relative growth, or local pro

ductivily (how city do things) dominates industry mix (what they do) . Metropolitan areas with 

low initial earnings per capita will exhibit higher returns on the margin, drawing investment and 

raising growth rates until ecollomies converge. The result ol the study emphasizes that local 

officials should locus on 'back to basics' policies as improving education and inlrastructure 

in order to pursue economic development, instead ol locusing on 'hot sectors'. 

3. Brownlield clean-up and reu se are attractive to communities and policymakers lor three rea

sons. First, Browntield cleanup reduces the adverse effects ol the site's soil and water pollution 

on human health and ecological systems. Second, the reuse ol Brownlields helps stop the 

conversion ol Greenlields and ru ral sites to urban areas and ot her development patterns that 

generate environmental problems, congestion and sprawl. Third, redeveloping abandoned 

industrial sites promotes economic growth in inner cities and is, therelore, a potentially impor

tant component ol sustainable growth (Alberini, Longo, Tonin, Trombetta and Turvani, 2003). 

Their research indicates that developers lind sites with contamination problems less attractive 

than other, and that they value liability reliel, which conlirms their expectation that contami

nated sites are less desirabie because ol associated clean-up costs, but relutes earlier claims 

that liabilily does not matter. Oevelopers are not deterred by prior contamination once it has 

been cleaned up, suggesting that contamination stigma is probably not very important, and 

appreciate last-track review ol development and remediation plans , direct tinancial incentives 

and Ilexibie cleanup standards . Alberini , Longo, Tonin, Trombetta and Turvani (2003) , point 

out that government can provide incentives like letters ol no lurther act ion, certilicates ol 

complet ion or covenants not to sue that re duce or eliminate luture liability risks. They can also 

reduce uncertainty about luture changes in cleanup standards and immediate cleanup costs, 

by offering streamlined review ol development project plans, Finaly they can offer direct li

nancial incentives to the developers in the lorm ol loans, grants, rebates and/or tax credits. 

Furthermore developers with Brownfield experience tend to engage in projects at larger sites 

and with larger buildings and tend to have greater revenues per project. The likelihood ol 

selecting, the contaminated site vis-à-vis a pristine (e.g. Greenlield) site, increases by roughly 

11% lor every additional10% subsidy lor developers with contaminated site experience. For 

non-contaminated site developers this percentage is only 2%. According to Alberini, Longo, 

Tonin, Trombetla and Turvani (2003) , projects worth 7 million Euro in revenue need to be 

compensated with 2.5 million Euro ol subsidy, in order to persuade developers to regenerate 

a contaminated Brownlield site. 

4. Research do ne by Campos and Kinoshita (2003) describes the determinants ol FOI inllows 

to transit ion countries. Results show that institutions, extend ol economic relorms and ag

glomeration economies are the most important determinants lor Centra~ Eastern European 



countries . Moreover, countries with good institutions, greater trade openness and lewer 

restrictions on FOI flows are likely to receive more Fm The key question they ask in their 

paper is how important are institutions and the agglomeration effect relative to ot her fac

tors in tbe host countries . They find that these two factors are the most important ones . 

Furthermore, FOI motives vary greatly between the non-CIS and the CIS countries . In the 

non-CIS countries that receive FOI mostly in the manufacturing sector, institutions and ag

glomeration are the main considerallons for investors. 

Johnson (2006) two main groups of FOI determinants traditional and transition-specific . The 

traditional determinants are based on three types of FOI, efficiency-seeking, market-seeking 

and resource-seeking, and are represented by proxies for market demand, production costs 

and natural resource abundance. The Iransition-specific variables include Iransition progress, 

privatization method and corruption. Results trom his research suggest market-seeking is an 

important motive for investment in the CEE economies, but not in the CIS economies. The 

analysis suggests th at the larger inflows of FOI to the CEE economies than the CIS econo

mies primarily can be explained by beller opportunities lor market-seekirJg investment due 

to stronger host country demand, a laster process and possibly less problems of corruption 

(Johnson, 2006). Government action is unlikely to be able to generate market-seeking Fm 

Instead, governments should make sure th at there is progress in transition . Furthermore, a 

proper organization of the privatization process can provide an important tooi for maximizing 

the inflows of Fm 

5. Rosenthal and Strange (2004) come with local industrial policy implications derived from the 

research aboul innovation , economic growth and produclivily. There are policies to improve 

the economic environment in a general way and politics designed 10 allracl particular indus

Iries or even particular firms. There is evidence Ihal general sorts of policies, like provision of 

physical infraslruclure, proleclÎon of person and property, moderalion of laxes or improve

menls 10 educalion can be successful in promoling prosperity. The mosl imporlanl Ihing 10 

remember when considering policies 10 allracl specific induslries or firms is Ihalthere appear 

to be slrong forces al work leading 10 agglomeration (Rosenlhal and Slrange, 2004). The 

exislence of agglomeration economies means Ihal in order 10 allracl any firms at all, il may 

be necessary 10 allract a critical mass. Finally it may not be possible 10 duplicate elsewhere 

Ihe circumslances thaI led to successful agglomeration in anolher place. 

6. SI range, Hejazi and Tang (2005) developed a model th at shows that firms are allracted to 

agglomeration if Ihey face competitive instability, have astrong skill-orientation or are innova

Hve. The mechanism is that in a thicker market (either a large city of industry cluster) there will 

be a more diverse range of resources available to meet randomly arising challenges or op

portunities. Whether the uncertainty arises trom instability in an establishment's product , skill 

requirements or irmovativeness, agglomeration is val ua bie because it gives firms a greater 

abilily to adapt to uncertainty. 

7. Vernon Henderson (2003) states that as development proceeds, eventually de-concentra

tion occurs for Iwo reasons . The economy can afford to spread economic infrastructure and 

knowledge resources to hinterland areas. Second, the cilies of initial high concentration 

become high cost, congested locations that are less efficient locations for prOducers and 

consumers. 



8. Franz, Maier and Schröck (2005?) emphasize that there are difficulties with the term Urban 

Sprawl, because it is hard to distinguish sprawl from related term like suburbanization, urban 

growth, or suburban development. Also there is no agreed way of measuring sprawl, partly 

because of the lack of gene rally accepted definition. One of the definitions for this thesis 

could be: Unplanned urban development that runs counter to the objectives of spalial de

velopment is identified as sprawl (Gassner, 1978). Another is: de-concentration processes of 

urban functions combined with the spatial expansion of urban uses into ru ral areas (Gleaser 

and Pumain, 2003). Franz, Maier and Schröck (2005) conclude that the decision whether a 

certain empirically derived value characterizes sprawl or not is in the hands of the researcher, 

policy maker or policy activist. 

9. Duranton and Puga (1999) discuss the issues on the structure of systems of cities. The first 

aspect, efficiency of the urban system as a whole still is a point of discussion. Models in the 

spirit of Henderson (1974) tend to suggest that urban systems without central regulation 

will be efficient in terms of size and numbers. This is true, provided that some mechanism 

enabling the creation and development of new cities is present. The two usual mechanisms 
are autonomous local governments or the market, with land developers. Duranton and Puga 

(1999), come up with a few policy perceptions that are clear. For instance, anything that 

hinders the creation and development of new cities, such as poorly-defined property rights, 

is likely to result in inefficient urban systems. Furthermore there appears to be need for both 

large and diversified cities and smaller and more specialized cities. 

10. Glaeser, Gyourko and Saks (2005) suggest that those who are interested in urban and re

gional growth must think about housing markets and in particular the nature of the housing 

supply. After all, firms in a region cannot expand or establish employment without new homes 

to house new workers. Furthermore they say that in places where limited regulation and low 

density facilitate the construction of new homes, urban success is more likely to take the form 

of higher population levels. 

11 . Kahn (2003) comes with the fact that the only root cause for the growth of sprawl is the auto

mobile. He thinks that the negative quality of life impacts have been overstated and thinks the 

problem of sprawllies not in the people who have moved to the suburbs but rat her the people 

who have been left behind. In the US edge cities were made possible by the automobile 

and as long as the car remains the dominant transport mode, sprawl is likely to remain the 

dominant urban form. The economic and social consequences of sprawl do not appear to be 

dire. 

12. Anas and Rhee (2004) calculated in their model (US-based) that congestion tolls may gener

ate only slight efficiency benefits and that they are a affective tooi for reducing urban sprawl 

under the long run conditions that we simulated. Congestion tolls are, however, know to be 

difficult to implement although there are hopeful signs that they might be broadly feasible in 

the future due to advances in electron ic tolling devices. But even if tolls may not be possible, 

a number of close second best such as gasoline taxes and parking taxes do exist (Anas and 
Rhee, 2004). 

13. Henderson, Shalizi and Venables (2000) conclude that geography matters for development, 

but that economic growth is not governed bya geographical determinism. Policy is essential 



in shaping economie changes, although the design ol policy is not weil understood. There 

are two important messages Irom literature ab out the management ol urban structures. First 

is the importance ol concentration. Second is the lact that de-concentration does occur at a 

certain stage In a country's development. 

14. Linz, Müller and Schmude (2003) discuss the industrial heritage in the CEE region . One exam

ple ol Poland describes the negative elfeet ol the EU legislation on Special Economie Zones. 

SEZ are strong instrurnents ol establishing new enterprises, because tl1ey offer extensive tax 

breaks and other advantages lor businesses. As a consequence ol accession EU, Poland 

now has to reduce subsidies olfered as investment incentives to businesses. 

15. Henderson and Wang (2007) emphasize that similarly growth ol individual city sizes is ex

plained by changes in local market conditions, technological change, and changes in national 

insWutions and policies. Technology, policy and institutional effects on individual city growth 

are heterogeneous. Technology improvements help bigger cities more, while increasing de

mocratization levels the playing lield across cities, allowing smaller cities to compete more 

Ireely lor lirms and residents. 

16. Davis and Henderson (2001) point out in analyzing the urbanization process, the paper con

lirms many traditional views and also uncovers a new set ol important findings. There is a 

large inlormal literature on "urban bias, " suggesting that government policies concerning 

inlrastructure investments, trade protection policies, and price controls influence the rate ol 

urbanization (e.g., see 0 and relerences therein; also Renaud) These inlluences are definitely 

there, but we will make the rather simple and intuitive point that their effect on urbanization 

is indirect, through Ihe impact on agriculture and manulacturing per se. That is, urban bias 

policies affect sector composition, which in turn affects urbanization. But they have li!tle or 

no separate direct effect on the rate ol urbanization itsel!. Their main conclusions are the 101-

lowing. Structural changes in the economy as a result ol development drive urbanization. The 

Williamson elfeet exists where urban concentratIon lirst increases and then decreases with 

developmenl. Political and policy variables have li!tle or no direct effects on urbanization, only 

indirect effects through their effects on income and sector composition. Urban concentration 

is affected signilicantly by a wide range ol political or politically determined variables, includ

ing democratization, lederalism, and whether a country was a lormer planned economy. In 

addition interregional investment in transport inlrastructure, both waterways and roads, work 

to reduce urban concentration, opening markets to hinterland cities. 

17. Munneke (2004) concludes that zoning impacts land prices. II zoning is inflexible, there is 

no need to look beyond Ihe price impact based on the current allocation ol land. However, il 

zoning is flexible, the current zoning structure can be realigned to take into consideration the 

changes in the parcel's economie environment. An important question then becomes, il the 

current level ol zoning does not reflect the market allocation of land, will parcels be rezoned 

toward a market allocation of land? In other words, are parcels rezoned in a manner that 

leads to higher land va lues? II zoning is indeed Ilexibie and values are used 10 guide zoning 

decisions, one would expect to see the probability of a zoning change increase as the value 

in an alternative use increases, relative to its current 'use. The estimation ol a zoning change 

equation provides st rong evidence, with the exception ol vacant residential parcels, that the 

probability ol aparcel being rezoned increases as the maximum value in an alternative use 



increases, relative to the price in its current use. The results indicate that the probability of re

zoning increases as the expected price in a use other than the parcel's current use increases 

relative to its price in its current use. This indicates that in the face of zoning constraints, as 

reflected by the probability of aparcel zoned to a particular use, zoning changes are sought 

and approved that lead to a higher expected return for the parcel. 

18. . Bertinelli and Black (2003) consider that myopie policies designed to reduce the degree ol 

over-urbanization by limiting urbanization will tend to have an adverse impact on economie 

growth, lowering an economy's steady-state level of technology and potentially leaving the 

economy stuck in a development trap. This suggests that policies designed to remedy po

tential overurbanization may have adverse dynamic effects. In addition, spatial redistribu

tion, rat her than a curtailing of an economy's urban population may remedy the costs of 

overurbanization without these negative dynamic effects. However, a full understanding of 

this requires in-depth knowledge of the costs of infrastructure investments required for urban 

population decentralization. 

19. When describing the sprawling of the post-socialist city in Po land and Hungary, Kok (1999) 

distinguished such initiating factors as environmental pollution of the compact city, an in

crease in the crime rate, and growing costs of upkeep in the city. He observed that it was not 

only upper-middle-class people who moved to the suburbs but also those of a lower status. 

6.4 Restructuring strategy 

One of the aspects that make this thesis different from many other research reports is the fact 

that there has been some research done about tne development of the cities in Central Europe, 

especially the capitol cities, and the current issues that play an important role in urban development. 

Outcomes of these reports address only one or two cityaspects (problems) in their conclusive st rat
egy. I think, looking at the bigger picture, from the municipal point of view, gives more insight of how 

cityaspects (problems) are related to each other, to co me with a more overall strategy rat her than 

looking at these aspects separately. Henderson, Shalizi and Venables (2000) conclude that policy 

is essential in shaping economie changes, although the design of policy is not weil understood. 

This strategy can provide help to local governments to elaborate the policies that will be beneficial 

to urban development. The approaches and solutions stated is this strategy, apply for the present 

issues discussed in earlier stages of this thesis, but one has to bear in mind the fact that there are 

not such things as univocal solutions is this kind of situation . Local government officials should seek 

therefore, for that possibility which provides the best solution given the set of parameters. 

Budget 

When looking from the municipal point of view all the cityaspects that are selected are relevant 

because their responsibility considers the whole city and it is their task to deal with these aspects 

the way they think is right. Based on the level ol development of the city, local governments have 

their priorities. For instanee the cities of Krakow and Brno do not have to pay al lot of attention into 

the attractiveness ol the city centre, whereas Ostrava and Lodz have to improve certain aspects 

to attract more people and make it a more dynamic place to visit. Interviewing local government 

officials confirmed the position of municipalities, which is the fact that they have relatively small 



budget considering the amount ol issues they have to deal with In order to obtain more fund cities 

started selling municipal land to the private sector, thus maklng them more dependent on them and 

their initiatives. 

Municipal applications 

Together with the absence ol a working and updated master and zoning plan, cities lost control on 

urban development. The lact that the economic development outranks development ol the physical 

quality did not contribute to a balanced urban growth. Although many local government oflicials 

have the best interest lor their city, there are aspects that would improve conditions. First of all, the 

interviewed people did not think that positive about local governments and their actions. Aspects 

that were mentioned were lack of know how, old workforce wilh short-term solutions and neglecting 

the bigger picture, bureaucracy resulti rlg in long waiting periods for building permits and uncertainty 

with project developers and cases with a lack ol involvement. For example, in Lodz the study ol 

urban planning is very unpopular among students and the workforce at the municipality exists ol a 

relative old worklorce. Allracting new young planners lor instance can change perspectives and vi

sion within the urban planning of1ice. Cities like Brno and Krakow already changed the situation and 

also worked with younger people. F.urthermore all municipalities heard about the Structural Funds, 

but this lar, none ol them allracted lunds lrom the EU lor urban development purpose. An active 

approach together with determinism could help in th is situation lor it is not an easy way to acquire 

such lunds. 

Foreign Direct Investment 

All lour city governments strive lor economic growth by atlracting FOI which provides new jobs and 

construction act Îvity. Research do ne by Campos and Kinoshita (2003) describes the determinants 

ol FOI inflows to transit ion countries . Results show that institutiorls , extend ol economic relorms 

and agglomeration economies are the most important determinants lor Central Eastern European 

countries. Moreover, countries with good institutions, greater trade openness and lewer restrictions 

on FOI Ilows are likely to receive more Fm Furthermore, they lind that the presence ol institutions 

and the agglomeration ef1ect are the most important lactors . According to Johnson (2006) lhere are 

two main groups ol FOI determinants traditional and transitlon-specilic . The traditional determillants 

are based on three types ol FOI , elliciency-seeking, market-seeking and resource-seeking, and are 

represented by proxies lor market demand, product ion costs and natural resource abundance. 

The transition-specilic variables include transit ion progress , privatization method and corrupt ion. 

Results Irom his research suggest market-seeking is an important motive lor investmellt in tre CEE 

economies, but not in the CIS economies . The analysis suggests that the larger inflows ol FOI to 

the CEE economies than the CIS economies primarily can be explained by beller opportunities lor 

market-seeking investment due to stronger host country demand , a laster process and possibly less 

problems ol corruption (Johnson, 2006). 

Government act ion is unlikely to be able to generate market-seeking Fm Instead, governments 

should make sure that there is progress in transition. Furthermore, a proper organization ol the 

privat ization process can provide an important tooi lor maximizing the inllows ol Fm Blomström and 

Kokko (2003) argue that good governance in the area ol FOI policy is to consider the investmerlt in

centive packages as part ol the country 's overall industrial policy, and make any incentives available 

on equal terms to all investors, loreign as weil as local. The incentives should locus in particular on 

those activities that create the strongest potentlal for spill-overs, including linkages between loreign 

and local firms , education, training , and R&O. It should also be noted that the country's industrial 



policies in general are important determinants ol FDI inflows and effects ol FDI. By enhancing the 

local supply ol human capita I and modern inlrastructure and by improving other lundamentals lor 

economie growth, a country does not only become a more allractive site lor multinational firms, but 

there is increased likelihood that its private sector benelits Irom the loreign participation through 

spill-over benelits. 

It is remarkable that none ol the local governments used incentives to improve FDI inllow to their 

city. Only the city ol Lodz and especially its surrounding villages established Special Economie 

Zones . Although itlooks an easy tooi lor allracting new companies , Linz, Müller and Schmude (2003) 

describe the negative effect ol the EU legislation on Special Economie Zones. They think SEZ's are 

st rong instruments lor establishing new enterprises, because they offer extensive tax breaks and 

other advantages lor businesses, but a consequence ol accession EU resulted in the lact that 

Poland now has to reduce subsidies offered as investment incentives to businesses. Investment in 

the retail sector has seen a tremendous increase, since the beginning ol the 1990s. With the current 

prolessionalism and involvement ol international project developers, new retail developments are 

very prestigious with western standards and shops. The development ol a shopping centre, when 
located on the right position , can bring a quality impulse to city centers, also allracting many people, 

making it a more allractive place to be and dynamic. The relatively smaller second tier cities without 

new retail supply should therelore try to al1ract a new development in the city centre, instead ol an 

out-ol-town location, drawing people away Irom the city centre. As can be seen in the example ol 

Ostrava, putting out a tender by local governments lor a specilic location, in th is case the city center, 

can result in the development ol a new shopping center. In some situations , local governments 

have to bear in mind that such a development requires an investment in public space as weil , which 

should often be contributed by the municipality. 

Inner city deve/opment 

Municipalities are responsible lor all developments that occur within their city limits, or sometimes 

even outside ol il. There is certain area within the city that gets more atlention and is olten the 

economie core ol the whole urban area: the inner city. Central to strategies lor and involvement in 

the inner city real estate market is to recognize the role and importanee ol place (Roulac, 2003) . The 

inner city is part ol the larger global space construct and each ol them in the global space construct 

is in competition with ot her places lor people, business and capital. As people can choose were 

they wish to be, which has been changing in Central-Europe, atlracting people to a place depends 

on that place's appeal. With learning a crucial twenly-lirst century priority, promoting learning can 

promote the prosperity ol the inner city rea I estate market (Roulac, 2003). Striving lor adynamie and 

economie vital inner city should get lligh priority within the city's master plan, which should seek 

lor opportunities to atlract people instead ol ietting them move the suburbs. Furthermore, there is 

interdependency between the economie vitality ol a place and the property located in that place and 

every property is inlluenced by what happens in the inner city (Roulac, 2003) . 

With respect to the lour inner city examples, there were enormous differences to be lound deter

mining the physical quality ol these places. Deterioration ol buildings and inlrastructure, I think 

determines largely the physical quality ol an area. Complemented with the presence ol 'blank spots' 

and Brownfields in inner cityareas, there are clearly lour aspects that need serious atlention . Not 

every aspect demands the same approach, whereas the deterioration ol buildings , which is private 

property, asks lor ot her solutions than inlrastructure that is the concern ol the public sector. In the 

case ol deteriorated private property, the reason often lies in the lact the owners have insulficient 



fund for renovation, One example policy used by a municipality in Poland was with regard to tax 

relief for city inhabitants on the only condition that Ihey would invest this tax in the improvement of 

their property, Another option for this could be the Business Improvement District, in case of retail or 

businesses, This American example combines local initiatives and pnvate funding without free-riders 

with the upgrading of specific areas, mostly in inner cities, At th is moment there is no legislative 

fundament for implementing a BID, but by setting up these conditions, in th is case on state level , 

public initiatives can be stimulated more deliberately, 

In case of infrastructure developments the local governments can use a relatively new lorm ol coop

eration, certainly lor Central-European countries, called Public Private Partnerships (PPP), Although 

the current situation shows a limited legislative loundation lor PPP in Poland and the Czech Republic, 

it could be a uselul tooi for urban development projects in the near luture, From the governmental 

viewpoint. PPP can reduce risk and the amount ol fund needed by municipalities, and speed the 

development process, whereas the private sector bene fits lorm obtaining long-term maintenance 

contracts , First step would be to the application of new policies and legislation on state level , suc

ceeded by active knowledge spillover to Iocal governments , Concrete improvements to the inner 

city infrastructure are the construct ion of new roads and pavements, basic facilities (gas, water, 

and sewerage) and renovation ol public squares and parks, In the case ol Lodz the lack of facilities 

in the city centre has negative impact on the development ol the present 'blank spots', because 

new developments would have difficult access to basic facilities, Also the conversion of streets into 

pedestrian zones with , lor in stance cobble-stones, changes the purpose of the street when consid

ered weil , and throws such a street open lor other uses, The other aspects that were considered as 

weaknesses ol inner cities are the Brownlield sites including extensive railroad inlrastructure and 

'blank spots', 

Brownfield regeneration 
The emphasis on heavy-industry during socialist times left its seal on many cities, Also in England 

this problem occurred resulting in many research reports with respect to this problem, Several as

pects play an important role and determine how to regenerate a Brownlield, First, the presence ol 

soil contamination is very important , often resulting in high cleanup costs , Alberini , Longo, Tonin , 

Trombetta and Turvani (2003) indicate that developers find sites with contamination problems Ie ss 

attractive than other, and that they value liability reliel, which conlirms their expectation thaI contami

nated sites are Ie ss desirabie because of associated clean-up costs, but refutes earl ier claims that 

liability does not matter. 

Developers are not deterred by prior contamination once it has been cleaned up, suggesting that 

contamination stigma is probably not very important. and appreciate fast-track review ol develop

ment and remediation plans, direct fin anc ia I incentives and Ilexibie clean up standards, Alberini, 

Longo, Tonin, Trombetta and Turvani (2003) , point out that government can provide incentives like 

letters ol no lurther action, certificates ol complet ion or covenants not to sue that reduce or eliminate 

luture liability risks, They can also reduce uncertainty about luture changes in cleanup standards 

and immediate cleanup costs , by offering streamlined review ol development project plans, Finally, 

they can olfer direct financial incentives to the developers in the form of loans , grants, rebales 

and/or tax credits, Furthermore, developers with Brownfield experience tend to engage in projects at 

larger sites and with larger buildings and tend to have greater revenues per project. The likelihood 

of selecting the contaminated site as distinct from a pristine site (e,g, Greenfield), increases by 

roughly 11 % lor every additional 10% subsidy for developers with contaminated site experience, For 



non-contaminated site developers this percentage is only 2%. According to Alberini, Longo, Tonin, 

Trombetta and Turvani (2003), projects worth 7 million Euro in revenue need to be compensated 

with 2.5 million Euro of subsidy, in order to persuade developers to regenerate a contaminated 

Brownfield site. Secondly, the share size of the Brownfield location and the ownership structure has 

influence on i,ts future development. Besides, the former factory buildings can make a plot more 

or less attractive for developers, when looking for example at the situation in Lodz, where former 

factories where stripped and disconcerted of buildings from the socialist period, making them ready 

for a new retail or residential function. 

Furthermore, the location itself can play an important role. For example, new infrastructure devel

opments like highways near Brownfields close to city limits can generate spin-oft in the form oft 

regeneration projects . Thus, Brownfields with a strategic location possibly have more chance of 

being regenerated, although the support from local governments is also needed. Although a large 

share of the (lormer) industrial sites is abandoned, there still are situations where industrial activity 

is present in inner cityareas. Relocation seems the most logical solution to this problem, but this 

will send prices for regeneration up. Making an inventory combined with prioritization ol Brownlield 

sites with development potential could help local governments to decide which location has biggest 

potential. 

The current status quo shows both a lack of cleanup budget or subsidy and missing incentives as 

discussed in literature. This is related to the lact that local governments are in pursuit ol the last 

economic growth and therelore, in many cases, aim lor relative cheap and easy Greenlield develop

ment near city limits and good infrastructure. Personally, I think spin-oft ol successlul regeneration 

projects should not be underestimated and local governments should make carelully thought-out 

decisions which area is qualilied lor lunding. Malizia (2003) states that certain areas may be too ex

pensive to help, at least in the near-term, given limited resources and the need to locus investments 

spatially to achieve adequate scale. In these areas, the objective should be to help existing residents 

and businesses find locations that are more viabie. As harsh as th is option may seem, private 

investors will come to understand that the public intend to ignore t.hese areas for some period ol 

time. Although asset values may decline, increased certainty about the future of these areas shouJd 

narrow the range ol alternative futures considerably. More certainty should provide a countervailing 

tendency that may eventually lift asset values in these areas (Malizia, 2003). With respect to the 
relatively low budgets ol municipalities, public linancial support should focus on two or three integral 

projects, in order to have certain eftect on urban scale. Local governments should strive lor potential 

spin-oll that will spread around the initial investment giving an impulse to the whole neighborhood 

or depressed area. In situations where local governments invest in many projects, but with small 

investments, possibility ol lurther spin-off will be marginal without resulting in Ifurther improvement 

of surrounding areas. 

'Blank spots' 
Closely related to Brownfields, but with different aspects are 'blank spots ', which can be found 

moreover in the relatively poorer cities, like Lodz and Ostrava. 'Blank spots' are often located on 

the corner ol streets, but also present within housing blocks. These open spaces invite lor new 

development, because it are small-scale open spaces with clear boundaries, no buildings and no 

contamination. Reasons lor lack ol attention ol the private sector for new developments could be 

rooted in several aspects. First cause could be absent housing demand or linderdeveloped housing 

market together with low quality housing and urban environment. In a situation like this, developing 



only the 'blank spot' will callse differences between the new building(s) and the rest ol the streel 

This could work out positively in a situation where the current owners will improve the exterior ol their 

building. The other way around is possible as weil, where project developers will not be able to sell 

their property because the negative image of the rest ol the neighborhood. 

Therelore gening to this issue requires more than just lilling in the blank spots, but improvements 

to the physical quality and character should be made. Another solution should be lound regarding 

to complicated ownership structures ol 'blank spots'. Oue to the restitution ol lormer state owned 

property, many situations occur where belongings were passed to multiple beneliciaries. An option 

lor this problem could be the introduction ol a more transparent and dynamic land market, with a 

clear overview ol current 'blank spots ' supply. More trade and attent ion to this aspect should make 

owners more aware ol the (Iinancial) possibilities. One interlering aspect is Greenlield development, 

where project developers do not lace these kinds ol problems related to 'blank spots'. 

Regulation 

With accession to the EU resulting in a more stringent government structure and way ol working, 

probably reducing corrupt ion in the relatively new mernber states, the master and zoning plan can 

provide local governments with a powerlul instrument to inlluence urban development . The applica

tion ol the local strategy in the master plan should reflect in the zoning plan as weil. The zoning plan 

can direct certain aspects ol urban development by pointing out development areas lor specilic land 

uses. I do not think zoning is the answer to the problem ol suburbanization ; although il can probably 

have some inlluence on urban sprawl. Local governments should not try to control the process ol 

urban growth, whereas Bertinelli and Black (2003) consider that shortsighted policies designed to 

reduce the degree ol over-urbanization by limiting urbanization will tend to have an adverse impact 

on economic growth, lowering an economy's steady-state level ol technology and potentially leaving 

the economy stuck in a development trap. T'his suggests that policies designed to remedy potential 

over-urbanization may have adverse dynamic ellects. In addition, spatial redistribution, rather than 

a curtailing ol an economy's lIrban population may remedy the costs ol over-urbanization without 

these negative dynamic effects. However, a lull understanding ol this requires in-depth knowledge 

ol the costs ol inlrastructure investments required lor urban population decentralization (Bertinelli 

and Black, 2003). 

The presellce of an up-to-date master and zoning plan has direct inlluence on the initiatives ol the 

private sector. T'hey will respond to the new zoning plan by obtainlng new land positions at locations 

where they can develop new projects. This can decrease uncontrolled residential development near 

city limits, called urban sprawl. Suburbanization is more difficult to compensate by new master and 

zoning plans because the surrounding villages and towns have their own zoning plan that cannot be 

controlled by local governments ol large cities. An updated master and zoning plan is also needed 

because in many cases local governments have sold their land to the private sector. One important 

condition considers the opinion ol local government officials about Greenlield development They 

lirst have to realize that economic development is important, but neglecting deteriorated areas such 

as Brownlields makes the city not a better place to live in, resulting il lurther suburbanization and 

urban sprawl. 

lhe level ol Greenlield development is depending on demand lor new residential, commercial and 

industrial, lunctions. The development ol new, spacious , high quality housing is caused by changing 

housing demand through economie development and poor standards ol housing dating lrom the 



socialist period. This results in development ol new houses andl people leaving the city to live in 

quieter, green areas. This trend has occurred in the United States as weil, were it had several neg a

tive side effects. According to Wheeler (2006) the density ol residential activity within urban areas in 

the United States has changed dramatically, as a consequence ol suburbanization. The 'voluntary' 

nature ol th is process, called urban decentralization, generated a number ol concerns about the 

wellare ol metropolitan area populations. 

One ol these concerns is a rising disparity between neighborhoods, especially the decline ol 

incomes in centra I cities relative to those ol their suburban counterparts. As metropolitan areas 

expand, the majority ol both employment opportunities and relatively high-income households may 

shift Irom cenhe to periphery, thereby creating a widening income gap between these two areas. 

Over time these differences may then become more pronounced as the poor become increas

ingly isolated Irom productive interactions with wealthier neighbors. A number ol studies suggest 

that over a time-period, poverty became more concentrated within the urban areas (Mayer, 1996). 

Furthermore Kasarda (1993) and Abramson (1995) lind that individuals living in poverty became 

increasingly concentrated within poor neighborhoods. According to Wheeler (2006), urban decen

tralization tends to be accompanied by significant increases in income inequality. Bearing th is mind, 

the situation in Central-Emopean cities with a relatively large share ol Ilats located together as large 

housing estates, could change over time. Only when this happens the effect can more negative with 

a possibility ol ghettoizing. This development asks lor interlerellce ol the local government belore 

things could get worse. It is a complicated matter, because in the four cities, except Ostrava, there 

is relative st rong demand lor housing. 

New residential development is taking place, but not enough to fulfill demand. It would therefore be 

very dilficult to restructure these large housing estates by replacing some of the flats lor housing 

with lower densities. This example is shown in Amsterdam, where certain areas ol the Bijlmer are 

redeveloped with single-family housing and apartments. It is not the normal way ol thinking about 

restructuring for local governments in Central-Europe, whereas demolishing of residential buildings 

is no regular process in these countries. In addition, many private initiatives nowadays results in 

renovation ol flats. During my visit, I noticed new plastic window casings in relatively old flats. The 

dichotomy with respect to building quality and renovation that exists in housing estates, is probably 

caused by ownership situation. It would therelore be much efficient to demolish government owned 

buildings than private owned buildings. The problem with that is the relocation issue of the present 

tenants to other forms of housing and the complex ownership structure per building or Ilat. In some 

deteriorated housing estate cases, the common good should be more important than the interest 

of one lamily, although they have to be treated respectful, expropriation should be made possible in 

order to allow new developments to take place. 

Greenfield development 

Coming back to the other phenomenon, closely related to suburbanization, is a certain way of Green

field development, ca lied 'urban sprawl'. Franz, Maier and Schröck (2005) emphasize that there are 

difficulties with the term 'urban sprawl', because it is hard to distinguish sprawl from related term 

like suburbanization, urban growth, or suburban development. In addition, there is no ag reed way 

of measuring sprawl, partly because ol the lack ol generally accepted delinition. Franz, Maier and 

Schröck (2005) conclude that the decision whether a certain empirically derived value characterizes 

sprawl or not is in the hands of the researcher, policy maker or policy activist. The term used in this 

thesis defines urban sprawl as: 'a patchy use ol land, where various land-uses (residence, retail, 



offices, indus-try) are spread out at low densities over large distances, with empty or underused 

spaces in-between This spatial paltern is inefficient in terms of transport (distances covered for daily 

activities are much larger, and low densities make public transport Ie ss viabie) , infrastructure (since 

new development demands the distant extension of water, electricity, roads, etc., rather than relying 

on the existing network) and the waste of open space around cities, which is built over even as 

areas in the center remain unused' (hltp://wwwitdp.org/RUUilldex.html , 2007) When describing the 

sprawling of the post-socialist city in Poland and Hungary, Kok (1999) distinguished such initiating 

factors as environmental pollution of the compact city, ar] increase in the crime rate, and growing 

costs of upkeep in the city. He observed not only upper-middle-class people moving to the suburbs, 

but also those of a lower status. 

Car use 

Furthermore, Kahn (2003) comes with the fact that the only root cause for the growth of sprawl is 

the automobile . He thinks that the negative quality of life impacts have been overstated and thinks 

the problem of sprawl lies not in the people who have moved to the suburbs but rat her the people 

who have been left behind. In the US edge cities were made possible by the automobile and as 

long as the car remains the dominant transport mode, sprawl is likely to remain the dominant urban 

form. The economic and social consequences of sprawl do not appear to be dire (Kahn, 2003) . 

This situation in the United States could eventually appear in all ,the Central-European cities as weil, 

although in a smaller scale, causing traffic congestion and unnecessary Greenfield development. 

Therefore, planning restrictions could reduce, in a healthy way, urban sprawl, which is dependant 

on the vision and point of view of local governments and their ability to bear in mind the altention for 

a balanced urban development. In order to prevent out-migration of city inhabitants, cities have to 

provide alternatives for better living environment and conditions. 

Already mentioned above, the instigator 

of urban sprawl is the automobile. With 

the economic development of Central

Europe car oWllership increased drasti

cally, this resulted in more traffic on cit

ies' infrastructure that is not calculated 

for current amount of vehicles . Another 

problem that occurs is the shortage of 

parking space. Cities with an attractive 

city centre, like Brno and Krakow, will 

find more difficulties in planning new 

parking facilities because of lack of 

space. Therefore, cities like Ostrava 

and Lodz should consider this aspect 

when focusing on city centre develop- Figure 21. Example of urban sprawl 

ment. The solution to the congestion 

and urban sprawl according to Anas and Rhee (2004) calculated in their model (US-based) , is that 

congestion tolls may generate only slight efficiency benefits and that they are a affective tooi for 

reducing urban sprawl under the long run conditions that we simulated . Congestion tolls are how

ever, known to be difficult to implement although there are hopeful signs that they might be broadly 

feasible in the future due to advances in electronic tolling devices. However, even if tolls may not be 

possible, a number of close secGrld best such as gasoline taxes and parking taxes do exist (Anas 



and Rhee, 2004). 

In the case ol Central-European cities, the probability ol introducing these aspects is close to zero, 

because there is no money lor electronic tolling devices and gasoline and parking taxes should 

unnecessary reduce the competitiveness ol the countries with other countries. Logical response to 

congestion is expansion ol inlrastructure, th us adding more roads. In order to so, local governments 

should get more state lunding lor new inlrastructure between the city and the towns and villages 

in its surroundings. These provincial roads are becoming more important because ol suburbaniza

tion, but the connecl ion to the city is rather bad and state government postpones improvements, 

although they are responsibie lor its maintenance. 

Employment 

As stated belore, besides residential development, Greenlields are being developed lor commercial, 

industrial and inlrastructural purpose. Through this way, local governments try to create employ

ment, by offering easy development spots, near highways and close to city limits. Comparing the 

lour cities, there is resemblance in the kind ol employment they loster, whereas every city looks lor 

opportunities in the light-industrial sector. The slight difference originates in the lact that cities have 

an extensive university network that provides yearly input ol highly educated young prolessionals 

that attracts international science and technology companies. This provides an additional opportu

nity lor work and new investment. 

When comparing unemployment numbers ol the lour cities, Krakow and Brno have less unem

ployment than Ostrava and Lodz, while they are cities with different universities and large student 

populations. Henderson and Wang (2007) emphasize that similarly growth ol individual city sizes 

is explained by changes in local market conditions, technological change, and changes in national 

institutions and policies. Technology, policy and institutional effects on individual city growth are 

heterogeneous. Technology improvements help bigger cities more, while increasing democratiza

tionlevels the playing lield across cities, allowing smaller cities to compete more Ireely lor lirms and 

residents. This theory proves relevant in this thesis, whereas Brno and Ostrava, and Krakow ali1 d 

Lodz could be seen as each other's competitors with both the same size, the city with the largest 

technological lundament surpasses the other. This could imply that cities like Lodz and Ostrava 

should invest more in education, on the contrary, they could also locus on the level ol democratiza

tion. 

With respect to new industrial lactories Glaeser, Gyourko and Saks (2005) suggest that those who 

are interested in urban and regional growth must think about housing markets and in particular 

the nature ol the housing supply. Af ter all, lirms in a region cannot expand or establish employ

ment without new homes to house new workers. Furthermore, they say that in places wh ere limited 

regulation and low density lacilitate the construct ion ol new homes, urban success is more likely 

to take the lorm ol higher population levels. This point ol view partially endorses my opinion about 

th is issue, because with the establishment ol new lactories, workers have better opportunities lor 

housing. Considering the other sentence, I think limited regulation and low density as can be seeli1 

in the second tier cities urban success is not taking lorm ol higher population levels, caused by 

suburbanization and urban sprawling. 



6 5 onclu ion and recommendation 
'Redevelopment ol second tier cities in Central Europe' presents the results ol a qualitative explora

tion research considering the particulars ol lour second tier eities in Poland and the Czech Republic 

addressing the changing situation ol urban development together with the positive and negative 

aspects th at occur in the these cities at the moment, combined in a genera I development strategy. 

The reason lor th is subject derives Irom the growing atlention ol Western and Eastern international 

companies searching lor opportunities to establish a new business, develop new rea I es ta te or buy 

real estate in Centrail Europe. Together these new developments under the name ol FDI (Foreign 

Direct Investment) change the economic situation and with that the urban landscape Where the 

capitol cities ol Central-Europe the main beneficiaries ol FDI inllow atthe beginning ol the transition 

period, nowadays the second tier cities get more allention and they have to employ lull sail in order 

to handle new urban developments . More insight in current urban development issues is needed to 

support these cities to improve the physical structure without impairing economic development. 

More insight in the situation and processes occurring in these cities can support local governments 

ol the involved cities together with ot her second tier cities in these countries, toimprove the physical 

quality ol the city, th us making the city more allractive lor both inhabitants and businesses. Under

standing how things work or originate and inlluence each other can help local governments in their 

pursuit lor improving their city, both in an economic and physical way Although the general city 

aspects are representative lor many cities, It is important not to neglect the city characteristics, which 

can have much 'influence whether one city is 'successlul' or shows a lag in development. According 

to Malpezzi , Seah and Shilling (2004), approximately three-Iourths in metropolitan growth rates can 

be explained by local conditions unrelated to industry mix. The remaining metropolitan growth rates 

are allributed in industry mix , interaction between industry mix and local effects. 

Literature study about urban development in Central Europe resulted in describing the influences 

ol the socialist per,iod on cities and an overview ol current urban particulars and developments. 

This study was the loundation lor the Iramework designed lor interviews and observations in Brno, 

Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz. Especially the specialist interviews gave more insight with respect to 

governmenl action and the deep-down city aspects. This made it possible to design the mind maps 

with relationships drawn between different aspects, enabling the inlluential aspects to become more 

visible. The cityaspects I lound in literature helped me to address and determine the cityaspects 

during my visit to Brno, Ostrava, Krakow and Lodz. Comparing literature with my personal lindings 

shows there is much resemblance between the two In order to get to the linal key elements ol the 

general development strategy a comparison between the lour cities was made, liltering the similari

ties ol these cities . The general development strategy was then based on literature, relationships 

pointed out in the mind ma ps and examples seen in these cities . 

Coming to the linal conclusions about th is thesis, it is dillicult to decide which aspects ol urban 

development in the Central European, second tier cities contribute the most to the current situation 

and will have the biggest effect on city d'evelopment. Whereas th is thesis is ol qualitative nature and 

not quantitative, I can only assume which aspects are more important , substantiated by lindings ol 

mostly, quantitative research considering urban d'evelopment and economics. The lact this thesis 

locuses, in a certain way, Irom the municipal point of view, it is impossible to leave out the conclu

sions about the role and acting ol the local governments. Their role is to bring together public and 



private interests in way they think is right for the development of their city. Besides this subject, 

there are three other subjects that embody almost every aspect that is presented in the mind maps. 

These subjects are suburbanization/urban sprawl, Brownfield/Greenfield development and the inner 

cities. 

The findings that are presented is this Master thesis relate mostly to local governments and 

can give them more insight about the current problems in some situations and support for 

getting to deal with the issues that occur in their cities. As they are in many cases dependent 

on the private sector, because of sold ground positiolls or lack of funds, they have to realize 

it is the local government that can create specific conditions and paves the way for further 

development. There are so many aspects they have to consider in order to achieve economie 

development together with urban development that it will be challenge to improve these cities 

the way they think is right. Personally I think one of the first steps to fulfillment of their goals is 

to get a definite idea about the things they want to achieve and trans late th is to an elaborate 

master plan and zoning plan. From conversalions with local government officials, I got the 

idea they are giving much attent ion to the current situation, but the missing of essential policy 

instruments like mentioned above leads to frustration of the private sector, which in many 

cases could complement local governments, as they are needed for new developments. 

Apart from the willingness of local government to improve the situation, missing know/edge 

about new development strategies like Public Private Partnerships or Joint Ventures, absence 

of supporting legislative framework and short-term solutions combined with outdated (social

ist) planning thoughts, contribute to their inefficiency. Furthermore, it seems to me that local 

governments are finding trouble to stay ahead of new development and that they often have 

been overtaken by developments. The fact that local governments are often one-step behind 

is reflected in the master and zoning plan which forms the basis of the city strategy. I can 

only assume th at these things are clearly related to each other, but during the interviews with 

academies and the private sector, many people emphasized the role of the local government 

has to be more effective and profound. An improved local government attitude can contribute 

to the use of new development strategies, clear master and zoning plans and a more bal

anced urban development. According to Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004), metropolitan 

are as with low initial earnings per capita, like second tier cities in Central-Europe, will exhibit 

higher returns on the margin, drawing investment and raising growth rates until economies 

converge. But these cities have to consider that the entry of Romania and Bulgaria into the 

EU could bring more competition, whereas these new members have lower wages. Related to 

this new development, Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004) also emphasize that local officials 

should focus on 'back to basics' policies as improving education and infrastructure in order 

to pursue economie development, instead of focusing on 'hot sectors'. 

With the increasing economie development, cities develop new real estate with different func

tions on specific locations. This leads to a demand for land on which the buildings can be 

developedl. Roughly these new developments can be realized on !wo different types of areas: 

Greenfields and Brownfields. The tendency to develop mainly Greenfields is to be seen in 

every city. This depends on the more positive development aspects related to Greenfield 

development and the negative development aspects with respect to Brownfields. In pursue 

of the maximum increase of economie development local governments act as if they find that 

improvement of the social-economic structure is more important than the physical structure, 

therefore focusing on relatively cheap and easy Greenfield development, instead of difficult 



and expensive redevelopment ol Brownlields. With respect to th is tendency I don not want to 

claim that Greenlield development is negative aspect in these cities' development, but with so 

many deteriorated, contaminated old industrial sites within the inner city and near city limits, 

there is a lot op development potential which now has negative inlluence on these cities, that 

sooner or later have to lace these problem areas. 

As stated above I would not consider Greenfie/d developmenl solely as a negative aspect, 

but it is closely related to suburbanization and urban sprawl together with traffic congestion, 

which is occurring in almost every ol these cities. Bertinelli and Black (2003) consider that 

shortsighted policies designed to reduce the degree ol over-urbanization by limiting urbaniza

tion will tend to have an adverse impact on economic growth, l'owering an economy's steady

state level ol techno jogy and potentially leaving the economy stuck in a development trap. 

This pleads lor looking at other opportunities to control suburbanization and urban sprawl, 

but not to stop new housing developments, thus controlling it more the direction the local 

government has loreseen. When describing the sprawling ol the post-socialist city in Poland 

and Hungary, Kok (1999) distinguished such Initiating lactors as environmental pollution ol 

the compact city, an increase in the crime rate, and growing costs ol upkeep in the city. He 

observed that it was not only upper-middle-class people who moved to the suburbs but also 

those ol a lower status. Although not only upper- and middle-class people moved to the 

suburbs, the socia/-economic mix in the large housing estates is decreasing, as a result ol 

the more prosperous people leaving these estates, according to Wisniewska (2006). Wheeler 

(2006) points out that in the US the density ol resident lal activity within urban areas has 

changed dramatically, as a consequence ol suburbanization. The 'voluntary' nature ol this 

process, called urban decenlra/izalion, generaled a number ol concerns about the wellare ol 

metropolitan area populations. One ol these concerns is a rising disparity between neighbor

hoods, especially the decline ol incomes in central cities relative to those ol their suburban 

counterparts. As metropolitan areas expand, the majority ol both employment opportunities 

and relatively high-income households may shift lrom centre to periphery, thereby creating a 

widening income gap between these two areas. Over time these dillerences may then become 

more pronounced as the poor become increasingly isolated Irom productive interactions with 

wealthier neighbors. A number ol studies suggest that over a time period, poverty became 

more concentrated within the urban areas (Mayer, 1996). Furthermore Kasarda (1993) andl 

Abramson (1995) lind that individuals living in poverty became increasingly concentrated 

within poor neighborhoods. According to Wheeler (2006), urban decentralization tends to be 

accompanied by signilicant increases in income inequality. Living in large housing eslales is 

rooted in a large share ol the city population ol Central Europe. They are used to live in Ilats 

and the social-ecoflomic mix has always been relatively weil balanced, but nowadays this is 

changing because ol differentiation in wealth. Interlerence by (I'ocal) governments is needed 

to cope with th is rising issue. With respect to new residential developments, the most obvious 

counter act ion to control suburbanization and urban sprawl and reduce Greenlield develop

ment, I think, lies ilil making the inner city a more attractive place to live in, which is ol course 

what this thesis is all about. 

The improvement ol the attractiveness or physical quality ol the inner city could make it a 

competitive counterpart lor residenl ial and in some cases commercial Greenlield develop

ment. The development ol light industrial, logistics and technology parks require a lot ol 

land surlace and accessibility. The development ol residential, retail and office space on the 



other hand, can be filled into the inner city area relatively easily. One important aspect that 

has influence on the physical quality of inner cities that is not described in literature but is 

omnipresent, varyi tlg in level per city, is the presence of 'blank spots'. Complicated owner

ship structures often obstruct new developments on these plots, but aside from that, they 

can easily be developed. Problem is of course the need for renovation of the surrounding 

buildings in order to get an appropriate development, where in many cases, the ubiquitous 

factor has an important role, which is money. According to Roulac (2003), the implications 

of the interdependency of choices made by capital, companies and people in the context of 

pi ace have profound implications for inner cities. Inner cities that aspire to prosper need to be 

places in which people choose to beo Roulac (2003) emphasizes inner cities should identify, 

champion and invest in those activities and resources that meet the desires, preference and 

requirements of the people that companies seek to attract. By attracting these people, inner 

cities will attract companies who in turn will attract the capital that wi ll' promote economic 

development activity. 

This thesis in first instance focuses on the corresponding aspects of the cities in Central-Europe. 

When comparing the four cities it is remarkable thai besides the similarities also many differences 

occur as weil. Looking at it more closely, the four cities could be divided into two groups. Where 

Brno and Krakow are the more prosperous, developed cities with an allractive city centre, the eities 

of Lodz and Ostrava are behind on the field' of urban development and economic growth. The main 

differences I could find where related to the presence of universities together with a large student 

population, the history of development and the city structure (radial versus grid and polycentric). 

However, are these aspects the true reasans tor 'success' for Krakow and Brno, or are there other 

determinants having much influence on their current status of development. As stated before, ac

cording to Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004), approximately three-fourths in metropolitan growth 

rates can be explained by local conditions unrelated to industry mix. The remaining metropolitan 

growth rat es are attributed in industry mix, interaction between industry mix and local effects. 

Malpezzi, Seah and Shilling (2004) find that relative growth, or local productivity (how city do things) 

dominates industry mix (what they do). Thus in all these cities there also many specific aspects that 

caf') be an important factor with respect to city development and should therefore not be neglected 

in an urban development strategy. This can be considered as one of the shortcomings of the general 

development strategy presented in thesis. The determinants for relative success of Krakow and Brno 
contrary to Ostrava and Lodz together with the question to what extend these cities relate to each 

other, would be a subject for further research about the development of second tier cities in Centra I 

Europe. 



Appendix 

Op n expert Intervie 

1) Introduction of myself and the subject of my thesis. 

2) What is the name/ job/ current project/ experience / company etc. of interviewee? 

3) Explanation of restructuring framework and then consider each field separately and discuss the 

following aspects 

a. Important actors; 

b. Restraints and how to react on this; 

c. Opinion government policy (giving of rules, favorabie conditions, zoning , grants , coop-

eration); 

d. What are positive aspects; 

e. Own experiences / opinions about the different areas. 

f. Wh at are the most important sub-structures? 

Social-economlc structure 

Framework General Houslng Retail 

f 
::J 

Important to consider the physical 

structure as point of departure and 

from there transfer to the social-eco

nomic structure. The framework is the 

main aspect of the interview and with 

the information of the interviewees I 

wil! try to make this as complete as 

possible. 

Inner-clty 
Ü 
2 ,i~----------4-----------4-----------+---------~ 
Vi Brownfields 

~~------~~-------+--------~------~ "ij 
>

.J:: 
a. 

Large scale 
housing estates 

Figure 22. Restructuring framework 

4) What are the largest shortcomings in the city? (which areas/aspects within Ihe city need the 

most atlention and how can this be solved properly) 

5) What are the main threats in the city (for example: congestion, crime, deterioration, insufficient 

funds , policy central government etc .) 

6) What are the most important opportunities for the city? 

7) When there is any time Ie ft it would be useful to ask for the current development process and its 

particulars. A per phase verification of the complications about what and with whom. How are 

these flaws being solved at the moment and what is the ideal problem solution according to the 

interviewee. 



Country analysis Czech Republic 

The period of over 40 years of division between the Capitalist West and the Communist East could 

not change the main direction of long-term developments. Urbanization in the Czech Republic was 

influenced by 1191h century industrialization. Before the 2nd World War, the Czech Republic was highly 

industrialized and urbanized. The larger towns and cities experienced a concentration of production 

capacities in industrial complexes during the communist times. While the basic social , education 

and health services developed, other service branches were comparatively neglected (Sykora, 

2004) . During the transit ion since the beginning of the 1990s cities that have been adjusting noticed 

the effect it had on the economie base and labor markets. Furthermore the communist system 

lelt the major cities with vast areas of large multifamily housing which were built by prefabricated 

technology. The deterioration of these large scale housing blocks calls for regeneration, because 

the physical decline results in a social decline as weil. Transformations alter the communist period 

have brought an increase in social differences, leading to a growing socio-spatial segregation, thus 

changing the socially homogenous space of socialist cities (Sykora, 2004) . Nowadays the urban 

development is focused on the most allractive locations in historical city centers, adjacent nOdes, 

zones in the inner city and in suburban locations. The ongoing trend is the stagnation and decline of 

development in t~e highly uneven urban areas. Government has identified the housing estates and 

Brownfield sites as problem areas, still th ere is a shortage of urban policies th at aims at a balanced 

economie, social and environmental development that would bring benefits to all urban citizens and 

entrepreneurs which provides chances for all neighborhoods (Sykora, 2004). 

Economie and soeial position of elties 

In the Czech Republic , in 2001 10,3 million people lived in an area of 78,864 km2. Over 70 percent 

of the population is urban and 63,6 percent of inhabitants live in towns and cities with a population 

over 5000. The country consists of 6,258 municipalities and 14 regions, all with elected representa

tive assem blies. There are four major cities in the Czech Republic with a population of more than 

150000 inhabitants Prague (1,17 million), Brno (370.000) ,Ostrava (317 .000) and Plzen (165.000) . 

Rate of decline of the urban population since 1991 has been faster than in the country as a whoie. 

The cities lose population through natural demographics and out-migration. Mainly in Prague and 

Brno, people are out-migrating towards the suburban areas. 

Change in percent 

1980 

1

'99' 2001 1980/19701 1991/1980 -
~ 10.291.927 10.302.215 10.230060 4,9 

1.214.174 1.169.106 3,6 =-lli--
388.296 376.172 4,5 

316.744 1,6 
-
165.259 

Table 11 . Tile develapment af populatian in major cities and towns (1970-2001). 

Saurce: Czecil Statistical Office 

2001 /1991 

-0,7 

-3,7 

5 

The change is the result of an ageing population, which is caused by very low fertility in the whole 

country, including the cities. Because alter the 2nd World War urbanization was a major trend, the 

people th at moved to the city now reach the end of their economie activity are much more rep re-



sented in the cities , which leads to a new challenge. The city of Ostrava is different illthis maller has 

a younger age structure . 

16 - 64 

Year 2001 1991 

Czech Republic 21 ,0 16,2 66,3 

Prague 18,5 13,4 66,2 

Brna 19.7 14,4 66,1 

Ostrava 20,8 16,4 67,8 

Plzen 19,8 14,1 67,9 

Table 12. The age structure of population, share in percent (1991-2001) 

Source. Czech Statistical Office 

65 + 

r
2OO1 1991 2001 

70,0 12.7 13,8 

70.4 15,4 16,2 

70,0 14,2 15.7 

71,0 11,3 12.7 

70,8 12,4 15,1 

The structure has rapidly changed since 1991. In 1991, the most common type of household 

was couples with children, followed by couples without children and then by singles. In 2001, the 

sequence was reversed . The major change concerned the share of couples with children, which 

declined by nine percent. This trend is more pronounced in the large cities. 

activi 

Singles 

Czech Republic 29, 1 25,5 5,5 8,0 29,9 2,0 

Prague 24,9 18,3 6,8 9,5 36,8 3,6 

Brna 26.7 21,3 1 6,2 9,5 33,3 2,9 

Ostrava 26,2 23,2 5,6 9,3 33,9 1,9 

Plzen 29,0 20,6 5,5 8,9 34,2 1,8 

Table 13: The structure of households /n 2001 (share in percent) 

Source. Czech Stat/stical Office 

does not match. During communism the emphasize lay on the industrial sector with some cities 

who had an industrial base with over half of their employment in manufacturing, although there were 

cities with less manufacturing and a more apparent service sector. After the economie transition the 

local urban labor markets were strongly affected by the economie restructuring . While employment 

in manufacturing and construct ion declined, the number of people in services increased. In some 

cities, like Prague and Brno the decrease of industrial employment is set oft by the service sector 

employment. Others, like Ostrava, stil have a large present manufacturing sector, accounting for 37 

percent of the total employment (Sykora, 2004). 

Unemployment has steadily increased since the beg inning of the transformation in 1991 . The na

tional unemployment rate passed Ihe level of 10 percent in January 2004. Regional differences 

appear, as can be seen in the North Bohemia and North Moravia region, where in the city of Ostrava 

an unemployment rate of 17 percent is recorded . Brno has lost many manufacturing jobs and the 

city government is altempting to attract product ion capacity to the newly established industrial zone. 

Salary levels in the major cities are slightly above the national average. Only the level in Prague is far 

above the average (+ 40%) , which can altributed to the involvement of international companies and 

the structure of employment by industrial branches (Sykora, 2004) 



Prague 

2,3 

3,5 

3,4 
-

3,4 

3,7 

Tabte 14. The unemptoyment rate (%) 
Source: Czech Statistical Office 

---

Brna 

6,0 

8,1 

7,9 

8,6 

10,0 

Ostrava 

12,0 

15,9 

16,6 

16,2 

17,2 

7,2 

7,4 

The housing stock in the Czech Republic consists of 56,5 percent of dwellings in apartment blocks, 

42,6 percent in single family houses and the remaining fragment in ot her types of buildings (usually 

flats in predominantly non-residential buildings) . In the Czech republic 47 percent of the dwellings 

is owner-occupied, of which 36 percent in single family houses and 11 percent in owner-occupied 

apartments in condominiums. Furthermore 29 percent remains in the rented sector (about 6 percent 

lin the private rented sector) , 17 percent in de cooperative sector and 7 percent are cases of ot her 

forms of tenure. A large share of the rent al stock remains in the three largest cities of Prague, Brno 

and Ostrava. The wholesale privatizalion familiar in other East European countries did not take 

place, so that Czech cilies differ markedly from those in other transition countries (Sykora, 2004). 

Since 1989, the main transformation in the spalial pattern of the former communist ei ties and their 

metropolitan areas included : the re-invention, commercialization and expansion of the city centers; 

the dynamic revitalization of some areas within the overall stagnation in inner cities ; the radical 

transformation of the outer city districts and the urban hinterland through commercial and residential 

suburbanization (Sykora, 1999; Ptácek, 2000) . The city centers and suburban areas have been the 

territories undergoing the most radical urban change. While most of the 1990s were characterized 

by the huge investment inflow into the city centers associated with their commercialization, physical 

upgrading and population decline, since the late 1990s suburbanization has been the most dynamic 

process changing metropolitan landscapes (Sykora, 2004). 

Urban Problems 

The post-1989 urban change in the Czech Republic has been conditioned by the government led re

forms aimed at the establishment of capitalist system based on pluralist democracy and the market 

economy and at the integration into international political and the economie systems. The establish

ment of market principles of resource allocation and growing exposure to the international economy 

constituted the basic preconditions for the development of spontaneous market-Ied transformation 

of the economie, social and cultural environment. Urban change has been especially influenced 

by internationalization and globalization, public policies favoring umegulated market development, 

economie restructuring in term of deindustrialization and the growth of producer services and in

creasing social differentiation. In the cities, the government directed reforms, especially privatization 

and price and rent deregulation, created conditions for the establishment of local property markets 

(Reiner and Strong, 1995). 

The reorganization ol the urban land use was triggered by the operation ol land markets after the 

increasing demand of foreign companies in the private sector. This resulted in the replacement 

of exisling aclivities with new and economically more elfective uses and physical upgrading. In 

comparison with transformations in physical and lunctional urban structures the social change has 



been slower. With the current social tendency there is a great possibility that serious urban problems 

can develop in the years to come, The cities have been affected by uneven urban developmelï\l. 

Some large zones undergo stagnation and even decline, which is in contrast with areas experienc

ing grow1h and a booming economy, Currently there is no political de bate on national level which 

focuses on the urban problems There is some attention for the decline in post-war housing estates 

alï\d to Brownfield sites, but most problems are seen as local in nature en left to local solutions 

(Sykora, 2004), 

Both decline and grow1h can be associated with the physical problems in Czech cities The Brown

field sites, left by industry and army and the smal I areas of deteriorating inner-city housing can be 

seen as the most concerning aspects of the physical decline in cities, Besides the physical aspect, 

the social decline is a major problem in the post 2nd World War prefabricated nousing estates. The 

extent of the housing estates and the current out-migration of more prosperous citizens will lead to 

large concentrations of physical and social problems in future decades (Sykora, 2004) 

Physical problems are related to urban and metropolitan grow1h, mainly during the beginning of the 

1990s, where the new investments resulted in strong pressure on central parts of cities, Although 

these investments had a positive impact on the physical quality of the city, it also contributed to the 

densification of the organization and form of the central city, Together with the increasing use of cars 

congestion was a logic consequence, Apart form that, Czech city centers usually have historic cores, 

which led to conflicts between investors and protectors of historical buildings (Sykora, 2004), 

The major change in physical urban space was the development grow1h in the suburban areas, The 

character of the post Socialist city undergoes change because of rapid commercial and residential 

suburbanizal ion, which leads to the form of urban sprawl. The economic, social and environmental 

consequences of sprawl now threaten sustainable melropolitan development throughout the Czech 

Republic (Sykora, 2004), 

There are problems concerning land use and the distribution of functions withi lï\ the cities and their 

wider regions, Besides the Brownfield sites, central city commercialization and commercial subur

banization have had noticeable impact. A rapid decline in the share of residential land use in the 

inner-cities and out migration of city centers resulted where the result of commercialization, Com

mercial suburbanization has particularly aftected the spatiallocation of retail facilities, commuting for 

shoppillg purposes, and the spatial mismatch in the distribution of jobs in metropolitan areas, While, 

in the 1990s, most retail outlets were concentrated in central city shopping areas and in secondary 

centers within cities, at present a large share of shopping introduced in suburban hypermarkets and 

shopping mails, to which people travel by car from the inner city, The spatial movement of shop

ping trips has totally changed since 1996, Especially Brno experienced a displacement of shopping 

facil ities to the south of the town, while most new suburban residential districts are to the north of the 

town, This resulted in a major stream of traffic, traveling through the city center causing traffic con

gestion, Furlhermore a spatial mismatch is developing between the location of jobs and residences, 

as people who work iJl the suburban area live in the inner city and vice versa the trend is noticeable 

Ihal the more prosperous people move to the suburbs (Sykora, 2004), 

A rapid increase in individual car traffic is circumscribed by a yet-to-be·completed road infrastructure, 

The construct ion of ring roads and bypasses that would channel traffic out of the inner cities ranks 

high among the preferences of city governments, In the meantime, road congestion and poll ut ion 



affect several intra-urban locations. Public transportation has lost passengers and the modal split 

has changed in lavor of the private car (Pucher, 1999). However, urban governments have allocated 

large shares ol city expenditures to the upgrading and extension of city public transportation and to 

the development ol integrated metropolitan transit systems (Sykora, 2004). 

Unemployment in the Czech Republic causes many social problems, in particular in the urban areas 

where labor markets have undergone economic decline. Most people in these areas live in housing 

estates, where deterioration is happening as a result of tenants' rent arre ars and homeowners' 

limited linancial resources. Another problem in these areas is the increasing segregation. With grow

ing income inequalities and established housing properties, local housing markets are divided into 

segments that also have their spatial expression (Sykora, 1999). The upper class of the population 

concentrates on the city centers and high status inner city neighborhoods. A recent development 

in th is field is the increasing movement towards the new clusters of inner city condominiums and 

especially the newly built districts of suburban hou sing. The leaves the less prosperous population 

with the deteriorated, inner city housing zones, which often are associated with declining industries 

and Brownlield formation. A specific urban social problem is the segregation ol parts ol the Roma 

population in some cities, where they intentionally allocated local government housing in poor condi

tion. Some local government authorities purposely build shelters for municipal tenants who do not 

pay their rent and move them into this type of very simple housing, which are located on the edge 

of urban areas (Sykora, 2004). 

Post-communist urban development is characterized by an uneven impact on urban space. Most 

politicians see this unevenness as a natural outcome of market mechanism that is creating an eco

nomically efficient land-use pat1ern. At some time in the luture, this spatially uneven development 

could threaten economic efficiency, sociall cohesion and environmental sustainability. The question 

of social justice and social cohesion, issues of environmental impacts and sustainability and more 

balanced spatial development have until now been subordinated to the preferences related to the 

promotion ol economic growth (Sykora, 2004). 

National ur an policies 

Urban problems do not feature in public debates. This lack of at1ention is mirrored in the lack of any 

urban policy. There is no explicit national urban policy in the Czech Republic and any integrated 

national government framework or approach towards cities and their problems. Urban problems 

are tackled by city governments, which in some in stances are supported by national government 

programs. Urban problems are not monitored on the national level, although there are some city 

governments that regularly monitor various types of urban trends using a broad range of (this activity 

is usually a part ol city strategic planning). With respect to the national government impact on cities, 

there are certain sector problems that find their expression in urban areas. The main national govern

ment policies that have an effect on urban development are housing policy, environmental policy, 

regional policy and support for FDI. Furthermore, the urban development network is conditioned 

by national priorities in the construction and modernization of the transport network. The general 

conditions lor the operation of cities in the resolution of urban problems are provided by the genera I 

Iramework lor the system of local government, local government finance and physical planning 

(Balchin, 1999). In the Czech situation it is advisable to look lirst at the role and opportunities open 

to city governments and their actual activities in dealing with urban problems and only then to the 

external (national government and EU) policies that can be used for urban problem solution (Sykora, 



2004). 

Urban planners are territorially associated with highly urbanized areas that consist ol the built envi

ronment and human activities Irom work to housing and leisure. The urbanized areas ol cities in the 

Czech Republic are covered by one local government jurisdiction . The resolution ol urban problems, 

including the use ol national and supranational (EU) support is highly dependent on the rights , 

responsibilities and acttlal activities ol municipal (city) government authorities (Sykora , 2004) . 

In the Czech Republic, municipalities gained considerable independenee immediately after the 

political change at the beginning ol the 1990s. The Czech municipality is an independent legal and 

economie body, which takes decisions and bears responsibilities on its own behai!. A municipality 

has its own means and financial resources and manages them independently according to the 

conditions laid down by law Municipalities have the right to acquire, dispose ol, and manage mu

nicipal property, adopt a municipal budget, establish legal entities, adopt a municipal development 

program, approve alocal physical plan and issue municipal decrees that are valid on its own terri

tory. The capital city ol Prague and statutory towns can approve alocal generally obligatory dec ree 

relerred to as the Statut, which divides the municipal territory into district s or quarters, establishes 

a second tier ol local government (boroughs), and specilies the decentralization ol responsibilities 

Irom the municipality to its boroughs. For instanee, Prague, Brno and Ostrava own rea I estate , 

although they delegate the management ol cerlain properties, such as housing, to their boroughs 

(Sykora, 2004) . 

Municipalities are required to provide municipal development in accordance with the interests ol 

their residents. To that end, they may allocate linance, use municipal real estate and other property 

to promote local development , and cooperate with ot her municipalities, state administration and 

the private sector. The municipalities are obliged to maintain local streets, care lor primary school 

lacilities and social and health services, maintain the water supply, sewage disposal , waste man

agement etc. These services can be provided by municipal enterprises established and owned by 

the municipality or in cooperation with private sector lirms (Sykora, 2004) 

The basic policy and planning documents set out in the Municipal Act compr,ise the municipal 

development program that specilies the long-term priorities ol socio-economie development, the 

medium-term physical plan and the municipal budget that specilies lirlancial and in particular 

Investment allocation in short-term. Since the beginning ol the 19090s, an increasing number ol 

cities have been involved in the preparation ol the municipal development programs relerred to as 

strategie plans. They are often used in large cities to identify the main priorities in economie, social 

and environmental development through collective bargaining involving the elected representatives, 

private entrepreneurs and the citizens. Strategie planning is gaining in importance in decision-mak

ing conceived as a process-orientated strategy based on building communication and achieving 

consensus among the stakeholders and the identilication ol common objectives that are important 

lor partnership and the integration of top-down and bottom-up approaches. In contrast with physical 

planning that is based on the specilication ol limits lor a development, strategie planning is a pro

active type ol approach. Strategie planning helps to integrate and coordinate municipal policies and 

investment priorities in a variety ol lields including physical planning and transport policy into one 

coherent Iramework, allocate responsibilities lor particular fjelds, and lind internal as weil as external 

linancial sou rees to implement approved development priorities. Strategie planning also has direct 

implications lor the construct,ion of annual municipal budgets, linking long term visions with the 



actual annual allocation of finance and the realization of specific projects (Sykora, 2004). 

Physical plans are the major instrument for cities to control the territorial development in their mu

nicipality, including the location of new developments, the types ol building to be constructed, the 

relationship between the different function and the main inlrastructure. Planning documents can 

have the form of a regional plan, a general land-use plan for a municipal area or alocal regulation 

plan for an inner urban area. The principal authority responsible for the procurement of urban physi

cal planning documentation is the municipal city government authority. The procurement ol regional 

physical plans is at the regional level and these plans are approved by Regional Assemblies. Re

gional pl1ysical plans may cover and regulate spatial development across many municipalities and 

coordinate development in metropolitan areas and urban regions (Sykora, 2004). 

The orgamzatlon of urban pollcy 

There is no integrated national urban policy in the Czech Republic. The major public actor that gov

erns urban development and attempts to resolve urban problems is the local government authority. 

Cooperation based on public-private partnership is still undeveloped. There are, however, examples 

of joint ownership and operation in the utilities sector and build-operate-transler schemes in the area 

ol urban infrastructure. Urban development is strongly influenced by the linancial situation of local 

governments and is thus dependent on the system of local government finance. The application ol 

various national government policies towards cities and urban problems requires co-linancing from 

municipal budgets. There are urban problems lor which national sourees do not support a solution. 

Cities attempt to light such problems through using their own linancial sourees. The system of local 

government linance therelore creates an important Iramework lor the fulfillment ol the policy goals 

of urban government authorities (Sykora, 2004). 

In January 2001 a new system was introduced to eliminate the sharp disparities in per capita tax 

revenues ol the municipalities. The current system is based on the sharing ol revenues Irom se

lected taxes on a per capita principle. Large cities have a larger income per capita in comparison 

with smaller towns and municipalities, reflecting their role as centers lor their surrounding areas. 

Municipalities have negligible revenu es from property tax represents only about two percent of total 

municipal revenues. Municipalities can differentiate the property tax level in various parts of their 

territory to influence development in particular areas or zones. Czech city governments are important 

investors; they allocated an ave rage of 40 percent of their budget into investment during 1993-2001 

(Blazek, 2003). 

Despite several changes in urban policies there are still weaknesses in contemporary urban policy 

and planning in Czech cities. Despite the efforts made, many cities still do not use adequate market

ing/promotion strategies or land and real estate policy. Sustainability principles remain matters ol 

rhetoric rather than implementation. Cooperation between city governments and the private sector 

often miss a coherent framework and confrontation prevails in communication between the city 

officials and non-governmental non-profil organizations (Sykora, 2004) . 

According to the Housing Policy Document, the main housing problems include a lack ol afford

able housing, a spatially uneven distribution of the housing stock and the poor maintenance and 

consequent dilapidation of housing (MMR, 2001). A priority in the HPD is the care ol the existing 

housing stock, its modernization, the renovation, reconstruction and regeneralion ol whole housing 



afeas in the major cities. The state subsidizes the production ol new municipal rental housing, 

housing lor elderly and the provision ol technical inlrastructure lor all kinds of housing construction. 

Besides, several programs are aimed at the reconstruction and modernization ol the housing stock, 

to resolve problems with the dilapidated housing and with the structural problems ol houses built 

with prelabricated technology (Sykora, 2004). 

Brownlield regeneration, compact city and anti-sprawl arguments all play an important part in 

the State Environment Policy and the Sustainable Oevelopment Strategy for the Czech Republic. 

However, the implementation ol the declared aims to proteet suburban land against sprawling ten

dencies, to stimulate inner city regeneration and to support the illltegration of public and private 

transportation rests on ,the policies and investment priorities outside the Ministry ol Environment 

itsell (Sykora, 2004) 

The main problem ol the central government policies towards urban issues in the Czech Republic 

is the lack ol a common and coherent Iramework that would identify problem areas and attempt to 

lormulate integrated, nat ion wide, cross-sector policies and programs targeting urban questions. lill 

reality most ol the support ol FOI Ilows into Greenlield locations, while the State Environmental Policy 

declares that development should be directed towards inner city revitalization and the restrietion ot 

sprawl outside the compact city (Sykora, 2004). 

There are two particular zones within Czech cities that are currently threatened by downgrading and 

these areas will need an active urban policy support to overcome their problems in the next lew 

decades. These are the Brownlield sites and the post 2nd World War houslng estates. Major growth Is 

concenlrated 'in the suburban zone. II Brownlield sites and housing estates are neglected in the near 

luture, more firms and wealthier people wilileave lor the suburbs, while the deterioration process will 

continue in the inner cities that will result in a downward spiral (Sykora, 2004). 



Country analy is Poland 

Economie and social position of eities 

With respect to the towns in Poland, the most important factors in their growth have been the 

privatization of the economy, development of enterprise, the emergence of business environment 

institutions, foreign direct investment, innovativeness and scientific and technological progress. An 

important aspect of the Polish economy is the large share of jobs in the public sector (49,2%). 

Furthermore, a feature of the economic trans format ion has been the establishment of many small

and medium-sized business es in every domain of economic activity. The ascendancy of special 

services, called business environment services, played and are still playing a significant role in the 

economies of Warsaw, Cracow, Lodz, Gdansk, Wroclaw, Poznan, Szczecin and Lublin. With the 

introduction of the market economy the concealed unemployment rate was uncovered, whereas it 

almost did not exist before 1989. There is a visible dependence between the unemployment rate in 

cities and their size and economic structure. Bigger ones and those with a diversified structure tend 

to have lower unemployment figures (Parysek, 2004) . 

The process of metropolitanization of cities is one of the effects of the systematic trans format ion 

in Poland. A great city with an exceptionally concentration of globalization effects is considered 

a metropolis . In Poland the metropolises of national scale include Poznan, W.roclaw, Krakowand 

Gdansk (Lever, 2000 and Kulinski 2000). The affiliation of Poland to the European Union is expected 

to accelerate the process. 

The change of economic and social conditions in Poland has led to changes in the spatial develop

ment of cities. The following changes are readily visible in big cities (Parysek, 2002): 

Appearance of stretches of streets offering prestigious shopping; 

Appearance of modern, though low standard, outlying shopping centers; 

Delineation and development of new investment areas, also on city peripheries; 

Modernization of communication routes and limitation of wheeled traffic in centers as weil 

as the construction of car parks, including so-called 'buffer' on es along the margins of the 

downtown districts; 

Change in the model of residential construction manifesting itself in the building of smalI, 

often 'closed ' housing estates with an atmosphere of their own whose architecture departs 

radically from the typical unimaginative blocks of flats of the socialist period; 

Undertaking of projects for the renewal of the historie urban architecture, including residential 

buildings, areas formerly industrial, transport, military use, old storehouses, and to a very 

modest extent high rise estates of the 1950s and '60s; 

Development of single family housing in the suburban zone; 

Attempts at de-concentration of building, especially in compactly built towns, which is in

tended to improve the functionality of communication routes and 'decongest' the downtown 

district. 

The reflection of socialist era can be seen in the Polish cities. During the 40 years with socialist 

influences, the so-called 'socialist city ' was implemented, with not much success. Specific aspects 

like equally residential buildings (blocks of flats), housing of the people's authority (state and party 

administration , police and security) , public utility buildings and shopping pavilions, predominated 

the urban landscape of the socialist city. Most Polish cities were concentric, with a historical core. 

Tl1e core was enclosed by residential and industrial buildings from the 191h and 20lh century and 



these we re surrounded (penetrated) by a post war building patlern of low-standard blocks of flats . 

Depending on the size of the city, they formed bigger or smaller barracks-type housing estates and 

often suffered from a lack of services. Another shortcoming was the poor supply of public transport 

and infrastructure. The housing blocks were equipped with 'estate service centers ' which included 

medical facilities, shops (grocery store, post office, few shops with industrial goods, a few service 

establishments) and a community center. Living conditions in these cities were hard for most of their 

residents. As the population increased, the living conditions only decreased more, because the 

increase was not matched by municipal investment and the existing infrastructure. Despite these 

poor circlJmstances, the cities in Poland acted like a magnet to people in the rural areas, because 

they offered education and jobs. 

Since 1989 the face of the Polish and Centrail European city has been changing . Nowadays many 

people find suburbs more altractive than the inner city, because of lower housing prices and betler 

living conditions (economical as ecological). Especially in the biggest cities, towns have become 

atlractive locations for investments. Those with a balanced economic structure and modernized 

infrastructure have much potential for growth (Parysek, 2004). 

According to the last National Census (2002). the proportion of people living in urban areas lis 61,8 

percent. Most of the population increase since 1946 has been concentrated in urban areas . The 

national urban system of Poland has a polycentric character without the primacy of the capital, as 

in the Czech Republic or Hungary. Throughout the whole post-war period the ranking of the cities 

by size has not changed significantly. The objectives and demands of a market economy raise the 

question of how the Polish cities should be modernized and whether the process of re-urbanization 

and re-industrialization should be introduced. The new regional structure indicates two basic trends: 

first, the collapse of the old industrial regions and the deepening relative underdevelopment of the 

eastern part of the country. The relative prosperity generated by the transformation along the western 

border contrasts sharply with the stagnation and persistent high unemployment along the eastern 

border with the former Soviet Union. This regional situation is a concern of all urban areas. The sec

ond trend concerns the formation of the newly prosperous regions with production adapted to the 

requirements of the new economic situation: highly competitive domestic and international markets. 

The traditional disparities between rural and urban areas and between small and large cities have 

also substantially increased (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

The highly urbanized belt stretching between the two relatively prosperous metropolitan areas of 

Wroclaw and Cracow, currently with a 'black hole' in the middle (Upper Silesian) , has the opportunity 

to become another large urbanized region of progress. The basic regionall and urban problem con

cerns the issues of the conurbalion of Upper Silesia, which have to be economically reconstructed. 

This reg ion needs substantial support as the last large coalmining region in Europe The problems 

here clearly exceed the capabilities of the local government (Weclawowicz, 2004) . 

The economie prosperity of the cities also has its educationa ~ dirnension. The standardization of 

school tests introduced for the first time in 2002 revealed that in urban areas the betler school 

results correlate highly with tne districts and cities with residents of higher social status. Furthermore 

the economie and rnanagerial hierarchy in the urban system is clearly visible in the analysis of the 

headquarters of large enterprises. The location of 1000 of the largest enterprises in term of revenue 

indicates the predominant position of Warsaw and other large cities. In spite of the legacy of the 

past period, the cities in Poland have many important assets (Kuklinski , 2000) These include the 



relatively good quality of the labor force, favorabie geographical or geopoliticallocations, an urban 

and industrial fabric readily adaptable to the new requirements and a relatively low level of intra

urban disparities. However, in the previous decade Poland failed to modernize her cities to the level 

that would guarantee their competitiveness in an integrated Europe (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

Urban probiems 

The general economic dynamism and growth connected with socio-economic trans format ion have 

not been equally shared by all' regions, cities or social groups within the cities. Furthermore, in the 

economically successful cities, the processes of marginalization, social exclusion and segregation 

have taken place. The main urban problems in Poland are: 

Unemployment, which is the underlying factor in the increase in poverty and social exclu

sion; 

Housing shortages, especially on affordable housing and the increasing modernization gap 

of the housing stock; 

Technical and social-communal infrastructures; 

Unemployment is the most crucial general economic and social problem in Poland, one which also 

concerns the urban areas. From 1998, when the average unemployment rate was below 10 percent 

it increased to 20 percent in 2004. In the rural areas, which account for about a third of the total num

ber of unemployed, the basic problem is the hidden unemployment. In t~e former industrial cities in 

general, about a quarter of the economically active population remains unemployed (Weclawowicz, 

2004). 

Tabte 15: Unemployment rate in the cities 

Unemploymenl rale in % 

6,2 

18,8 

8,4 

Source: Central Statistical Office (http://www.stat.gov.pl) 

Poverty is concentrating among the homeless, pensioners, the unemployed and people in poorly 

paid employment. State policy can be blamed for the increase of poverty in most of the cases of 

the unemployed and the underpaid employees in the public sector. An estimation made in 2003, 

emphasized that 25 percent of the who Ie Polish population, were below the objective poverty line. 

This percentage is less in cities with more than 500.000 inhabitants (3,1%). 

Another basic problem for Polish cities is the housing situation. Currently the whole housing stock 

represents 12,4 million dwellings, with 45,4 million rooms. Nearly two thirds of the housing stock is 

located in urban areas. There are 327,6 dwellings per 1000 populations, a figure which places Poland 

at a very low relative position in Europe. In 2002, al most 22,2 percent of the population in Poland 

still lived in overcrowded dwellings and 12,2 percent in conditions considered to be substandard. 

The prevailing privatization process associated with the trans format ion has changed the ownership 

structure considerably. On a national scale the majority of the housing stock is in the private sector: 

55 percent, compared with 44 percent in 1988. Nevertheless, at 41,7 percent the cooperative sector 

remains dominant in urban areas, although the private sector share increased from 25 percent in 

1988 to 37,5 percent in 2002 .State policy concentrates on the support of new construction at the ex

pense of the maintenance and improvement of the existing stock. The modernization of substandard 



urban areas, especially large housing estates, requires a substantial improvement ol the current 

legislation. The basic barrier in th is field is the lack ol public resources and incentives Irom the local 

government authorities. An additional constraint is the lack ol clear legislation and a pattern ol good 

practice ol cooperation ol Ihe public-private partnerships (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

Another trend that needs the attention is the decline in lertility in Poland, that began in the early 

1990s. The total lertility rate will probably dec rea se lurther lrom the current 1,25 to 1',10 in 2010. The 

key problem will be the population growth and aging ol the Polish population, especially ill the urban 

areas. The population ol the largest cities in Poland is expected to decline in the next lew decades 

(Weclawowicz, 2004). 

The problems ol the transport system concern the modernization ol the national and regional roads 

and the coordination ol local and regional interest. The current 'crisis' situation in transport inlrastruc

ture limits the competi l iveness ol the whole Polish urban system and ol individual cities. The rapid 

increase in car ownership contributed substantially to the rapid initiation ol urban sprawl 1 around the 

largest cities and has strengthened the suburbanization process. An average ol 10.000 hectares ol 
agriculturalland has given away to urban sprawl every year since 1990 (Weclawowicz, 2004). 

N tional ulban pohc"es 

After lourteen years ol post-communist translormation, urban policy in Poland is disarray. The origin 

ol this disorder is the neglect alter 1989 ol spatial planning, particularly in regional policy, in lavor 

ol the market mechanism. The tacit assumption was that the market mechanism would replace the 

central planner in the allocation ol resources. The neglect ol regional policy could also be partly 

explaifled by the behavior ol the regional planners and planning staf! (Weolawowicz, 1998) 

Nowadays govemments have come to the conclusion that the market economy will not resolve all 

the problems. This attitude has had an important impact on the formulation ol strategic plans lor 

particular cities. In theory, the National Spatial Development Policy Document, approved in 2001, 

lormulated state policy with respect to urban development lor the first time since 1989. Urban policy 

has become an integral part ol spatial policy. This document assumes the lurther integration ol 

Polish space with European space and has indicated the importance ol urban issues. The linance 

geflerated lrom the national budget, lrom structural lunds ol European Regional Development 

Funds and Irom European Social Funds will be concentrated on three priorities: the upgiading and 

modernization ol inlrastructure used lor strengthening the regions' competitiveness; the strengthen

ing ol the regional base and hu man resources; andlocal development. The most relevant topic in 

the first priority is the development ol urban transport in Warsaw and Upper Silesia. Realization ol the 

integrated project, which involves urban public transport by lacilitating the integration ol rail trans

port with ot Vjer lorms ol corpmunication, will improve the development opportunilies ol th is region. 

Furthermore the third priority is relevant as weil, as it locuses on local development and revitalizing 

degraded areas (Weclawowicz, 2004) 

The expallsian af melrapalilan areas Wllh iargeiy unconlrclfed new Ia~d ~se of previausly less develaped areas surraunding a morc urban 

core. 



The organizatlon of urban policy 

The administrative organization of the country involves three tiers of territorial division, Since 1990, 

the Local Government Act has delegated some basic responsibilities to the lower level and the 

'gmina' (the lowest government level) has become the basic unit of the territoria I structure , The rapid 

shift of control over urban space trom central to local level has created many problems, The new 

local government authorities had not been prepared to deal with the emergence of numerous new 

actors , mostly from the private sector. The Spatial Development Act 1994 provided local authorities 

with two legal planning tools: local spatial plans and strategie plans , The elements of urban policy 

and urban development can be found in numerous strategies, planning concepts and local plans 

that have emerged, Since then , proposed strategies have been based on the geographical loca

tion assets, improvement of the already existing economie potential and production , the search 

for a new function for a city or a new niche in the market or the creation of better living conditions 

(Weclawowicz, 2004) , 

The organizational problems of urban policy concern the crisis in management and administration at 

the urban level, particularly at the metropolitan level. For instanee, Warsaw was a municipal associa

tion of 11 boroughs (gminas), with the largest Centrum borough accommodating a million inhabit

ants, Such a structure created many coordination problems, Each 'gmina' had a different status, 

different objectives and different interests bringing about conflicting and colliding competences, 

Since October 2002, Warsaw has again become one administrative unit (Weciawowicz, 2004) , 

Since the transition process started in the beginning of the 1990s, local governments have be

come more aware of their responsibilities for urban development. This resulted in improvements in 

the maintenance of the communal infrastructure and the housing stock and the creation of more 

pleasant urban landscapes, Local authorities do, however, have limited financial and legal freedom 

of action, to control and reduce unemployment, social exclusion and poverty, criminality and van

dalism and homelessness, Local governments can influence the allocation of shopping sites and 

everyday services, The idea of subsidiary has created a favorabie atmosphere for the promotion 

of active attitudes among the population, The numerous local development strategies became the 

first experience of social participation in the determination of the future of residents' own cities, the 

expression of local interests and negotiation with respect to long-term goals and short-term plans 
(Weclawowicz, 2004), 

The introduction of the free market at the time of transition went hand in hand with the shift of respon

sibility for housing provision from the central to local government level. During the last 14 years of 

socio-economie reform in Poland, the central government has prepared several instruments aiming 

at improving the housing situation, but in most case these instruments did not correspond weil with 

each other. They have also suffered from a lack of continuity, The only direct state level intervention 

that has remained consists of measures in the case of technical problems occurring in prefabricated 

housing construct ion in cities , The allocation of subsidies from the centra I level has been directed 

to Ihe housing cooperatives as the owners of the housing stock, A national urban policy still is a 

distant prospect. One important aspect that has to occur is the revitalization of urban areas, which 

is considered to be the most challenging currenl problems, Local governments cannot cope with 

this problem alone, because they lack the financial assets and organizational capacity, Brownfield 

sites often represent a large part of a city's structure, Revitalization and investment in the urban 

development are therefore strongly connected to environmental issues and the transport system 
(Weclawowicz, 2004) , 



A new National Oevelopment Plan 2007-2013 (NOP) is now under construction , This will pay at1en

tion to urban issues, but the current stage ol discussion is still lar away Irom lormulating a coherent 

urban policy in Poland, The low priority lor urban issues is rellected in the lact that in the set ol 

programs, strategies and analytical documents planned lor elaboration, as an inlormation base lOr 

the linal version ol the NOP there is nothing which concerns urban and metropolitan development in 

Poland (Weclawowicz, 2004), 

The current situation in the Polish real estate market is characterized by increasing urban renewal, 

initialed by the private sector, This is the result ol a policy change within the Polish government, 

which aims lor new zoning plans ol Polish cities, In many cases the existing plan becomes inopera

tive, although the new zoning plan is 'under construction ' and not active, This resulted in a situation 

in many cities where there was not an active zoning plan, which led to increasing developments, 

because project developers' plans were not restricted by a legislation Iramework, All incidental 

circumstance was the longer procedures, because ol the bureaucracy at local governments who are 

responsible lor approval ol development plans (Weclawowicz, 2004) 

The governmental planning system level is still complicated and does not have sullicient enlorcement 

possibilities lor implementing strategic decisions, Nor are there effective procedures lor coupling 

the system with bottom-up leedback, There are no sufficiently defined ru'les incorporated into the 

regional plans and programs lor settling any possible controversies surrounding the governmental 

programs, Also at the locallevel , the variousissues are difficult to introduce properly, The communes, 

and local communities in general , have many opportunities to avoid the imposition ol unwanted 

programs and projects, lor example through prolonging the procedures surrounding the preparation 

ol local plans, sustaining social and judicial processes etc , The planning is not comprehensive at 

both the local and regional level, divided into the physical development and strategic plans, The 

number ol enacted local plans is unsatislactory at the local level. However the Spatial Planning and 

Spatial Management Act has made it easier and quicker lor a commune to elaborate and en act a 

local plan, but linancial problems mean commune planning activity remains at a somewhallow level. 

Some communes also preIer to manage space through adminis,trative decisions rat her than local 

plans, through misunderstandlng the advantages ol Ilexibility, This naturally leads 10 space suffering 

damage and unbalanced development (www,eukn,org/poland), 

Urban restructuring examples 

Example Lodz 

The city ol Lodz recently experienced some large-scale Brownlield regeneration on two different 

locations, one in the city cenlre and Ihe second one adjacent to it. The largest regellerated area was 

calied Manulaktura, a former textile factory, in the 191h century the biggest factory of Europe, In 1997 

the plant closed its doors, but within two years the whole complex was bought by a project develop

ment company, Combining new buildings with renovated old structures resulted in an attractive all 

in one shopping cent re with entertainment and cultural functions , located at the end of Poitrowskas

treet , the main high street shopping area ol Lodz, Secondly, the other project also considered an 

old faciory plant , which was recently renovated, Only the outer walls and the original construct ion 

remained when the build up process started to convert the former factory into a luxurious 10ft and 

condominium complex, All the outer walls were sandblasted, bringing back the original color of the 



red bricks. The project proved to be a huge success, whereas all the lofts and condominiums were 

pre-sold in only one week. The whole project is expected to be linished in 2008. 

As is discussed belore in th is thesis, there are certain contradictions in tlne development ol urban 

areas, on both suburban as inner city level. The nex! case studies will evaluate the aspects that went 

wrong or were a success. By means ol these case studies more conllicts in the inner city develop

ment process wi ll be exposed (Tosics, 2004). 

Figure 23 and 24: Example al redevelapment larmer lactary 

Examp/e Középso Ferencváros (Hungary) 

Mass privatization made territorially concentrated, organized urban renewal an exception, instead ol 

usual case. The reason why th is became possible in Ferencváros was indeed' exceptional: the deci

sion ol the district local government on area-based renewal preceded the Right to Buy law, thus this 

area became exempt lrom compulsory privatization. As a consequence ol a well-elaborated PPP 

strategy, and concentrated help also Irom the Budapest municipal level, this area is the most suc

cesslul case lor urban renewal in Budapest. Despite the relatively high share ol public investments 

(amounting to some 20-30 percent ol total investments), the partial exchange ol population, i.e. 

geli1 trilication was unavoidable. Even after the pushing-out ol the lowest income and ethnic portions 

ol the original residents, there are conllicts between the original and the incoming new residents. 

Even larger problems are caused by the lamilies moved to other parts ol the city (although with 

improvement ol their housing situation) (Tosics et al, 2003). 

Examp/e of Zug/ó (Hungary) 

From the point ol view ol the whole ol the city the densilication ol the residential areas on the 

edge ol the inner city is most welcome, as the best alternative to suburbanization. Under the given 

circumstances the densilication is the result ol pure market processes: single lamily or low density 

multi-Iamily areas are rebuilt by developers with higher density residential parks. l here are two types 

ol conllicts emerging lrom this densilication process: on the one hand the original residents com

plain about the spillover effects (deteriorating parking situation, increasing traffic, decreasing green 

areas), on the other hand environmentalist groups attack the new higher density developments 

in the green-belt areas within the city, interpreting this process as the win ol investment interests 

against environmental values. 



Example of Budapest 

Some very densely built-in neighborhoods at the edge of the irlner city are becoming increasingly 

deprived in physical and social sense Despite mixed tenure structure, the social structure becomes 

more and more homogenous, leading to ghetto symptoms in the public schoOls (extreme segrega

tion with large majority of ethnic groups) and the general feeling of unsafety in the neighborhood. 

The local, district government is unable to change the unfavorable trends, and the fragmentation of 

the local government system, with the lack of coordination between the sectoral policies, does not 

give more hope for that. The most difficult of such crisis areas can only be tackled by area-based 

direct interventions, with the participation of the centrallevel. 

Example Budapest 

The collapse of the socialist industry led to the emergence of large brown-field areas in the tran

si,tional; zone. As the share of industrial areas was rr)uch larger in the socialist cities than in their 

westerrl counterpart, it Is cl'ear that most of these areas can only hope in total functional ctlange. 

Taking regard of the financial difficulties of the city local governments, and of the increasing sup

ply of green-field development options towards investors, many of the Brownfield areas have no 

chance for close restructuring. Restructuring will most probably be very polarized, according to the 

locational characteristics of the Brownfields. 

Example of Budapest 

The share of large housing estates is much higher in the post-socialist cities (amounting to 40 per

cent of the urban population), than in their western counterparts (3-7 percent). Since the early 1990s 

substantial polarization prevalls among the estates: due to the extent of housing privatization, the 

demographic processes and the geographical position of the estate within the city, the posjtion of 

the different large housing estates in the real-estate market hierarchy became very different. In some 

of the estates, notably Havanna in BtJdapest, privatization has led to a (most probably temporary) 

increase of the estate in the real-estate market hierarchy, lurther strengthened by the efforts of the 

district local government to improve safety and the conditions ol the public areas (Erdos Î et al, 

2004) . However, some large housing estates will quickly deteriorate in the near future, first from the 

perspective of social structure, later reinforced by the physical aspects, as weil. 

'Place making' 
Healey (1997, 1998) delines 'place making' as the promotion of the soclal, economie and environ

mental weil being of diverse places arld the devèlopllilent of institutional capacity to achieve this. 

The process of place making implies networking, partnerships and institutional capacity building, 

the objectives of which are to develop the institutional capacity for planning in the context of diversity, 

fragmental ion and uncertainty. The following aspects of Healey's (1997, 1998) work are relevant for 

this thesis 

The integration in policy making: A partlcular problem in many European countries is the 

separation of different 'policy communities', each having specific responsibility for a particular 

aspect of economie and social life (planning, housing, health, education, social services, 

transport) and a lélck of coordination between lhem Also, in particular In Central Europe, the 

problem may be a lack of central government guidance and coordination. Integrated place 

making also implies the necessity to acknowledge the distinction between spatial policies 

(regeneration programs that are implemented at a neighborhood level, for example) and a

spatial policies that may have spatial impacts and the potential for these to be in conflict. 



In the context of large estates, lor example, national housing policy and benefiI relorm are 

key influences on the outcomes at estate level and may even undermine local regeneration 

efforts. 

Collaboration in policy making: Integration implies a collaboralive approach to planning. This 

approach implies cooperation on the development ol long-term strategies lor areas rat her 

than the development ol time-limited, project-specilic partnerships and networks. Tradition

ally, these have prevailed within regeneration programs. 

Stakeholder involvement: Networks and partnerships need to acknowledge thee need lor 

the participation ol new types ol stakeholders (Iocal residents) and not just the old ones like 

public authorities. In the context ol estate regeneration programs in Europe, local participa

tion has been a decisive influence in some countries (Spain), has long been encouraged by 

centra I governments in ot hers (United Kingdom), but has largely been absent Irom the states 

ol Central Europe. 

• Local knowledge Knowledge is identified as akey resource. Collaborative planning implies 

the construction of mechanisms that are sensitive to cullural differences between stakehold

ers in ways ol thinking, valuing and communicating . 

• Building relational resources: It is importantto constructthe inlrastructure ol positive relations 

between government, citizens and businesses where inlormation, knowledge and understand

ing can Ilow. Capacity building needs to be combined with institutional relorm; otherwise the 

burden is placed on the excluded: in this instanee the residents ol large housing estates. 

By delinition, place making involves the definition and pursuit ol 'idealtypes' ol place. These can be 

divided into two broad categories. Firsl. there are generic images and visions that apply at asocietal 

level, 'social cohesion ' for example. In the context ol large housing estates, a 'cohesive' estate may 

be one that is deemed to conlorm to this ideal. Second, there are images and visions that apply 

specilically to large estates . The most important ol these is the not ion ol 'social mix' pursued directly 

or indirectly through ten ure diversilication and/or gentrilication (Hall and Rowlands, 2005). 



Framework large scale housing 

The fut ure of large housing estates cannot be discussed 
without reference to the broader issue of urban change. 
The large estates are of ten perceived to be a general ob
stacle to urban restructuring or a threat to the social cohe
sion within the city (Baudin and Genestier, 2002). 

Arguments in favor of demolition point out the fact that the 
concerning buildings have achieved their original objec
tives. They are considered to be obsolete and too expen
sive to maintain and to rehabilitate. 

In many cases, the estates that were built according to 
Modernist principles (high density, separation of home, 
work, transport and recreation functions) do not have the 
ability to adapt to traditional and emerging urban forms 
and leads to their demolltion. 

1he existence of the residents' misuse of the large estates. 
The housing design could no longer be adapted to the cur
rent housing demands of households. The problems con 
cern essentially the higher density and the lack of private 
areas and live-abllity. 

As a result of the suburbanization of middle-class house
holds and the concentration of low-income people on the 
estates, some esta[es have become financial burdens for 
landlords. 

Despite the Implementation of various policies, many es
tates have become the focus for conditions of rising social 
and spatial segregation (Haussermann, 2000) 

Table 16. Framework housing es/a/es 

Souree.' Res/ruc/uring large housing es/a/es, 2005. 

New soclal program in Italy with the alm of moving away 
from the traditional approach affects the social mix by rent
ing affordable dwellings to specific social groups and by 
creating public spaces. This program has therefore neces
sitated the coexistence of a miX of actors and public and 
private resources (Zajczyk, 2004). 

In Germany there still eXlst two housing modeis, with in 
the East a supply of one million vacant apartments De
spite high Illvestment in the rehabilitation of large housing 
estates , some neighborhoods still have a negative image 
(Droste and Knorr-Siedow, 2004). 

In the UK, governments since the 1970s have given priority 
to encouraging owner-occupation. The 'Right-to-Buy' pro
gram has resuHed in the sale of the better quality properties 
on the more attractive estates to the more affluent tenants. 
Besides a demolitlon program is developed, whlch is tar
geted at the worst properties, with worst problems. 

In the Netherlands, the demolition has taken place espe
cially wlthin the Big Cities Policy framework, as a solution 
to address deprivation problems in the old post-Second 
World War neighborhoods. Next to that the aim was to at
tract well-to-do households by offering belter opportunities 
10 the exlsting residents, enabling Ihem to find altractive 
accommodation in the same area and avoiding the need 
for them to go elsewhere 10 build a housing career (Mus
terd,2003). 

The legislation in France allows the demolilion of 200.000 
apartments, the rebuildlilg of 200.000 apartments and the 
rehabilitation of 200.000 aparlmenls. This physical 
sure is intendedl to resolve t,he 'social crisis' 



Inlerviewees 

Table 17. Intervimvees 

Case study B na, Ostrava Krakow Lodz 

Brno 

Figure 25. Map of Brno 

Municipality 

The city of Brno is located in the south

east of the Czech Republic is the second 
largest city of the country with a popula

tion 365.000 people. The age structure 

of the city points out a large productive 

class, with an age between 15 and 64 

years old, of 70%. The landscape of 

Brno was hollowed out with Brownfields 

shrinkage of the manufacturing sector in 

the 1990s. Especially in the city centre, 

the development of the service sector 

had the most impact, because of the 

concentration of new finance and busi

ness services and specialized shops. In 

addition to this, the suburban locations 

experienced growth in the field shopping 

centers, hypermarkets and DIY (do-it

yourself) stores (Sykora, 2000). 

Since the beginning of the economie 



relorm in 1991, there were rapldly growing income disparities within the population. Especially in 

the major cities the contrast between wealthy and poor population was the highest (Sykora , 2000). 

Looking at the problem descending lrom the socialist era, the major question is about the luture 

development in areas ol communist housing estates. Nowadays the local government spends 27 

percent ol the municipal budget on housing, services and land development. The city government in 

Brno had an active role in the attempt to inlluence urban development in comparison with Prague's 

administration. In 1994, the master plan ol Brno was approved, which pursued and regulated revital

ization in some areas, as the main city square and adjacent shopping streets. 

Mainly in the south ol Brno, the commercial zone developed quickly, because ol the nearby junction 

ol two major highways. There is a trend noticeable, which reveals ,the shift in the location ol newly 

build retail space Irom the city centre to the suburban zone (Sykora, 2000). The suburbanization ol 

Brno is considered as an uncontrollable process by the municipality This is rellected in the mas

ter and zoning plan, which specilically focuses on Greenlield locations lor new developments and 

therelore reinlorces the whole process. 

Although locusing on new investments in the light-industrial and science and technology sector, the 

municipality makes no use ol incentives in order to attract more companies . The use ol PPP and 

Structural Funds are lamiliar subjects, but were actually never utilized during recent development 

projects. These aspeots could prove uselul in Brno's situation , where the local government is largely 

dependant on the private initiatives, because city budgets lor solving physical urban problems are 

never sullicient. With respect to the new development 'strategies ' it is important to state that the 

legislative lundament , required to employ th is kind ol methods, is not very solid. Although Brno's 

zoning plan is not inlluencing the lunction ol new developments, a new concept zoning plan is 

introduced to give more grip on the cities development. 

The new developments ol suburban retail, warehousing and industrial zones resulted in new jobs in 

the suburban area, therelore challenging the cen,tre ol Brno, where the most jobs are located. This 

polycentric pattern, with astrong dominance by city centers is emerging in metropolitan areas . The 

suburbanization ol non-resident ia I lunctions, particularly ol retail and warehousing has been more 

dynamic and inlluential tllan residential de-concentration (Sykora, 2000). With more companies es

tablishing their business in Brno, enhanced by the large student population, the economic situation 

in Brno is improving. Next to that, recently central government lunctions (high court) returned in 
Brno, after a period ol 80 years .The current situation now shows there is a shortage ol high-edLJ

cated young prolessionals 

Inner city 
The historical co re ol Brno also was subject to several processes ol which commercialization was 

ol high importance. This emerge was noticeable in the increase ol commercial lunctions (business 

offices, retail, restaurants, hotels, etc .) in the totalland use ol the area. The initiators ol this process 

were loreign trade and business service lirms and domestic linancial sector companies with a de

mand lor commercial space. As a result ol that , existing residential properties were relurbished 

and lunctionally changed making them suitable lor commercial purposes. The development ol new 

offices and multipurpose commercial centers has been another consequence ol the increasing 

demand. Supply ol land and buildings lor development and redevelopment was made available 

by the quick privatization ol rea I estate during the lirst hall ol 1990s and through sales or long-term 

leases ol municipalland lor private developments (Sykora, 1994). 



T'he revitalization of the physical appearance of buildings and more effective utilization of down town 

space flowed from the development and redevelopment of real estate. Industrial units, stores and 

vacant pi aces we re replaced by advance service functions with highly intensive space utilization, 

such as banks and other financial services, etc. Commercialization caused further concentration of 

jobs in the city cent re and densification of the built environment. A negative side effect was the re

duction of the residential function and the rapidly increasing car traffic. With a small and overloaded 

historical core, Brno can reduce the pressure on the city cent re by developing the 'South Centre' , a 

potential restructuring site of former industrial use. The main obstacle is the presence of the existing 

rail way track, which separates the 'South Centre' from the old city centre (Sykora, 1994). 

The present condition of the city centre can be stated as attractive, with renovated buildings, west

ern brand shops and a shopping centre, pedestrian zones and well-maintained public squares. 

At day time the city cent re is visited by many people and the presence of historical buildings with 

governmental functions contributes to the allractiveness of the city centre . Strangely enough, after 

working hours, when shops are closed, the city centre becomes an un-dynamic place, with low 

footfall, which is the result of missing entertainment facilities , like restaurants and bars. Even there 

we re such establishments present , they were poorly visited by inhabitants of Brno. One reason 

for that is the relative withdrawn lifestyle of the older generation, who are not used to get out in the 

evening. Furthermore, the population number of the inner city is declining. In 2001, 33% of the Brno 

population lived in the suburban zone. Most of the people who live in the suburbs be long to the ru ral 

population and have a social status that is below average. The historical core or city centre has clear 

boundaries, which is stressed by the ring road. 

With a relatively allractive city center, the problem with parking space is there. One aspect that 

complicates matters for possible development of parking garages is the fa ct that a 'large share of the 

historical co re has unmapped cellarage. With a relative high building density in the historical core, 

the remaining part of the inner city contains large areas with private vegetable gardens (15 percent 

of urban area is covered with them), mainly used by the older generation. The municipality sees 

these gardens as potential development areas and has plans to solve the land lease issue regarding 

these gardens, by supplying new land lease contracts for much shorter periods of time. There is 

much resistance to these new plans, whereas there is strong public opinion in Brno. 

Besides these private gardens, there are protected green areas like parks located in the inner city. 

Figure 26: Suburbanization along highway 

With these green areas, the private gardens and the 

high density of the historical core there are almost no 

residential developments in the inner city. Although 

there are opportunities, like Brownfields and old de

teriorated buildings going further away from the city 

center, these sites first need demolition of the existing 

property, which is not a common thing to do in the 

Czech Republic . In addition, complicated ownership 

structures hinder new developments on these loca

lions as weil. 

The major problem of the inner city in Brno is the ex

istence of degenerating industrial zones and adjacent 

working-class housing. As the city cent re is enclosed 



by a large zone ol degenerating industrial and residential areas , the municipality ol Brno laces a 

large challenge 10 expand the attraclive quality ol the historical core to these adjacent areas, result

ing in more attractive inner city. 

Infrastructure 

In the southern part ol Brno a clear tendency shows that the locations near the highway are popu

lar among project developers lor new commercial areas. The small towns and villages near Brno, 

which have increasing growth, experience new residential developmenls along the direction ol and 

adjacent to the highway, as can be seen on the picture. The problem with out-ol-Iown roads has 10 

do with the centrat government not maintaining and ex panding Ihese roads. With the increasing car 

use and suburbanization, traffic congestion is taking serious lorms. 

The Iocation ol Brno Irom a geographical point ol view is relatively positive, where it is located very 

closely 10 capitols and olher large and important cities. The local government is wan I to explore 

this advantage by the development ol a new rail way station, which will be relocated, resulling in a 

new opportunity lor the old location. With projects like this , Ihe local government is using tenders 10 

al1ract new developments to the city and to interest project developers. 

Housing 

Closely related 10 the congestion problem and highlighted by mister Wittman , principle ol the laculty 

ol urban planning, is suburbanization. With an average increase ol Ihe suburbs around Brno ol 

15 percent during the last ·Iive years, Brno's population is decreasing. The housing quality ol the 

housing estates is relatively low, although private initiatives are seen, renovaling old buildif1gs. A 

special subsidized savings account lor housing purpose exists, giving more people Ihe opportunity 

to improve Ihe quality ol the property or 10 buy a new house. 

Like situations in other cities , there is an increasing demand lor high quality housing, which results 

in new developments on relatively cheap Greenlields that are easy to develop. The other side ol the 

market, the housing estates, is lor 30 percent owned by the municipality. On locations very close 

10 Brownlields, delerioration and social problems are increasing . The municipalily is seeking lor 

opportunities lor residential development within city limits , which could balance the negative Ilow 

towards the suburbs. 

Brownfields 

As the city ol Brno seeks lor new residential development opportuni

ties, there are many large-scale Brownlield sites relatively close to the 

city centre, whereas Brno has a relative extensive industrial history. 

As pointed out on the map, there are many small and large scale 

sites identilied close to the historical core and present in the inner 

city. Many Brownlield sites are owned by the municipality, who are 

planning new light-industrial lunetion lor these sites . The present 

structures and contaminated soil on these sites will in many cases 

constrairl new developments. In some cases parts ol the industrial 

buildings is still used, which should force the municipality to relocate 

these businesses. 

Figure 27: Brownfields in Brno 



There is a central government fund for ecological cleanup of contaminated sites, which could be 

helplul in case ol Brno, The fact that many municipalities will apply lor th is kind of fund, reduces the 

chance lar acceptance and application ol it. Aside Irom the new prepared lunction lor Brownfields, 

there is al most no attention lor Brownlield regeneration, e,g, no actual plans , This probably relates 

to the lact that municipal budget for Brownlield regeneration are low. There are some potential EU 

Structural Funds, which could lead the way to new regeneration possibilities, 

Ostrava 

Figure 28: Map of Ostrava 

Municipality 

The city ol Ostrava exists ol three main cores that 

grew together with in the real hart ol it, a large 

scale, contaminated and abandoned Brownfield 

area, heritage of the socialist period, The city has 

a negalive image, whereas many people reler to it 

as the black city or industrial city, Comparing it with 

the city of Brno, Ostrava is like one-step behind, 

with a less attractive city centre, not many new de

velopments in the inner city, missing master and 

zoning plan but no congestion or sprawl. The three 

different cores have seperate governments, which 

makes it more complicated to execute public 

policy, Another aspect that plays an important role 

is the lack ol municipal budget lor redevelopment 
ol problem areas, 

With the collapse ol the heavy-industry sector in 

Ostrava, the unemployment level went up and today 15 percent of the labor lor ce is unemployed, 
Local government officials are trying to attract new international companies to the reg ion and re

cently were successlul with the announcement ol Hyundai to establish their new production facility 
In their pursuit lor FOI, like the other cities, they do not use incentives to attract new businesses, 

Furthermore, there is strong demand lor new inner city retail. By putting out a tender and by cleaning 

a farmer Brownlield site, the municipality succeeded in contracting a new project developer who 

will realize a new shopping centre together with ot her residential and commercial lunctions, The 

local government hopes that this development will generate new spinn-off projects that improve 

the physical structure, With the high unemployment levels in Ostrava, the economic development is 

more important than the physical structure, 

Although the municipality is active and locusing on the improvement of Ostrava, one ol the delicien

cies ol the local government, as stated by one ol the interviewees, is the low level of commitment 
at some sections of the local government and the lack of a working master and zoning plan, It is 

therelore, relatively easy to change the land use of some locations, which does not always have to 

be a negative issue, This results in Greenfield developments that are relatively easy to develop, The 

negative aspect related to th is change is the short-term solution and 'island-effect' with different 

uses within a particular area, This is influenced by the older workfore without sometimes outdated 

socialist thoughts, Like other municipalities, they have never used PPP or Joint Ventures, which is 

negatively inlluenced by the legislative fundament. 



Inner city 

The inner city of Ostrava is unallractive and is one of old cores of the polycentric strcuture with 

deteriorated buildings, close to the river. The grayish environment with a clear view on many large 

scale Brownfields does not invite people to visitthe city. The absence of modern shopping and ot her 

entertainment facilities contributes to this negative image and results in low foollall. Closely located 

near the inner city are the large scale Brownfields , that are the true, geographical center of the city. 

There are new developments in the pipeline, like the mixed-use development of Multi Development 

on former Brownfield site, named Karolina. 

In order to make the city centre more allractive for people with cars, the municipality is now realizing 

a new underground parking facllity located on the market sqaure. Although th is is a positive develop

ment, the inner city of Ostrava needs more private inltiatives In the residential and commecial sector. 

The presence of 'blank spots' could be an opportunity, whereas these are relatively easy pi aces to 

develop. InteNenlions of the local government are of ten small scale, when there is no support from 

the central governmenl. Although the physical quality is relatively low, compared to Brno, when mov

ing to the city limits , away from the centre, the quality of the environment decreases even more. 

Infrastructure 

The current quality of Ostrava's infrastructure is relatively good Public transport conneets the large 

housing zones to the 'city centre '. In the near future a new highway is planned to the northwest of the 

city, bringing new development opportunities and providing more potentialto the strategie location 

of Ostrava. The fact that highways and arterial roads are allractive places for new developmeflts 

can be seen in both Czech eities. To the south of Brno and Ostrava new Îogistics and light-industrial 

parks are being developed on Greenfield areas . 

Related to the Brownfield problem, Ostrava has an extensive railroad inlrastructure, which puts up 

barriers between different parts of the city and occupies a large amount ol land. Another more 

natural barrier between the city centre and the eastern residential part is the presence ol a river. 

Large difference in height between the river and its surrounding result in wide riverbanks without a 

clear function. Til! now, these bar ri ers did not contribute to traffic congestion, which is not a problem 

in Ostrava. With the current condition of roads and pavements, it will be likely, that with economie 

growth and Increasing car use, this will lorm a problem in the near future. 

Resulting from the polycentric stmcture and the inlluence ol the socialist era, the city of Ostrava 

has shatterd functions, with living in the south and west and retail and shoppirlg in the cent re and 

out-ol-town. The organization ol the city is also very stretched, resulting in long travelling distances. 

The pres en ce of the Brownfield area in the heart ol the city has a clear contribution, whereas a total 

regeneration of this zone, although not realistic at presenltime, would join together the 'islands' of 

Ostrava. 

Housing 

The housing market of Ostrava shows many vanacies, because rents are higher in Ostrava than in 

the surrounding villages and town. The large housing estates , which are present in Ostrava to a large 

extent, form individual 'living islands', with public transport gelling lrom the center to these places. 

On photo's on the next pages there are examples of these estates, where nowadays, private initiaves 



result in renovation of the deteriorated flats. These can be funded with the special sunsidized savings 

account , many Czech peopl'e have. Although there is an increasing demand for new, higher quality 

housing, the main focus of project developers is on Greenfields and not on the inner city, which lead 

to relatively small-scale form of urban sprawl. The level of new developments is not very high, as the 

private sector is not convineed of the opportunities Ostrava's housing market has to offer. 

Brownfields 

The Brownfield situation in Ostrava needs serious al1ention, because its presence is everywhere 

and large scale. Combined with the related rail infrastructure, Brownfields occupy over 15 percent 

of the total urban space of Ostrava. The local government is prioritizing the Brownfields with respect 

to the level of contamination and concern. This is one of the possible aclions the municiaplity can 

take, because the budget for Brownfield regeneration does not compensate for the soil cleanup 

costs. With the EU-membership, policies regarding to the de-contamination of soil became more 

stringent, making it more expensive to regenerate certain sites. In the case where national funds 

were applied for soil cleanup and demolition of former factories, the effect is immediately there, with 

new development projects on this site. Unfortunately, these kind of fund are very scarce, leaving the 

local government with the contaminated grounds and looking for other possibilities. 

Other possibilities are in the field of Structural Fund, provided by the EU, where in the case of new 

members, a relatively large flow of capital find its way to the depressed areas. Ot her ways of help 

presents itself in the form of consultans giving advice to local governments. Although the municpality 

tries to find solutions to the problem, the two aspects that can give a impulse to this city are FDI and 

the construction of the new highway, which can have positive effect on Brownfields in the surround

ing area. 



Krakow 

Municipafity 

Krakow's current urban landscape 

reflects its long history. Already in 965 

AD, Krakow was a center of eco

nomie activity and in the 11 1
" century, 

it was the ma in seat of the first Polish 

kings of the Piast dynasty. Like many 

other European cities, the center was 

its historie core with a network of arte

rial roads radiating outward from the 

core. During the 45-year period that 

lies before the entry into free market 

and democracy, central planners 

shaped the spatial development of 

the city of Krakow. The design stan

dards and locations of new housing 

estates built during this period were 

entirely supply driven. Socialism 

left a durable imprint on the spatial 

organization of the city. In the near 

future there are some strengths, like 

the combination of an exceplionally 
al1ractive urban environment and an Figure 29: Map of Krakow 

intellectual tradition , which can give 

Krakow a comparative advanlage among other European cities. The municipality of Krakow is 

anxious to maintain this advantage and for this reason the preservation of the quality of the urban 

environment has become one of the main themes of the master plan (Bertaud, 1999). 

The city of Krakow has traditionally been one of the leading scientific, cultural and artistic centers 

of Poland, the former residence of the Polish kings and a national capitol , considered by many to 

remain the spiritual heart of Poland due to its history of more than a thousand years. Krakow is also 

a major center of local and international tourism, attracting seven million visitors per year. 

From requests for building permits, land market values and the spatial distribution of land transac

tions can be conciuded that the city of Krakow is shifting towards a more compact city. Bertaud (1999) 

emphasizes that the zoning plan (1994) did not support the cities development strategy, because of 

the prescriptive zoning and a narrow range between minimum and maximum floor area ratio (FAR). 

These points of departure decrease the ability of market forces to bring about ttle needed changes 

in the CLJrrent land use. Because of the low FAR allowed, the zoning will also devalue the potentially 

most valuable land. The existence of the 'hole' in building density between the inner city and the high 

density satellite towns in 1996, shows that negative regulative function of the zoning plan .The map 

of Krakow, on the next page, illustrates three high-density centers al about 7 kilometers Irom each 

other, separated by areas of relatively low density. Remarkable is the population density ol Nowa 

Huta, the 'model socialist town' created in the 1950s to the east of Krakow. 



Figure 30: High population density areas Krakow 

Dale-Johson, Redfearn and Brzeski (2004) 

found pr,icing reflects concentration around 

the city center as weil as around several sub

centers. The rise of wages and increases in 

the cost of transportation resulted in a con

centration towards the center. Rising prices 

in the secondary centers could arise from the 

mismatch of land uses left over from socialist 

management of land markets. Dale-Johson, 

Redfearn and Brzeski suspect that the model 

socialist communities that married heavy 

industry and high-density residential devel

opment left large population of underserved 

consumers that retail developers are compet-

ing for in bidding up the price of proximalland . 

This would also be the same for foreign hypermarkets bidding up the price of locations near major 

transportation intersections. 

A remarkable issue is about the electric tram buffer zone. In the plan with objectives an increase of 

the use and efficiency of the existing tramway system was ordered in order to maintain a public/pri

vate transport mode split of 70%. In contradiction of the plan, allowable building densities were not 

different in the tram buffer zone , By prohibiting high residential densities within the buffer zone, zon

ing will eventually contribute to greater population dispersion which will make the use of private cars 

more necessary in the future (Bertaud, 1999) . Combined with increasing car ownership in Cracow, 

in 1995 198 people of the 1000 had a car and in 2000 th is number has risen to 322, congestion is 

lurking (Andrzej Rudnicki, 2002) . 

Inner city 
The inner city of Krakow can be divided in the part with the historical core and the belt around this 

co re which have often embranchments th at are diversified with open green spaces and industrial 

sites with light industrial activities. The historical core of Krakow is the ma in attraction for tourists with 

high quality shops and historical' buildings and public spaces. This historical core is defined by a 

green belt and at some locations the old city walls. The relatively sm all historical core does have a 

high building density with many old buildings and there is not much space left for new developments. 

Several parts of it qualify for renovation because in often the ground level façade and entrance of 

shops are upgraded. which can not be said of the upper levels of these buildings. 

The area that needs more attent ion is the ot her part of the inner city which can be distinguished by its 

grayish ambiance but still has more character than the streets of Lodz inner city. When moving more 

to the outer limits more and more old factory plants appear together with green spaces. Furthermore 

the amount of blank spots is increasing as weil . but not to be compared with Lodz. The sites ,that are 

located close to historical core are in many cases still in use or partially empty spaces that can be 

developed, like the large area to the south-west of the city near the river bank. 

From the municipal point of view the redevelopment of the inner city is a very complicated issue 

which is caused by several elements. First of all a large share of the rea I estate supply is owned by 

the inhabitants of the city and they form astrong public opinion restructuring of areas in the inner 



city of Krakow. They municipality has a passive approach towards inner city restructuring and leaves 

initiatives to the private sector, who are often developing apartments at the city limits, just like the 

situation in Lodz. 

In the end of the 1990s, the lack of office space in the city center and in areas with good acces

sibility in the suburbs was a major bottleneck for the economic transformation. Interventions like the 

transformation of apartments into office space were applied. At the same time large areas ol weil 

located' land were either under-used or vacant (Bertaud , 1999). 

Infrastructure 
The city ol Krakow is improving its infrastructl'Jre, witn the adjustments made to fiew urban junctions 

and ring roads. These interventions are needed, because the city is lacing increasing car use, caus

ing trallic congestion . The increasing use of cars also results in decraslng numbers of public trans

port use. With the city centre being almost entirely a pedestrian zone, the traflic concentrates around 

the historical core. Another farm of traffic t'hat is increasing very quickly is passenger transport by 

plane. Nowadays, Krakow is seen as an allractive city, with weil preserved historical buildings, which 

attracts many tourists from other EU countries. 

The city of Krakow is relatively stretched ou\, alongside the radial arterial roads that lead to the city 

limits . In addition , many functiOI1S are shallerd , with housing, for instance Nova Huta, in the east , 

closely located to an area with clear boudaries, 'Iike the Millel steel factories. Shopping centers cur

rent develop on open places between the city centre and the concentrated large housing areas . 

Housing 
During the 1950s and '60s, urban planners created heavy industry, such as the Nowa Huta steel milis, 

and a land use pallern that was not as functional as the European city at the end ol the twentieth 

century. The massive housing projects developed, were systematicallylocated close to the pi aces 

ol production and its pollution. Because food and other househo'ld needs were distributed cent rally, 

commercial (retaiI) uses were not located near these high-density residential areas (Dale-Johnson, 

Redlearn and Brzeski, 2004) . Lookil1g at the current situation ol these dwellings, it does not meet 

the quality demanded by professionals in services and high-tech industries. In order to respond to 

this need, well-Iocated land with industrial land should be converted to residential afid services use 

(Bertaud , 1999).The current situation shows 

many improvements in th Is field, with new re

tail facilities close to high populated areas. 

Foundedl in the 1950s as the idealist 'socialist 

city' , Nowa Huta (meaning 'new steelworks') 

located close to Krakow was centered on 

the lormer Lenin Steelworks. Transformations 

since 1989 have led to the characterization 

ol Nowa Huta rather as a place of insecurity, 

restricted mobility and 'entrapment' . A vast 

range of new leisure facilities , such as mul

tiplex cinemas, shopping mails and a water 

park, shimmers allractively on Nowa Huta's 

western edges, but only serves to highlight the 

exclusivity ol leisure today. The loss of financial 
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support lrom the steelworks and the growing commercialization ol social and cultural lacilities have 

not only eroded levels ol provision in Nowa Huta (see, lor example; Radlowska 2002), but also the 

community's autonomy Irom Krakow. Krakow has become the locus lor work, lor leisure and lor 

consumption. 

An evaluation ol the spatial distribution around the historie core (previous page) results in this histo

gram, which has a 'camel back', as is pointed out by the bows. This is often seen with post socialist 

cities and indicates that the city is by nature not very compact, when compared with a city the same 

average density, but with a convex, negatively sloped prolile, such as large Western cities. 

Krakow is the second lastest developing residential market alter Warsaw. Based on the data pub

lished by the Central Statistical Office (GUS) , in the year 2004,4,500 dwellings were completed, while 

in the lirst quarter ol 2005 the number reached 1,000. Residential supply on the primary market is 

lar behind the revived demand, which since the beginning ol 2004 has remained on the high levels. 

Given the state ol the market potential clients are loreed to buy dwellings at the very early stages ol 

development, or even atthe planniflg stage. The most intense development ol residential schemes 

takes place in the southwestern and northern area ol Krakow due to the largest number ol available 

plots ol land. The biggest advantages ol those locations are peacelul and green neighborhood, 

numerous public transport routes and competitive prices. 

Brownfields 

Many land areas to the east ol the city center are lor industrial use. Approximately 28% ol the 

municipal land area is dedicated to industrial use (Bertaud, 2004). The city council ol Krakow has 

approved a revitalization plan ol the previously industrial Zablocie district. Local authorities plan to 

use EU money to regenerate th is area into an elegant district. The Zablocie zoning plan envisages 

a large number ol projects such as renovation work on old buildings, improvements to the transport 

inlrastructure and recreational lacilities and will naturally bring increased construct ion activity in the 
region. The zoning plan sets out building regulations such as build density and build height lor the 

area meaning that property developers effectively have planning permission without the need to 

complete the time consuming WZ process in order to get planning permission, which is "he case lor 

the majority ol the rest ol the city ol Krakow. 

With new private initiatives locusing on Greenlield development , there still is need lor the regenar

tion ol Brownfield sites around the city center, that have been absorbed by the lurther expansion ol 

Krakow. Like the situation in the Czech cities, Polish municipalities have small budgets lor Brown

lield regeneration . Furthermore, they have sold municipalland in the inner city to the private sector, 

leaving themselves dependant on private initiatives. So lar, there has not been much allention lor 

Brownlield regeneration by the local government. The problem also has to do with many lactories 

that are still working, making it more difficult to lind solutions lor these problems. 



tódz 

Municipality 

The city of Lodz is situated in the center of 

Poland with a populatîon number of 776.297 in 

2004. The origin of the city dates from the begin

ning of the 19"' century, when people found the 

location of wh at now is the city Lodz a strategic 

place between two rivers for the textile and 

manufacturing industry. In 1820 a campaign 

is started to turn Lodz in a cent re of manufac

turing . During the Wh century, Lodz develops 

into the biggest textile product ion center of 

the former Russian Empire. The population in 

1870 has grown to a number of 70.000 people 

and between 1870 and 1890 the city enjoys the 

most intense industrial growth. By the outbreak 

of the Second World War Lodz rates as one of 

the most densely populated cities on the plan et 

with a population of approximately 13.000 peo

ple per square kilometer. Nowadays the city of 

Lodz experiences a high unemployment level, 

with 15% of the people without a job, because Figure 32. Map of Lodz 

of the declining industry. This is one of the rea-

sons why young educated people leave the city because there is no work for them as weil, apart 

from the fact that the city has nothing to offer. They leave Lodz for cities in the rest of Europe where 

they have more opportunities. 

During the interviews in Lodz with project developers , their biggest complaint was the absence of 

a masler and zoning plan. The original plan considers only a marginal area of the city of Lodz in its 

plans, which makes it hard for developers to develop these areas in the inner city. Especially for a 

large share of the old factories and housing estates, there is a lack of guidance and insight in other 

funclions of these areas and buildings . The city used to be divided in zones for a specific function, 

but nowadays these functions are all mixed up in the zones . Next to that , it is also difficult to change 

the function of an industrial area into that of residential or commercial use. 

The problem of the city center or 'historical core' is the fact that there is no guidance of the munici

pality how to develop or improve the 'blank spots' which are present in force. The 10Gai government 

does not have money to support developments with grants or subsidy, but does also not set up 

favorabie conditions for private actors in order to boost inner city developments. One example one 

of the interviewees gave was about a city in Poland where people would not have pay any tax when 

they would invest the money in improving their property. The municipality of Lodz did introduced a 

mechanism that would provide inhabitants of the city center new housing in case they would give up 

their property, thus freeing the road for new developments. 



The current city strategy with respect to real estate locuses on several points which are: 

Map all the real estate and surrounding areas available lor development; 

Establish cooperation between companies who provide market inlormation to get potential 

investors inlormed; 

Establish cooperation between municipality and developers lor the construction ol high-class 

office space and preparation ol plots lor investors; 

Introduce lavorable conditions, like remaining Iree Irom property taxes, lor developers who 

meet specific conditions set by the local government; 

Select ion ol most attractive plots lor investment in Lodz; 

Priority to the development plans lor selected areas; 

Process improvement ol the development ol other plots. 

lhe current strategy ol city tends to look like a move in the right direction, but the reactions ol 

interviewees are not th at positive. The newly elected mayor lacks a pro-active approach lor the 

whole situation. On top ol that, the central government is uncertain about their policy and strategy lor 

Lodz. They still do not seem to know how to restructure the city ol Lodz, besides how to attract new 

international investors. There should be a simp Ie spatial plan that would make it easier lor private 

actors to develop in the inner city. 

Taking into account the current situation ol Lodz the specilic problems lor Lodz are the outdated 

and incomplete Master plan, the passive approach ol the local government to inner city restructur

ing, the typical size ol land plots, urban sprawl and multiple ownership situations. At the moment 

al most all ,ili1itiatives come Irom private actors and who are not lamiliar with developments by Public 

Private Partnerships, mainly because the local government does not know how to use this kind ol 

cooperation and risk sharing. Another initiative by citizens ol Lodz is tne start ol a TeM (town center 

management), which is a kind ol lorerunner ol the BID (Business Improvement District). 

Inner city 

The historical core ol Lodz has a particular structure which origins Irom the lounding ol the city 

during the beginning ol the 19th century. This location was chosen because ol the presence ol two 

rivers, which were needed lor the textile industry. The most interesting aspect ol this structure is the 

Figure 33: Main shopping street Lodz 

original size ol the land plots which have a measurement ol 

21 meters width and 200 length. This measurement made a 

plot ideal lor the production ol textile, because the lirst part 

near the road was used lor living and production purpose 

and the rest ol the plot lor the growth ol linen and cloth. 

Later the production ol wool was introduced in Lodz, where 

the sheep could easily be neld at the backyard ol the plot. 

This particular size ol plots makes it difficult lor the city the 

restructme the 'historical core' ol Lodz, because developers 

are not interested in the 100 meters ol land which is located 

at the end ol the plot and lar away lrom the street. Next to 

that many buildings and the land where they are built on 

have a luzzy ownership structure, because ol the transition 

ol property during the beginning ol the 1990s and the sev· 

eral beneliciaries per plot that arise because ol decease. 

The current situation in the inner city can be described as 
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messy, with many trouble spots or 'blank spots' at the corners of cross-sections and also in the 

middle of buildirlg blocks. These blank spots are open spaces where used to be buildings who were 

demolished or collapsed because of the decreasing quality. Instead of buildings, they are nowadays 

used for waste storage, unpaved parking space or just as an open space with low qualily. Only the 

ma in shopping street of Lodz, Piotrowskastreet, is free of such irregularily and is a place where 

many banks, cafes, restaurants, hotels and B-quality (non-western) shops are located. It forms a 

bridge between the ma in shopping facilities iln Lodz which are Galeria Lodzka and Manufaktura. 

Whereas Galeria Lodzka is a traditional shopping center with many shops with the western brands 

which is located near a large cinema complex, Manufaktura is a former illldustrial complex that is 

renovated and enlarged with a large shopping center. Manufaktura also has cultural and leisure 

functions, besides all the shops with western brands and can be considered as a national example 

of wh at is possible with industrial heritage. 

When one looks at the quality of the inner city the concllJsion is that there is a huge difference with 

Krakow. There are several reasons for this difference which can be sought iln the age and origin of 

the cities. Whereas Lodz was founded in the 191h century on industrial grounds, the city of Krakow 

is a medieval city and has been the capitol of Poland. The city of Lodz is a grayness city with a grid 

structure where 'lot many developments occur in the historical core and where the qualily of roads, 

pavements and public space is very poar. Furthermore, the quality of public transport like the tram 

system is declining and often trams break down. Another negative aspect is the difference in height 

of many buildings in one street, which shows many blank walls that are not maintained weil. The 

poor quality of the 'historical core' also originates from the people who live there. In contrast to many 

other cities, like for instance Krakow, the lower income households occupy the historical core of 

Lodz. In general, the housing does not have modern facilities like central healing and sewerage. This 

situation does not contribute to the improvement of the attractiveness of the 'historical core'. One 

phenomenon in Lodz and in Krakow is the presence of small kiosks olten at cross sections who sell 

cigarettes, public transport tickets, maps etcetera. The remarkable thing, about these kiosks is that 

they own the land they use, which is about 5 to 6 square meters. Because th is small piece of land is 

located at the front of the narrow and long land plots, it makes the rest of the plots almost useless 

because their entrance is the place where the kiosk is located. This is the fact for the city of Lodz and 

the ownership situation in Krakow uncertain, 

Alter the development of Manufaktura people could see that the industrial heritage can be allocated 

for different functions, This potential was also discovered by Opal, a property development company 

from Australia, who are now developing a former industrial complex of Scheibier, one of the major 

German companies located in Lodz, which was responsible for the growth of Lodz. This year the 

renovalion of one of the major factory buildings is started, which contains a sandblast process and 

total makeover of the building into luxury lofts. Because the 500 lofts were all sold within one week 

which was a total surprise for the developer, new industrial building sites were allocated near the 

Scheibier complex to start with renovation, This process can be described as a spin-off effect and 

also shows ,that one development can trigger other developments. Hle devel'opment market in Lodz 

needs this kind of iniliatives that can be used as example lor other projects. This example shows 

,that there is enough demand for new housing, but the question should be asked how much demand 

there is left for such luxury housing developments in the inner city. One important aspect of renovat

ing cultural heritage is that it has to be approved by the city conservator. During the (re)development 

process each step has to be discussed and approved by the conservator as weil. As becomes clear 

from the current developments in the city of Lodz almost all the initiatives come from the private 



sector. This phenornenon wiU be discussed in the city strategy section more thoroughly. 

Looking at the current development activities in the inner city one can determine that not much 

progress in being made. Especially the historical core does not seem to evolve positively after 

the major investments made tor the development ot Manutaktura and Galeria Lodzka. Although 

the demand tor new housing is high according to several sou rees , the ownership situation and an 

incomplete master plan result in developments at the city limits. Another reason why developments 

occur outside the inner city is the land price which is very low (€ 25,- /m2) when comparing it to cities 

like Warsaw (€ 100,- /m2
) , Krakow (€ 65,- /m 2), Wroclaw (€ 65,- /m2

) and Poznan (€ 70,- /m2
) . 

Infrastructure 
The city of Lodz also has a very extensive railroad infrastructure, which is there for the support of 

the different industrial complexes . The current status of public transport is relatively bad, with many 

trams breaking down every day. New tram carriages are introduced to the present infrastructure. The 

opportunity for Lodz is the development of a cios er connection with Warsaw. The future completion 

of two motorways, with ajunetion near Lodz, the modernization of the rail connection with Warsaw 

and the possible future location of a new international airport on the western fringe of Warsaw Met

ropolitan Area could prove beneficial developments for Lodz (Weclawowicz, 2004) . 

Housing 
The city of Lodz has, as many other Central European cities, an extensive supply of large-scale 

housing estates . These areas exist of many prefabricated flats , which are located relatively close 

to the north and south ot the 'historical core ' of Lodz. These areas have large open green spaces 

and besides the older and small-scale supermarkets often, a hypermarket like Tesco, Carrefour and 

Makro is located in these areas with a high population density. On important aspect of these large

scale housing areas is that no buildings are being demolished. In some cases private initiative of 

inhabitants results in the renovation of the flats. One sigll of renovation that can be determined from 

outside is the application of plastic window casing. 

Probably the biggest difference between large housing estates in Lodz and Western Europe is the 

kind of people who live in them. While many social minorities and poor people live in the estates 

in Western cities, the social-economic level of the inhabitants of flats in Lodz is more diverse. The 

reason for that is that the percentage of people who live in flats is by far higher than in many Western 

cities . Relatively rich and educated people also live in these flats . Still there is the Roma population 

who often withdrawn themselves from society and live in the deteriorated buildings. There is a slight 

change happening because many new developments at the city boundaries of Lodz are realized in 

green areas. A large share of these developments exists of apartment buildings which are sold for a 

price between € 250,- and € 1000,-. According to professor Wisniewska of the Technical University 

of Lodz (faculty of Urban Planning) the biggest problem is urban sprawl in Lodz . With th is she means 

the uncontrolied developments of residential areas in the natural environment at the city boundaries. 

Urban sprawl is not the same as suburbanization, because this would be a flow of people from the 

city to the small villages in the neighborhood of Lodz. One of the reasons for this urban sprawl is the 

tendency of people to live in green areas and the lack of a comprehensive Master plan for the city 

by the municipality. Development companies buy the land near the city limits and obtain a building 

permit within a month or two. Af ter the building permit is granted, they can develop the apartments 

often without any complications. 



Brownfields 

The presence of Brownfieldsin the inner city areas is not as extensive as the map of the city tries to 

prove. No heavy industry is located in the inner city, only abandoned factory plants or factories that 

still are in use. At the boundaries of the inner city of Lodz to the north, a large industrial area is still 

active and is a large employer tor many people. 

Contrary to the city of Brno and Ostrava where Brownfields are situated in the inner city the city of 

Lodz shows almost no large Brownfields at first sighl. In lodz, former industrial areas are more 

hidden behind the façade of buildings which often have small entrances. In th is case the plot size 

is an important factor because situations occur where several plots are joined together and accom

modate a relatively small factory. Also in many cases , these factories are still in use tor light industrial 

activities. The main industrial areas are connected by railroads and to the north of the city, the largest 

industrial, area is located near the large housing estates. During the socialist era the poll ut ion was a 

serious threal to the people ot Lodz, whereas the quality ot groundwater was seriously aftected . 
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